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The presence of outliers is a problem, with which man,y researchers are con-
fronted during data analysis, and which forces them to take action. In general,
an outlier is an observation that is different from the other observations in the
sample. Outliers may be interesting in their own right, and may have great
influence on the outcome of the data analysis. Outlier detection usually deals
with continuous variables but when an observation consists of multiple vari-
ables with only few (say, up to seven) possible values, it is difficult to identify
outlying observations. A typical example is the item scores from psychologi-
cal questionnaires. The focus of this thesis is outlier analysis of this kind of
multivariate discrete data.
Test, questionnaire, and survey data
I concentrate on questionnaires that are used to measure an attribute. Exam-
ples of attributes relevant to this thesis are personality traits such as neuroti-
cism and introversion, and several attitudes, for example toward genetically
modified foods (sociology) and governmental agencies (political science). At-
tributes are measured by means of multiple items, which together enhance
validity and total-score reliability. Items typically consist of a statement and
a discrete, ordered rating scale that reflects the degree to which a person en-
dorses the statement. Items are scored either dichotomously for responses that
are negative (score 0) or positive (score 1) with respect to the attribute), or
polytomously using at least three ordered scores, expressing higher degrees
of endorsement, as with Likert items. Because of the data are discrete, the
detection of outliers based on individual items is difficult.
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2 Introduction
Definition of an outlier
Outliers may be defined in relation to the rest of the sample or a model, or
according to their influence on the results. Two well accepted definitions of an
outlier are "an observation which deviates so much from other observatíons as
to arouse suspicions that it was generated by a different mechanism" (Hawkins,
1980, p. 1), and "an observation (or subset of observations) which appears to
be inconsistent with the remainder of [the] data" (Barnett and Lewis, 1998, p.
7). Outliers are sometimes called contaminant observations, suspect observa-
tions, or influential observations. A contaminant observation is an observation
that arose from a different population than the target distribution, a suspect
observation is an observation that appears unusual, surprising, or extreme to
the investigator, and "an influential observation is clearly one that is outlying
in the terms of its influence on the particular phase of the analysis that is being
monitored" (Beckman 8L Cook, 1983). A contaminant or influential observa-
tion need not be outlying and an outlying observation need not be contaminant
or influential (Barnett 8~ Lewis, 1998, pp. 9, 317). An observation that stems
from the distribution of interest is called a regular observation.
Origin of an outlier
Outliers may arise for many different reasons (e.g., Barnett 8L Lewis, 1998, pp.
32-34; Beckman 8i Cook, 1983; Iglewicz 8z Hoaglin, 1993, p. 7). At least four
types may be distinguished.
1 Inherent variability: Outliers are merely rare events that are perfectly rea-
sonable given the model at hand.
2 Measurement error: Outliers arise for deterministic reasons, for example, due
to a reading error, a recording error, or a calculation error. For example,
in questionnaire data, measurement error may be caused by an alignment
error, which may occur when a respondent skips a question and fills out
the answer to the next question in the space on the answer sheet meant
for the previous question. Another example of a measurement error may
arise when a respondent does not notice that an item is contraindicative
and, as result, the respondent produces an item score as if the item had
been positively phrased.
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3 Execution error: Outliers are observations not truly representative of the tar-
get population (i.e., they are contaminant observations). In questionnaire
research, a respondent may demonstrate a response style such as extreme
responding, agreeableness, or social desirability (e.g., Nunnally óc Bern-
stein, 1994, pp. 380-386). As a result, the respondent's item scores do not
only reflect the attribute but are contaminated by a response style, which
is unrelated to the content of the items or the respondent's attribute level.
Some respondents may suffer from test anxiety and give inconsistent item
scores. Other respondents may respond carelessly due to lack of motiva-
tion, which may result in random responses. Furthermore, a respondent
may give meaningless answers due to lack of traitedness (Baumeister 8L
Tice, 1988) or poor comprehension.
4 Incorrect model: Outliers arise due to incorrect assumptions about the data
or an incorrect model for explaining the data. For example, a researcher
may incorrectly assume that items are unidimensional (i.e., measuring a
single attribute) or the questionnaire may consist of one or more items,
which elicit responses due to different attributes than the intended at-
tribute.
What to do with outliers
In general, outliers may either be accommodated or identified (Barnett 8L Lewis,
1998, pp. 34-42; Iglewicz ót Hoaglin, 1993, pp. 1-2). Accommodation means
that outliers are transformed or weighed such that they do not seriously dis-
tort the statistical results. Methods that have this property are called robust
against the presence of the outliers. Many methods for accommodation exist
(Barnett 8L Lewis, 1998, chap. 3; Iglewicz 8L Hoaglin, 1993, chap. 4). Because
accommodation requires much information about the process generating the
outliers, Beckman and Cook (1983) favor identification over accommodation.
Identification of outliers and then, for example, leaving the identified ob-
servations out of the analysis may improve the quality of remaining data and
the data analysis. Outlier identification may also improve data collection and
data analysis in future research. Outliers may reveal flaws in the collection of
the data, the data, and the model. Furthermore, one identified outlier may
lead to the discovery of more outliers or a group of outliers characterized by
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typical group properties that set them apart from the population of interest.
An examination of outliers and their causes deepens an investigator's under-
standing of the phenomenon under study and may lead to knowledge otherwise
gone unnoticed. Also, the identification of outliers may lead to new theories
and models. In this thesis, the focus is on the detection of outliers.
An important step in applied research is what to do with the observations
identified as outlier. Most researchers would simply delete the outliers from
their analysis. However, this is not recommended. Most important is the
investigation of the outlier's origin. Outliers due to measurement errors should
be corrected if possible, or otherwise they may be removed or treated as missing
value. Outliers due to incorrect model specification may lead t.o a revision of
the model or method of estimation. If the origin of the outliers is unclear
or revision of the model is impossible, two analyses may be performed, one
including all observations and one without the outliers to assess the influence
of the outliers on the analysis (Iglewicz óL Hoaglin, 1993, p. 8; Stevens, 1996,
pp. 12-18).
Useful conceptual distinctions for this thesis
Univariate versus multivariate
The degree to which an observation is different from other observations is mea-
sured by an outlier statistic, which we also ca.ll an outlier score. For univariate
data, defining an outlier score is straightforward because the data has only
one ordering. Outliers are then easily identified as observations that stick out,
usually at one or both extremes of the distribution. For multivariate data, an
outlier need not be extreme in any variable. The complication with multivari-
ate data is that a natural ordering does not exist. An outlier score needs to
be defined such that it reflects the degree to which an observation is unusual
or suspected, which can happen in many different ways, depending on what
the researcher defines as suspected. For discrete rating scale data, a complica-
tion is the limited range of the scores, which seems to make it difficult if not
impossible for observations to stick out.
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Masking and swamping
In the presence of one or more outliers, the problems of masking and swamping
may arise (e.g., Barnett óL Lewis, 1994, pp. 97, 109-110; Hadi, 1992). Masking
occurs when one or more outliers attract the statistics needed to estimate the
outlier score in their direction, which then results in low outlier scores for these
observations. Consequently, outliers mask their own presence and possibly
that of other outliers, and make them look less suspected. Swamping occurs
when one or more outliers pull the statistics needed to estimate the outlier
score away from the regular observations, yielding higher outlier scores for
these regular observations. Swamping causes regular observations to appear
suspected. If an outlier detection method suffers from masking and swamping..
it fails at identifying outliers and robust outlier detection methods should then
be investigated.
Classifying discordant observations
When an outlier score is defined that reflects the degree of suspect behav-
ior, a decision has to be made which suspect observations are indeed different
from the remainder of the data. Such a decision rnay be formalized using a
discordancy test. The suspect observations, which are tested discordant are
called discordant observations. In general, there are three ways for classify-
ing observations as discordant. First, the researcher subjectively determines
which outlier scores are discordant, usually aided by graphical tools (e.g., a
histogram). Second, a formal discordancy test is used to determine a cutoff
value. Observations exceeding the cutoff values are classified as discordant.
Third, the top p~ (e.g., p- 10010) of the observations with the highest outlier
scores are classified as discordant. This approach is common when a formal
discordancy test is unavailable and the researcher needs an objective criterion
for classifying observations as discordant.
Given that it is known whether an observation is regular or contaminant,
observations may be either classified correctly or incorrectly as discordant. The
quality of the classification can be evaluated by ineans of two quantities; the
specificity and the sensitivity (Selvin, 2004, pp. 69-74). The specificity is de-
fined as the proba.bility that a regular observation is correctly classified as not
discordant and the sensitivity as the probability that a contaminant observation
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is correctly classified as discordant.
Outlier detection methods
Introduction
Barnett and Lewis (1994, chap. 6) discuss many methods for identifying univari-
ate outliers (also, see Iglewicz 8L Hoaglin, 1993; chaps. 3 and 5). Two popular
methods are Tukey's fences (Tukey, 1977, pp. 43-44), which is better known as
the boxplot, and the extreme studentized deviate (Rosner, 1983), which is the
maximum z-score obtainable in the sample distribution. These methods may
be used as discordancy test for the outlier scores.
For identifying multivariate outliers, the most used method is the Maha-
lanobis (1936) distance. The Mahalanobis distance is related to Wilks's (1963)
outlier statistic (e.g., Barnett 8L Lewis, 1994, pp. 286-292; Caroni 8L Prescott,
1992) and the leverage values (e.g., Rousseeuw óL Leroy, 2000, pp. 224-225).
The Mahalanobis distance measures the distance of an observation to the cen-
ter of the data when the correlation structure of the data is taken into account.
Outliers may cause large bias in the estimates of the center and the correlation
structure of the data and, as a result, the Mahalanobis distances may fail to
detect the outliers (i.e., masking occurs). Therefore, many methods have been
proposed that result in a Mahalanobis distance that is robust with respect to
outliers (e.g., Atkinson, 1994; Filzmoser, Maronna, 8L Werner, 2008; Hadi, 1992,
1994; Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw, óL Stahel, 1986; Kosinski, 1999; Rocke 8L
Woodruff, 1996; Rousseeuw 8z Leroy, 2003, chap. 7). The formal discordancy
test associated with the Mahalanobis distance is based on the x2 distribution,
which is only valid when the data are multivariate normally distributed. The
Mahalanobis distance may be used for outlier detection in questionnaire data,
but the X2-based discordancy test may not be valid because discrete (Likert)
questionnaire data are not multivariate normally distributed.
In regression analysis, outlier detection has received much attention (e.g.,
Chatterjee óz Hadi, 1986; Iglewicz ói Hoaglin, 1993, chap. 7; Rousseeuw 8L
Leroy, 2003, chap. 6). Popular methods for outlier detection are studentized
residuals, leverage values, and Cook's distance. Several techniques have been
developed for outlier detection in robust regression (Atkinson óe Riani, 2000;
Rousseeuw 8L Leroy, 2003; Rousseeuw ~ Van Zomeren, 1990). Because in
questionnaire data a distinction between independent and dependent variables
is not made, outlier detection methods from regression analysis cannot be used.
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Outlier methods have been studied in 2-way contingency tables (e.g., Kotze
8L Hawkins, 1984; Lee 8i Yick, 1999; Simonoff, 1988; Yick 8i Lee, 1998). How-
ever, analysis of J-way contingency tables typical of questionnaire data is prob-
lematic because for J items and m f 1 different item scores, the number of
(m ~ 1)~ cells in the table easily exceeds the sample size N, resulting in many
empty cells. Hence, this approach is expected to fail for outlier detection in
multi-item questionnaires.
In the data mining community (e.g., Han ói Kamber, 2001; Hastie, Tibshi-
rani, 8L l~iedman, 2001) outlier detection methods related to clustering tech-
niques are used (e.g., Breunig, Kriegel, Ng, 8L Sander, 2000; Hodge 8L Austin,
2004). Outliers are the observations that do not pertain to a cluster. These
methods may also be used for outlier detection in questionnaire data, but this
has not been explored yet.
Comrey (1985) proposed a method for outlier detection in data from person-
ality questionnaires. His method measures the influence of an observation on
the estimated correlations. Bacon (1995) proposed an alternative to Comrey's
method, which assumes normally distributed data. Compared to the Maha-
lanobis distance, Comrey's method and Bacon's method were less successful
in identifying outliers in typical questionnaire data (Bacon, 1995; Rasmussen,
1988).
In psychometrics, person-fit methods (e.g., Meijer 8L Sijtsma, 2001) have
been proposed for assessing the fit of item response theory (IRT) models (e.g.,
Van der Linden 8L Hambleton, 1997) to an individual's item-score vector. Out-
liers are the observations to which the IRT model does not fit. Person-fit
methods have been proposed that take both the (IRT) model and the Maha-
lanobis distance into account (Reise 8L Widaman, 1999; Yuan, Fung, 8e Reise,
2004). Nonparametric IRT models are less strict than parametric IRT models,
which causes nonparametric IRT model to have an "easier" fit the question-
naire data. Therefore, person-fit methods based on nonparametric IRT models
may be more preferable for outlier detection, but this is not the focus of this
thesis.
Outline of the thesis
In Chapter 1, we proposed two outlier scores suited for outlier detection in
test and questionnaire data. An outlier score expresses the degree to which an
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observation is unusual or suspected. One definition combined information from
the scores on all the items in the test (O~), and the other definition combined
information from all pairs of item scores (G}). For ten real-data sets, the
distribution of each of the two outlier scores was inspected by means of Tukey's
fences (a.k.a. boxplot) and the extreme studentized deviate (ESD) procedure
in order to classify observations as discordant. It was investigated whether the
discordant observations were influential with respect to Cronbach's alpha, the
item-rest correlations, and Loevinger's H coeffiicient. In general, removal of
discordant observations identified by O} resulted in a decrease of Cronbach's
alpha, the item-rest correlations, and Loevinger's H coefficient, and removal of
discordant observations identified by G} resulted in a increase of the statistics.
In Chapter 2, four discordancy tests were used to decide whether an observa-
tion had a discordant outlier score. The discordancy tests were Tukey's fences,
Tukey's fences with adjustment for skewness of the outlier-score distribution
(adjusted boxplot), the ESD, and the ESD after normality transformation of
the outlier-score distribution (ESD-T). The outlier scores were O~ and G~.
The specificity and the sensitivity of the four discordancy tests were investi-
gated for both outlier scores in simulated data. The simulated data were based
on real data obtained by means of the medical questionnaire Rising and Sitting
Down (QRÓLS; Roorda, 1~lolenaar, Lankhorst, 8L Bouter, 2005), and contami-
nants were added according to the slippage model. Furthermore, the discordant
observations were investigated when the outlier scores were applied to the real
QRÓLS data. It was concluded that Tukey's fences identified most observations
as discordant, which resulted in lower specificity and higher sensitivity than the
other discordancy tests. In general, outlier scores O~ and G} identified differ-
ent observations as discordant, which suggests they quantify different concepts
and may be used complementary.
In Chapter 3, the sensitivity and the specificity of four outlier scores were
studied for the same four different discordancy tests as in Chapter 2. The out-
lier scores were the Mahalanobis distance, a robust version of the Mahalanobis
distance, O~, and G~.. Multi-item questionnaire data were simulated, in which
the dimensionality, the number of answer categories, the test length, and the
range of separation parameters were varied. The tradeoff between sensitivity
and specificity was most favorable for O~ and G}. The 1`lahalanobis distance
had both lower sensitivity and lower specificity. The robust Mahalanobis dis-
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tance had very low specificity. Using the outlier scores in combination with the
ESD increased sensitivity but decreased specificity, whereas the combination
with the adjusted boxplot and the ESD-T increased specificity but decreased
sensitivity.
In Chapter 4, we investigated the effect outliers have on the specificity
and the sensitivity of each of six different outlier scores. Typical question-
naire data were simulated in which three types of simulated atypical item-score
vectors (extreme responding, random responding, and faking) were added to
regular data. The Mahalanobis distance and G~ were found to have the best
combination of specificity and sensitivity. Next, it was investigated how out-
liers influenced the bias in the percentile rank scores, Cronbach's alpha, and
a validity coefficient. Outliers due to random responding and faking produced
considerable bias, and outliers due to extreme responding produced little bias.
Finally, the influence of removing discordant observations on bias was studied.
Removing observations due to random responding identified by means of the
Mahalanobis distance, the local outlier factor, and G~ reduced bias.
In Chapter 5, the forward search algorithm, which is a robust diagnos-
tic method for outlier detection, was adapted to the identification of outliers
in Mokken scale analysis. Choices with respect to this adaptation pertain to
the definition of an objective function and the qualitative results of interest,
such as item response functions and scalability coefficients. The application
of the adapted forward search algorithm to Mokken scale analysis was demon-
strated using real data with and without artificial outliers, prepared especially
for demonstrating the potential of the forward search. The forward search
was successful in identifying outliers. It was concluded that the first attempt




Outlier detection in test and
questionnaire data~
Abstract
Classical methods for detecting outliers deal with continuous variables. These
methods are not readily applicable to categorical data, such as incorrect~correct
scores (0~1) and ordered rating scale scores (e.g., 0, ..., 4) typical of multi-item
tests and questionnaires. This study proposes two definitions of outlier scores
suited for categorical data. One definition combines information on outliers
from scores on all the items in the test, and the other definition combines
information from all pairs of item scores. For a particular item-score vector, an
outlier score expresses the degree to which the item-score vector is unusuaL For
ten real-data sets, the distribution of each of the two outlier scores is inspected
by means of Tukey's fences and the extreme studentized deviate procedure.
It is investigated whether the outliers that are identified are influential with
respect to the statistical analysis performed on these data. Recommendations
are given for outlier identification and accommodation in test and questionnaire
d21t~1.
~`This chapter has been published as: `~ . P. Zijlstra, L. A. van der Ark, ~t K. Sijtsma (2007).





Outliers are often identified as observations or subsets of observations which
appear to be inconsistent with the remainder of the data (Barnett 8z Lewis,
1994, p. 7). Such observations are of interest in particular when they exercise
a disproportionate influence on the outcome of the statistical analysis of one's
data. For example, compared to a data analysis without the outlying obser-
vations, one that includes these outliers may result in means that shift further
to the left or the right, correlations that are higher or lower, and regression
coefficients that are biased. Obviously, such influential observations should be
identified and a decision should be taken about their role in the statistical
data analysis. In this paper, we discuss outliers in the context of test and
questionnaire data, that are typically collected in psychological, sociological,
educational, and political science research.
An obvious sequence for identifying and dealing with outliers is the follow-
ing. First, one starts by noting that several observations in the data are unusual
or suspected (cf., Barnett 8L Lewis, 1994, p. 1) given what one would expect. We
refer to such observations as suspect observations (Iglewicz 8L Hoaglin, 1993,
p. 30). Notice that many authors use different terms; for example, Barnett
and Lewis (1994, p. 297) use the term suspicious observations and Hadi and
Simonoff (1993) use the term potential o~tliers. Second, a formal decision is
made whether the suspect observations are indeed different from the remainder
of the data. Such a decision may be based on a discordancy test (Barnett ~
Lewis, 1994, chap. 4). When it is decided that a suspect observation is dis-
cordant it is called an outlier. Third, a decision should be made what to do
with outliers. Three possibilities are the following. The first possibility is to
investigate the influence of the outliers by analyzing the dat.a with and without
them. Outliers exercising a disproportionate influence on the statistical results
are referred to as in,fluential observations. For example, it may be decided that
the influential observations are deleted from the data. The second possibility
is to accommodate the outliers. This entails the construction of statistics that
are robust with respect to outliers, or a transformation of the data. The third
possibility is to conclude that the outlying cases are representative of a group
that was misrepresented in the sample, and it may be decided that a new sam-
ple should be collected based on the appropriate stratification. Alternatively,
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outliers may be studied as separate interesting cases.
Barnett and Lewis (1994. pp. 33-34) distinguish three ways for outliers to
arise in a sample. In their terminology these are:
1. Measurement error: Outliers arise for deterministic reasons, for example,
due to a reading error, a recording error, or a calculation error in the
data;
2. Execution error in collecting the data: Individuals that do not belong to
the population envisaged are included in the sample (such outliers are
called contaminants); and
3. Inherent variability: Outliers are merely rare events that are perfectly
reasonable given the model at hand.
Much research has been done into outlier detection for continuous variables
and variables with many categories. Barnett and Lewis (1994) and Rousseeuw
and Leroy (2003) provide many references until 1994 (for more recent sources,
see, e.g., Atkinson 8L Riani, 2000; Chambers, Hentges, 8L Zhao, 2004; and Cook
óL Critchley, 2000). This is different when a variable has only few, say, no
more than five, categories. Such variables are typical of psychological tests
and questionnaires, and are called "items" in that context. Let X~ denote the
random variable for the score on item j (j - l, ..., J), and let x~ be a real-
ization of X~ . For example, inany educational tests contain J items that are
dichotomously scored as either correct (x~ - 1) or incorrect (x~ - 0). Similar
correct~incorrect scoring can be found in intelligence testing. With only two
score categories, defining observations as suspected and testing for discordancy
may be problematic or, at least, awkward. For example, if 60~0 of the respon-
dents give a correct answer to item j and 4001o an incorrect answer, would one
conclude that people in this latter group give a surprising response and that the
group consists entirely of suspect observations? Similarly, many questionnaires
used for personality testing in psychology or attitude testing in sociological or
political science research contain rating scales to which ordered polytomous
scores are assigned. Ordering means that a higher score indicates a higher level
of endorsement with a statement about one's personality or the attitude under
investigation. Polytomous items typically are scored x~ - 0, ..., m. The well
known Likert items have five ordered answer categories (m - 4). In general,
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2 c m c 6, but larger values of m are sometimes encountered in practice, and
other scoring schemes also ma,y be used. If for one item with m, - 4 a score
distribution is found like (.20, .42, .18, .12, .08), are the 8~0 4-scores all suspect
observations? Or the 20~10 3- and 4-scores together? Or the 20P1o 0-scores and
the 8Q1o 4-scores?
In the context of categorical variables outliers have not been studied fre-
quently. One exception is the study of outliers in contingency tables (e.g.,
Kotze 8i Hawkins, 1984; Lee ~ Yick, 1999; Simonoff, 1988; Yick 8c Lee, 1998).
The J item scores produced by N respondents may be collected in a J-way
contingency table. Thus far, only outliers in reasonably filled two-way (i.e.,
J- 2) contingency tables have been studied. Most psychological tests have
J 1 10, resulting in sparse .J-way contingency tables. For example, if J- 10
and m- 4, then the contingency table has 510 - 9, 765, 625 cells. Even with
a large sample most cells are empty and the available approaches for outlier
detection in contingency tables fail. Hodge and Austin (2004) called this the
`curse of dimensionality'. An elaboration of the contingency table approach
is used in data mining techniques in computer sciences (see Hodge 8L Austin,
2004, for an overview), where this approach is applicable to continuous and cat-
egorical data. The approach is based on the distances between the observations
but also suffers from the `curse of dimensionalitv'.
Another exception is person-fit analysis. An early attempt was due to
Levine and Rubin (1979), who studied the appropriateness of a vector of J
binary item scores by means of its likelihood in the 2-parameter logistic model
(e.g., Van der Linden áL Hambleton, 1997). More generally, person-fit analysis
studies the fit of item response models to an individual's item-score vector or
evaluates the fit of an item-score vector in a group under consideration (see
1~leijer óL Sijtsma, 2001, for an extensive overview). The decision to categorize
sets of observations such as item-score vectors as either fitting or misfitting is
known as outlier identification (cf., Barnett 8L Lewis, 1994, p. 7). Recent ex-
amples can be found in certification testing (1~leijer, 2002) and adaptive testing
(Bradlow ~ VVeiss, 2001; Bradlow, VVeiss, ~ Cho, 1998). In person-fit analysis,
the interest is mainly with identifying aberrant item-score vectors and infer-
ring the cause of this aberrance, for example, for diagnostic reasons (e.g., did
the respondent understand the test instruction? Did he or she suffer from test
anxiety?). Furthermore, person-fit analysis is model based and therefore its ap-
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plication is more complex. In the present study, the interest is with the sample
and making valid inferences about the population by using simple indices.
We propose a new approach to outlier analysis in which we use outlier
scores as indices for identifying suspect observations. The first outlier score is
defined as an individual's frequency of unpopular item scores in his~her vector
of J item scores; for polytomous items this definition is a little more involved
than for binary items. This is explained later on. The rationale for this outlier
score is that for some tests or questionnaires a respondent's item scores are
suspect.ed if he or she often chooses unpopular answer categories. The second
outlier score is the number of weighted Guttman (1950) errors; such an error
in combinations of binary item scores occurs each time a respondent answers a
relatively difficult item correctly and an easier item incorrectly. The rationale
for this outlier score is that a respondent's item scores are suspected if he or she
has many score combinations that contradict the order of the items according to
difficulty. This idea is also useful with polytomous items. For ten real-data sets,
the distributions of the two outlier scores were inspected using both 1~key's
fences and the extreme studentized deviate procedure. Also, the influence of
the identified outliers on several statistics was investigated. Recommendations
are given for the use of outlier detection methods in the analysis of real test
and questionnaire data.
1.2 Methods of outlier detection
1.2.1 Outlier scores
Item-based outlier score
The idea behind the item-based outlier score, O~, is that responses to the modal
(most popular) score categories of items are not suspected, responses to the next
less popular score category are more suspected, and so on; and responses to the
least popular score category are the most suspected. We assume that each item
in the test or questionnaire has an equal number of ordered answer categories,
and that adjacent ordered integer scores ~- 0, ..., m represent this ordering.
Note that for dichotomous item scores m- 1. Proportions of answers in score
categories are denoted by P(X~ -~) and the score distribution of item j is
denoted by [P(X~ - 0), . . . , P(X~ - m)].
Outlier item-score, O~, equals 0 for the modal (i.e., the most popular) cate-
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gory, O~ - 1 for the next less popular category, and so on; and O~ - m for the
least popular category. Assume that respondent v has item score xv~. Then,
his~her outlier score. 0~,~, is determined using the rank number of P(X~ - x2,~),
denoted rank[P(X~ - xv~)], such that
O-~,~ - (m ~- 1) - rank[P(X~ - x„~)]. (1.1)
For respondent v, the outlier item-scores are added across items to obtain item-
based outlier score Ov~:
j-1
As an example, for J- 5 and m-I- 1- 3 Table 1.1 shows the frequency
distributions for each of the items. Let X,, - (Xzr, ..., XL~) and let x~ contain
the J item scores of respondent v. Assume that respondent v has item-score
vector xv -(2, 2, 2,1, 1). For item 1, the third category (X~„r - 2) is modal
and thus has rank 3. Using Equation 1.1, it follows that Ovr -(2 ~- 1) - 3- 0.
For item 2. the third category (Xti,2 - 2) is the least popular and thus has rank
1; hence Ov2 -(2 f 1) - 1- 2. Similarly, it follows that Ov3 - 0, O„4 - 2,
and Ov5 - 0. Using Equation 1.2, respondent v has item-based outlier score
O„} - 22 (see the last colurnn of Table 1.1). The item-score vector that
produces the maximum value of O} is denoted x„ZQ~; here, x,na~ -(1, 2, 0, 0, 0)
and the corresponding outlier score equals O~ - 10.
Item-pair based outlier score
Another approach to outlier detection uses the information contained in pairs
of items. Consider polytomously scored items indexed j and l~. Define the
proportion of respondents that. have at least a score of g on item j, P(X~ ] g);
likewise, define proportion P(X~ ? h). Because by definition, for g- h- 0
the proportions P(X~ 1 0) - P(Xk 1 0) - 1(see Table 1.1), they do not
contain useful information and are left out of consideration.
For item pair (j, k), determine the common, decreasing ordering of the
proportions P(X~ ~ g) and P(Xk ~ h), for g, Iz - 1. ..., m. For example, for
items 1 and 2(m - 2) in Table 1.1 the common ordering of the proportions is,
P(Xi 1 1) ~ P(Xi ~ 2) ~ P(X2 ] 1) ~ P(X2 1 2). (1.3)
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Itern-pair based outlier scores use weighted Guttman errors in polytomous item
scores (1~lolenaar, 1991). Such errors are defined on the common ordering of
proportions from different items as in Equation 1.3. Based on this ordering.
item-pair scores can represent either Guttman errors (i.e., score pairs that
disagree with the Guttman model) or conformal patterns (i.e., score pairs that
agree with the Guttman model). For example, score pair (Xi, X2) -(1, 0) is
a conformal pattern: Given the ordering in Equation 1.3, the event that one
has a score of a-t least 1 on item 1 is more likely than the event of having a
score of at least 1 on item 2. because P(Xl ~ 1) -.7 exceeds P(X2 ~ 1) -.4
(Table 1.1). Following the same line of reasoning, score pair (0, 1) is a Guttman
error because having at least a score of 1 on item 2 is less likely than having
a score of at least 1 on item L and Xl - 0 contradicts this ordering. Taking
the common ordering of the proportions into account, one may check that
the conformal patterns are (0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0), (2, 1), and (2, 2), and that the
Guttman errors are (0, 1), (0, 2), (l, 1), and (1, 2).
A helpful metaphor may result from considering the ordering in Equa-
tion 1.3 as a staircase which is climbed from left ("easy" ) to right ("difficult" ).
A respondent who produced a Guttman error on the items j and k: is assumed
to have missed one or more steps, which expresses the idea that he or she
partly "ignored" the conmion ordering. Molenaar (1991) proposed weighing
each Guttman error for the number of steps missed. For each step respondent
v takes, previously missed steps if any-are counted, and the total number of
steps missed equals the weight assigned to the Guttman error: this weight is
denoted w,;~A.
As a first example of counting errors, consider the Guttman error (Xl, X2) -
(1, 1). Starting from conformal pattern (0, 0), the steps taken to achieve (1,1)
are X1 ] 1 and X2 ~ 1. Given the ordering in Equation 1.3, all steps preced-
ing Xl 1 1 have been taken, so the number of previous steps missed equals
zero. However, one step preceding XZ 1 1[i.e., step Xl ~ 2] should have been
taken but was missed. As a result, the weight given to Guttman error (1,1) is
wz,ia-0f1-1.
As a second example, consider the Guttman error (Xi, X2) -(0, 2). Start-
ing from conformal pattern (0, 0), the steps taken to achieve (0, 2) are X2 ) 1
and X2 ~ 2. Given the ordering in Equation 1.3, two steps preceding Xz ~ 1
should have been taken but were missed [i.e., steps Xr ? 1 and XI 1 2]. The
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sarne two steps preceding X2 ? 2 should have been taken but were also missed.
Thus, the weight assigned to Guttman error (0, 2) is w~,12 - 2~- 2- 4.
Respondent v may either produce or not produce a Guttman error on item
pair (j, k). This results in Guttman score Gz,~k - 1 or Gv~~ - 0, respectively.
Weighing Gv~k by error count w,U~h and adding across all (j, k) combinations,
yields for a given respondent v the item-pair based outlier score
~-i ~
G~~ - ~ ~ w~~~G~z'~~'~
j-1 k-jf1
For dichotomously scored items, it is readily checked that w~~~. - 1. Index G}
also plays an important role in person-fit analysis (IVTeijer 8i Sijtsma, 2001).
Relationships between outlier scores and total score
Total score X} is defined as the sum of the J item scores, such that Xf-
~
~ X~. Some relationships between the outlier scores O~ and G}, and to-
~-i
tal score X~ are the following (but notice that many other possibilities exist
depending on the properties of the test and the resulting data).
One example is a questionnaire that measures a relatively rare phenomenon,
such as a particular pathology. As a result, the distribution of X~ is skewed to
the right. Respondents that have relatively high X~ scores are expected to have
high O~ scores because they have many high item scores which are rare among
the majority of the group. Thus, in such questionnaires we expect a strong
positive linear relationship between X~ and O} and suggest that observations
in the right-tail of the X~ distribution may be outliers. Another example is
that the distribution of X~ on a relatively easy educational test may be skewed
to the left. As a result, the X} and O} are expected to have a strong negative
linear relationship which suggests possible outliers in the left tail. Obviously,
the thinner the tail and the more distant observations in the tail are from the
central tendency of the distribution, the more likely they are outliers.
Respondents having low or high X~ scores cannot have many Guttman
errors; thus, their G} scores are low by definition and an inverse U-shaped
relationship is expected between X~ and G}.
Finally, notice that a strong positive linear relationship between O} and
Gf suggests that they quantify similar outlier concepts even though their def-
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initions are different.
1.2.2 Identifying suspect observations and testing for discor-
dancy
Respondents with a surprisingly high outlier score, O~ or Gf, or both, are
considered suspected. Tukey's fences (Tukey. 1977, pp. 43-44), also known
as the bo~plot method (e.g., Vandervieren áz Hubert, 2004), may be used to
identify suspect observations as follows. The interquartile range (IQR) is the
difference between the 75th percentile (Q3) and the 25t.h percentile (Q1) of the
outlier score. The (inner) fences are at Q3 ~ 12 x IQR and Q1 -12 x IQR (e.g.,
see the boxplots in the first column of Figure 1.1). For the proposed outlier
scores, observations smaller than QI - 12 x IQR are not. suspected and, as a
consequence, they are not considered any further. Observations greater than
Q3 f 12 x IQR are considered to be suspect observations.
In what follows, L denotes the number of suspect observations in the sam-
ple (e.g., based on Tukey's fences or another heuristic) and K the number of
observations judged to be outliers (e.g., based on a formal statistical test). We
use two met.hods to judge whether observations are outliers. First, we adopt
Tukey's fences as an informal test; all L scores greater than Q3 ~ 12 x IQR are
considered outliers (this implies that K- L). Second, we use 1~tkey's fences
as a heuristic device to identify suspect observations and use a formal test
called a discordancy test to decide which suspect observations are outliers
(note that this implies that K C L).
As a formal discordancy test the generalized e~treme studentized deviate
(ESD) procedure is used (e.g., Barnett 8z Lewis, 1994, pp. 221-222; Iglewicz 8L
Hoaglin, 1993, pp. 32-33: Rosner, 1983). The generalized ESD procedure tests
the null hypothesis that the scores have a normal distribution with mean p and
variance QZ against the alternative that the scores are contaminated by scores
from a normal distribution with mean ~ f a(a ] 0) and variance Q~. Let the
generic notation U denote an outlier score with realization u,, sample mean U
and sample standard deviation SU. The E5D is defined as
max ~U„ - U~
(1.5)ESD2. - .
Sv~
R,osner ( 1983; also see Barnett á~; Lewis, 1994, p. 221) approximated the signif-
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Figure 1.1: E~a~nPles of Bo~-Cox Pou~er transforrnations of outlier scores for
data sets ACL, TRA, BAL, CRY, and RAK. Note: For the transformed outlier scores
the boxplots with Tukey's fences are based on the transformation of the non-transformed
boxplots and Tukey's fences, and not on the transformed outlier scores.
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icance probability (SP) of the test by
SP(ESD„) C N x P t,N-2 ).
N(N - 2)ESD?
(N-1)2-NxESD? '
where N is the number of observations and P(tN-2 ] c) is the probability
that an observation from a Student's t distribution with N- 2 degrees of
freedom exceeds c. Among the abundance of discordancy tests for univariate
samples (Barnett 8c Lewis, 1994, chap. 6), the ESD procedure is the most
powerful test when the remainder of the scores is normally distributed and the
nurnber of genuine outliers does not exceed the number of suspect observations
(Iglewicz k Hoaglin, 1993. pp. 38-41; Jain, 1981). This means that for the ESD
procedure to be powerful, the number of suspect observations that is tested
has to be at least as large as the number of genuine outliers. Also, the ESD
procedure has the advantage that the p-value can be approximated well using
Equation 1.6. Equation 1.6 includes a minor practical adjustment proposed by
Simonoff (1984), which is that the significance probability is calculated as if
only one suspect observation is tested for discordancy.
When multiple outliers are present in the sample, problems of masking and
swamping may occur (e.g., Barnett óc Lewis, 1994, pp. 109-110; Iglewicz ~
Hoaglin, 1993, p. 30). nlasking occurs when a small cluster of outliers attracts
the mean U and inflates the standard deviation S~~ (Hadi, 1992); this results
in the presence of one or more less extreme outliers masking the presence of
the more extreme outliers. As a result, neither the more extreme nor the
less extreme outliers may be identified. Swamping happens when a cluster of
observations are tested simultaneously (called block-testing), some of which are
non-outlying scores and others outlying scores, and the whole block is found to
be significant; then the non-outlying observations are labelled discordant due
to the presence of one or more outliers (Hadi. 1992). To minimize masking and
swamping, outward consecutive testing is advocated (Barnett áL Lewis, 1994.
p. 131; Simonoff. 1984), meaning that the suspect observation that. deviates
the least is tested first. If this observation is judged to be discordant, all
observations that are more extreme are also judged to be discordant. If this
observation is not judged to be discordant, the next suspect observation is
tested for discordancy, and this is repeated until a suspect observation is judged
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to be discordant or the suspect observation that deviates the most is found not
to be discordant. `~'hen a particular outlier score is observed multiple times,
only one of these observations (called the pivot observation) is tested. If the
pivot observation is judged to be discordant, all observations that are equal or
greater than the pivot observation are judged to be discordant. If the pivot
observation is not judged to be discordant, none of the same observations are
discordant, and the next extreme suspect observat.ion is tested.
A suspect observation is judge~d to be discordant if p c.05 (Equation 1.6).
The significance probabilities are based on the assumption that the outlier
scores follow a normal distribution, and may be incorrect if this assumption is
not satisfied. Hence, observations may be incorrectly declared to be outliers due
to the non-normality of the population (Tietjen ~ Moore, 1972). In general,
the distribution of the outlier scores is unknown and depends on the test or the
questionnaire that produced the data. In our data examples discussed shortly,
we found that the observed outlier score distributions were often skewed to the
right and sometimes bounded by zero.
In order to render the p-values resulting from the ESD procedure (based on
Equation 1.6) more trustworthy, outlier scores are transformed to an approx-
imately normal distribution using the Bo~-Co~ power trarasformation (Box ~
Cox, 1964; Iglewicz Bz Hoaglin, 1993, pp. 50-53). The Box-Cox power trans-
formation changes the relative distances between the scores and is especially
useful for skewed distributions with a relatively large range (Hoaglin, 1~Tosteller,
8i Tukey, 1983, chap. 4). Let .~ be a parameter defining a particular transfor-
mation, and Y(~) the transformed outlier score, then for U 1 0 the Box-Cox




ln(U) if ~ - 0.
The following points may be noted with respect to the application of the
Box-Cox po~~~er transformation in this study:
1. In general, parameter .~ is chosen such that the distribution of Y(.~) ap-
proximates a normal distribution as closely as possible. In this study, ~
was chosen such that it maxintized the correlation between the propor-
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tions of the transformed outlier scores and the ordinates of the trans-
formed outlier scores when they are normal (NIST~SEAZATECH, 2006).
2. The estimates for ~ were found by computing this correlation for .~ -
-1.00. -0.99.
- 0.98, ..., 2.50 and choosing the ~ value that produced the highest cor-
relation. More accurate estimates of .~ do not necessarily improve the
Box-Cox power transformation (cf., Box 8z Cox, 1964).
3. In this study, suspect observations were disregarded for the estimation of
a because the ESD procedure assumes that such observations come from
a different distribution than the non-suspect observations.
4. If an outlier score had a value of zero the Box-Cox power transforrnation
could not be applied ( Equation 1.7); therefore a constant was added to
all observations so that all outlier scores were positive (i.e., U' - U~ 1).
5. The Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro 8i Wilk, 1965) was used to test whether
the transformed data without the suspect observations followed a normal
distribution (using a significance level of a-.05). The Shapiro-Wilk
test is an omnibus test known to have excellent power when testing for
normality (e.g., Henderson, 2006, pp. 124-125).
1.2.3 Investigating the influence of outliers
Leaving out observations from a data set will likely change the outcome of the
statistical analysis. When omission of outliers results in a larger change than
omission of an equal number of random observations, the outliers are considered
to be influential observations. Given that K cases were judged to be outliers,
a useful research strategy may be to compare the effect of omitting the K out-
liers with omitting K randomly selected cases on the same statistical analysis.
When the omission of K randomly selected cases is repeated a great number
of times, each time omitting K randomly selected cases that are replaced after
the computations in that round have been completed, confidence intervals for
the outcome of the statistical analysis may be constructed. It may then be
checked whether the result based on the data without the outlying cases lies
outside this interval. If it does, the outliers were influential with respect to
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this particular statistical analysis. To determine whether outliers were influ-
ential, a distribution of the statistic of interest, generically denoted S, can be
detennined as follows:
1. Compute S after the Ii outliers have been deleted from the sample. The
resulting statistic is denoted 5~~~~.
2. Compute S after K different observations have been deleted at random
from the sample. Repeat this 1000 times, and denote the resulting statis-
tics by S~h ~b (b - 1, ..., 1000; b indexes repetitions). The 1000 values of
S~K~b were used to determine t,he 2.5th and the 97.5th percentile of the
sampling distribution.
3. Under the null hypothesis that the influence of the K outliers is equal
to the influence of K randomly selected cases, S~K~ is expected to lie
within the 2.5th and the 97.5th percentile boundaries of the distribution.
If S~K~ lies outside these boundaries, the null hypothesis is rejected, and
the outliers are considered to be influential.
1.3 Investigation of outlying observations in real-
data sets
1.3.1 Method
First, the outlier scores O} and G~ and the methods for identifying outliers,
Tukey's fences and the ESD procedure, were used for inspecting ten real-data
sets (Table 1.2} with respect to the presence of outliers. The data sets were
chosen from studies in which the authors had been involved. The data sets
were collected with tests and questionnaires that differed with respect to the
attributes measured. the number of items and the sample size, and the number
of answer categories.
Second, we investigated whether a statistical analysis of the complete data
leads to other results than a similar analysis of the data excluding the identified
outliers. If the results are different, the omitted cases are considered influential.
For example, the statistic of interest may be Cronbach's (1951) alpha coeffi-
cient, which is a well known lower bound to the reliability of total score X.~.
The question is whether another value of alpha is found in the complete data
than in the data without the identifi~~~l ~~utlierti.
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Table 1.2: Data Sets Used for Outlier ldentification and Accommodation; At-
tribute Measured, Sample Size, Test Length, Number of Answers Categories,
an.d Reference.
Data set Attribute N J m-~ 1 Reference
1 VER Verbal intelligence by 990 32
means of verbal analogies
2 BAL Intelligence by balance 484 25
scale problem-solving
3 CRY Tendency to cry 705 23
4 IND Inductive reasoning 478 43
5 RAK Word comprehension 1641 60
6 TRA Transitive reasoning 425 10
7 COP Strategies for coping with 828 7
industrial malodor
8 ACL Personality traits 433 52
9 VVIL Willingness t.o participate 496 6
in labor union action
10 SEN Sensation seeking ten- 441 13
dency-
2 Meijer. Sijtsma, dz
Smid (1990)
2 Van Maanen, Been, 8z
Sijt.sma (1989)
2 Vingerhoets ~ Cor-
nelius (2001)
2 De Koning. Sijtsma,
8i Hainers (2003)
2 Ble~ichrodt. Drenth.
Zaal, 8e Resing (1985)
2 Verweij, Sijtsma, ~
Koops (1999)
4 Cavalini (1992)
5 Gough 8~ Heilbrun
(1980)
5 Van der Veen (1992)
7 Van den Berg (1992)
Four well known statistics (including Cronbach's alpha) that are often used
as quality indices for total scores and individual items were used for deterrnining
the possible influence of deleting the identified outliers. They were:
. G'ronbach's alpha. Let Cov(X~, Xk.) denote the sample covariance between
the scores on items j and k, and let Sk} denote the sample variance of
total score X~; then
~ ~ COV(X~, Xk)
J .i~~a-
. Item-rest correlation. The correlation between the score on item j and
the total score on the other J- 1 items, defined as Rl-~1 - X~ - X~,
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is often used as an index for the degree to which item j is a measure of
the same construct as the other J- 1 items. In SPSS (2005) output, the
item-rest correlation is called corrected item-total correlation.
. Loevinger's~Mol~ken's H. Loevinger's (1948; also, see Mokken, 1971) scal-
ability coefficient H may be interpreted as an index for the accuracy of a
person ordering with respect to X}. It is used in the context of ordinal
measurement (Sijtsma 8z Molenaar, 2002, chap. 4). Let Cov~,a~(Xj, X~)
denote the maximum covariance of the scores on the items j and k given
the marginal distributions of the cross-ta.ble of Xj and Xk; then
H-




. Item scalability coef,~icient Hj. The item scalability coefFicient Hj gives




H~ ~ ~ C011~nax(XJ~Xk)
~ ~J
The higher Hj, the more item j contributes to an accurate person ordering
as expressed by the overall H.
1.3.2 Results
Association between outlier scores and total score
Figure 1.2 shows three examples of the association between the total score X~
(abscissa~) and the outlier scores (ordinate), O~ (first column) and G~ (second
column). The regression curve was obtained using the LOESS fitting method
(e.g., Chambers 8c Hastie, 1992). The association between O} and X} was
approximately linear for data sets CRY (r - .98; Figure 1.2d), TRA (r - -.81),
COP (r - .79), and SEN (r - -.61). For data sets VER (Figure 1.2a),
BAL, IND, RAK, ACL (Figure 1.2g), and VVIL the association can be best
characterized as a U-shape. Irrespective of the form of the association, for all
data sets the item-based outliers were found in the tails of the X~ distribution.
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Figure 1.2: E~amples of scatter plots (with smoothed association curves using
LOESS fitting method) among the two outlier scores (Ot, G~) and total scores
(X~ J for Data Sets VER, CRY, and ACL. Note: First column: association between
X} (abscissa) and O~ (ordinate); Second column: association between Xf (abscissa) and G~
(ordinate); Third column: association between Of (abscissa) and G~ (ordinate).
g.
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For the data sets VER (Figure 1.2b), CRY (Figure 1.2e), RAK. COP, WIL,
and SEN the association between X} and Gt can be best characterized by an
inverse U-shape. The mean and the variance of G} were larger in the middle
of the range of X} scores and smaller when the X f scores were low or high.
Data sets BAL, IND and ACL (Figure 1.2h) showed only part of the inverse U-
shape association, because only part of the X} range was observed. In general,
item-pair based outliers were found in the middle of the X~ distribution. An
exception was data set TRA, which showed an approximate linear association
(r - -.60), with the item-pair based outliers found in the lower tail of the X}
distribution.
Figure 1.2 (third coluinn) shows three examples of the association between
the item-based outlier score O} (abscissa) and item-pair based outlier score
Gf (ordinate). The associations were all positive, and appeared in three ways.
First, data sets BAL, IND, and TRA showed approximately linear relationships
characterized by correlations of .77, .72, and .71, respectively. Second, data set
CRY (Figure 1.2f ) showed an inverse U-shape association, which was the same
as the association between X f and G} because r(X}, Of) -.98. Third, data
sets VER (Figure 1.2c), RAK, COP, ACL (Figure 1.2i), WIL, and SEN showed
heteroscedastic associations, which can be described as follows. Larger O~
values were associated with a wide range of G} values, and smaller O} values
were associated with small G~ values, but smaller G~ values were associated
with a wide range of O} values. This suggests that the two outlier scores
quantify different concepts and may be used complementary.
Outlier detection
For each cíata set, Table 1.3 shows the number (L) and the percentage (LQJo) of
suspect observations identified by Tukey's fences, the number of outliers (K)
identified by the ESD procedure, and details of the Box-Cox power transfor-
mation using the item-based outlier score Of and the item-pair based outlier
score G ~.
The percentage of suspect observations (based on Tukey's fences) ranged
from Oo~C (CRY, O}) to 8.75P1o (TRA, O}). This percentage is positively related
to the number of outlier scores with value equal to zero (not tabulated). The O}
scores and G~ scores generally indicated different observations as suspected.
Only for data set BAL, 13 of the 15 suspect observations according to Of were
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also suspected according to G}; and for data set TRA, 17 of the 37 suspect
observations according to Of were also suspected according to G~. This was
expected because these data sets had strong positive correlations between O~
and G} (r - .77 and r-.71, respectively).
The distributions of the outlier scores were skewed to the right except for
data set CRY (O}; almost tmiform), data set BAL (O~; symmetric and lep-
tokurtic), and data set VER (G}; normal). Except for data sets ACL and SEN
in which the O} scores were also non-integer valued, in the other data sets the
outlier scores were nonnegative integers. Non-integer scores may occur when
the ranks of item categories are tied (for an example, see Table 1.1, item 4).
In general, applying the Box-Cox power transformation to the outlier scores
without suspect observations decreased the skewness of the distribution (Ta-
ble 1.3). The .~ value used in the Box-Cox power transformation (Table 1.3)
ranged from ~- 0.06 (ACL, O~; almost. a logistic transformation) to .~ - 2.02
(BAL, Of; quadratic transformation). 1~~1ost .~ values were close to 2 or 3,
which corresponds to taking the square root or the cubic root of the outlier
scores, respectively. For outlier score G~ of data set VER, .~ was close to 1
(i.e., .~ - 0.93), which indicates that no transformation was needed.
Seventeen out of 20 Box-Cox power transformations resulted in a rejection
of the hypothesis that the transformed data follow a normal distribution (based
on the Shapiro-Wilk test with a-.05). Figure 1.1 (top row) shows an example
of a successful Box-Cox power transformation (i.e., G~ for data set ACL). When
the Box-Cox power transformation failed to produce a normal distribution, this
could be attributed to one of the following reasons (or a combination of these
reasons) (Table 1.3, last column):
1. Short range of outlier scores. The Box-Cox power transformation of out-
lier scores is unlikely to be useful when the range of the outlier scores is
small (Hoaglin et al., 1983, pp. 124-125). For outlier scores Of and G}
a short range means that few different values of the outlier scores were
observed. Data sets containing few items and~or items having few answer
categories cause the range of the outlier scores to be short. Removing the
suspect observations from the data reduced the range even more. This
was an important cause for failure of the Box-Cox power transformation
of O} scores in data sets VER. BAL, CRY. IND, RAK, TRA, COP, and
WIL, and of G} scores in data sets TRA, COP, and WIL. For exam-
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Table 1.3: Suspect Observations, Outliers, and Information on the Box-Cox
Power Transformation for Ten Data Sets.























8 0.8"~ 0 0.59 c.001 0.19 -0.17 B(18)
6 0.6010 0 0.93 .033 0.17 0.08
15 3.101 11 2.02 c.001 -0.46 0.30 B(10), C(7)
28 5.8010 0 0.52 G.001 0.57 -0.36 C(15)
0 Oo1o 0 0.49 G.001 0.38 -0.00 B(22),C(2), D
2 0.3`Io 0 0.74 C.001 0.59 0.16 C(0)
8 1.7`70 1 0.86 .003 0.18 0.08 B(19)
1 0.2o1c; 1 0.75 .162 0.27 -0.00 A
58 3.5o7c; 0 0.42 c.001 0.51 -0.10 B(23)
71 4.3~0 0 0.44 G.001 0.78 -0.06
37 8.7070 6 0.72 G.001 0.12 -0.07 B(4)
29 6.8010 0 0.26 G.001 0.99 -0.51 B(8), C(0)
9 l.l~0 0 0.54 G.001 0.43 -0.08 B(14)
42 5.1~0 0 0.49 G.001 0.91 0.16 B(28),C(0)
10 2.3010 0 0.06 .023 0.63 -0.07
15 3.5~0 1 0.32 .137 0.69 -0.09 A
13 2.6010 0 0.39 G.001 0.53 -0.22 B(17)
34 6.9010 0 0.41 C.001 0.86 -0.00 B(27),C(0)
2 0.5010 0 0.62 .037 0.18 -0.09
10 2.3010 0 0.55 .058 0.67 0.03 A
Note: L: number of suspect observations identified by Tukey's fences; L~lo: percentage of
suspect observations; K: number of outliers identified by the ESD procedure; ~: Box-Cox
power transformation coefficient; S-W p-value: the p-value of the Shapiro-W'ilk test. If p).05
the Box-Cox power transformation to a normal distribution was considered successful; Before:
the skewness of the outlier score without the suspect observations before the Box-Cox power
transformation; After: the skewness of the outlier score without the suspect observations
after the Box-Cox power transformation. Comments: A- Box-Cox power transformation
successful; B(R) - Box-Cox power transforrnation unsuccessful due to short range of outlier
scores, where R is the number of different values of the N- L outlier scores; C(u) - Box-
Cox power transformation unsuccessful due to dominant outlier score u; D- Box-Cox power
transformation unsuccessful due to platykurtic distribution of the outlier scores.
ple, for data set TRA outlier score O~ had only four different values
(Table 1.3). Figure 1.1 (second, third, fourth, and fifth row) shows the
Box-Cox power transformation of distributions with a short scale range.
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2. DoTninant outlier score value. An outlier score value is dominant when it
is observed more often than other outlier score values or more often than
expected. The O} scores of data sets BAL and CRY, and the G} scores of
data sets BAL. CRY, TRA, COP, and WIL had one dominant value which
caused the Box-Cox power transformation to be unsuccessful. Changing
the relative distances between the scores did not affect the dominance
of a particular value. Figure 1.1 (second, third, and fourth row) shows
the Box-Cox power transformation of a distribution with dominant value
Gt - 0(data set TRA) and a distribution with a dominant O} value in
the middle of the scale (data set BAL) and at the left of the scale (data
set CRY).
3. Platykurtic distribution. The distribution of the Ot scores of data set
CRY was almost uniform (kurtosis - 1.9) (Figure 1.1, fourth row). Trans-
formation of a uniform distribution cannot result in a normal one.
Alternatively, none of the explanations above applied to failure of the Box-
Cox power transformation of O} in data sets ACL and SEN or to the trans-
formation of G~ in data sets VER and RAK (Figure 1.1, fifth row). The
transformed distributions of O~. in data sets VER, IND, RAK, COP, ACL,
WIL, and SEN, and of G~ in data sets VER and RAK were found to be non-
normal (Shapiro-Wilk test) but appeared bell-shaped. The number of outliers
K was determined regardless of the Shapiro-Wilk test results, and ranged from
K- 0 (14 times) to K- 11 (Table 1.3, fifth column).
Influence of outliers
Table 1.4 shows the separate effects of deleting L outliers identified by means
of Tukey's fences and K outliers identified by means of the ESD procedure on
the following statistics: Cronbach's alpha, the item-rest correlation of item j,
coefficient H, and coefficient H~. Item j is the item out of J items in the test
or questionnaire which has its H~ value closest to .3; t.his is an important lower
bound for selecting items (Sijtsma 8~ Molenaar, 2002, pp. 60-61). Notation
"--" denotes a significant decrease and "f~" denotes a significant increase
of the statistic of interest.
In general, deleting outliers based on O} resulted in a decrease of the statis-
tics, whereas deleting outliers based on G~ resulted in an increase. The expla-
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Table 1.l~: Values of Four Statistics from Psychometrics, and the Influence on
These Statistics of Omitting L or K Outliers From Ten Real-Data Sets on the
Ba.sis of Outlier Scores O~ and G}.
Data Ot Gf
Set Outlier alpha IRC(j) H K~ Outlier alpha IRC(j) H H~
VER .8594 . 2132 . 2457 . 3014 . 8594 .2132 . 2457 .3014
G- 8 - L- 6 tt f-F f~- f-f-
K-0 fC-O
BAL .5621 . 6393 . 0993 . 3126 .5621 . 6393 0993 3126
L- 15 -- t - ff L- 28 tf f-~ ff f-F
K - 11 -- -~ - f-~ K - 1 - ~-}- - ~-~
CRY .9237 . 5097 . 4476 . 3866 . 9237 .5097 .4476 .3866
L-0 L-2 ft - ff f
K-0 K-0
IND .8456 . 5391 .1898 . 3004 . 8456 . 5391 .1898 3004
L- 8 -- ff -- - L- 1 0 ff f -f-f
K- 1 -- -ff -- f-~ K- 1 0 ff f ff-
RAK .9464 . 4274 . 5798 . 4254 . 9464 .4274 . 5798 .4254
L - 58 - -- -- L - 71 f ff ~f -F--f-
K-0 K-0
TRA .5162 .3740 .2048 .2929
G - 37 -- -- -- -- L - 29
K-6 -- K-0
.5162 .3740 .2048 29'29
COP .7120 .4164 .3123 . 3069 .7120 . 4164 . 3123 .3069





.9497 .5104 .3021 3002 .9497 . 5104 . 3021 . 3002
L-15 f - -~ t
K - 1 -~f -f- ~--~ ~-
WIL .7444 4377 .3584 .3420 .7444 .4377 .3584 .3420
L - 13 -- -f -- - L - 34 ff ~-f ff ~-f
K-0 K-0
SEN .8584 .4575 . 3465 .2996 . 8584 4575 .3465 .2996
L- 2 - - - - L- 10 ff -F- ~--~ f
K-0 K-0
Note: j is the item which has H~ value closest to .3; "--": omission of outliers leads to
significantly lower values than random omission; "-": omission of outliers leads to lower values
than random omission but not significant; "-1-f": omission of outliers leads to significantly
larger values than random omission; "f'': omission of outliers leads to lasger values than
random omission but not significant; "0": omission of outliers does not lead to difference;
IRC(j): item-rest correlation of item j.
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nation for the first result is that almost all outliers identified by O~ were in
the tails of the Xf distribution, and that their removal resulted in a truncated
distribution of X}. This caused the statistics to have lower values. The ex-
planation for the second result is that the statistics are based on covariances,
which increase when the data contain fewer Guttman errors (Sijtsma óz Mole-
naar, 2002, pp. 55-58). This produced lower covariances and thus lower values
of the statistics.
For data set TRA the effects of removing the L outliers based on O~. were
strongest. The decrease of the values of all statistics was large after omission of
the L outliers. This effect could be explained as follows. All O} values greater
than 3 were identified as outliers using Tukey's fences, and given the strong
negative linear correlation between O~ and X} (r - -.81), this implied that
only cases having either one of the four highest total scores (X} - 7, 8, 9, and
10) were included in the data. This was a homogeneous group and, as a result,
the correlational structure in the data was lost. Thus, Of should not be used
as an outlier score foi- data set TRA.
1.4 Discussion
Outlier identification and accommodation is a neglected topic in the analysis
of test and questionnaire data collected in psychology, education, sociology,
political science, and other fields. In this study, two scores were used to assess
the degree to which an observation is inconsistent with the remainder of the
data. The first score was the item-based outlier score 0.~, which quantifies
the number of t.imes a subject has item scores in the less frequently observed
answer categories. The second was the item-pair based outlier score G}, which
counts the number of Guttman errors.
Two methods were used to identify inconsistent. observations as outliers.
The first method was Tukey's fences procedure and the second was the extreme
studentized deviate (ESD) procedure. The ESD procedure assumes normality
of the distribution of outlier scores. For most data sets, the distributions of
O~ and Gf were highly skewed to the right. A Box-Cox power transforma-
tion to achieve normality was successful in three cases, but failed in 17 cases.
Unsuccessful transformation of O} to normality (for all data sets) was mostly
caused by the short scale range of the outlier scores (8 times). However, in
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most cases when the transformation of O} appeared to be unsuccessful the
transformed data looked approximately normal. Unsuccessful transformation
of G} to normality (7 times) was mostly caused by a dominant outlier score
(5 times). Four out of five times the dominant value was zero. In these cases,
transforming the data to normality is nearly impossible.
A respondent who has (nearly all) J item scores either equal to 0 or m, has
a Gt value equal to or close to 0, which will not show up as an outlier when
G~ is used. This property of G.~ should be taken into consideration when G}
is used. Also, an item that does not measure the attribute well can cause many
errors, and thus may influence the distribution of G f. On the other hand, all
respondents are influenced by this "bad" item, and this may prevent outliers
from appearing.
Tukey's fences procedure identified 0.3~1o to 8.7~0 of the observations as
outliers. The only exception was data set CRY, in which no outliers were iden-
tified by means of Of. The ESD procedure identified outliers in four out of
ten data sets but none in the other six data sets. When the Box-Cox power
transformation was unsuccessful, the quality of the ESD procedure could not
be guaranteed (i.e., we do not know whether the ESD procedure is robust
to non-normality). When the Box-Cox power transformation is successful the
ESD procedure can be considered. However, the transformation could cause
extreme observations to be not extreme anymore when .~ is small, and vice
versa, cause normal observations to be extreme when ~ is large. Also, some
criticism has been exercised on using Tukey's fences for detecting outliers when
the distribution is extremely skewed. Because Tukey's fences are based on mea-
sures of location and scale of a distribution, but not on measures of skewness,
1~zkey's fences may identify too many outliers when the data are skewed (Van-
dervieren 8L Hubert, 2004). Alternatively, Vandervieren and Hubert proposed
the use of an adjusted boxplot. Since in our study real-data sets were used,
it is unknown how many outliers were present, let alone if any outliers were
present at all. Simulation studies should be performed to answer the question
how well outliers are detected by the outlier scores and the testing methods
defined here.
Removal of outliers detected with item-based Of outlier scores resulted
in a decrease of the value of these statistics and removal of outliers detected
with item-pair based G} outlier scores resulted in an increase of the value
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of the statistics. In most cases, the detected outliers were influential on the
statistics from psychometrics. This is taken as an indication that detection of
outliers was successful. Removing outliers should lead to values of statistics
closer to the population value. Thus. an outlier score such as Gf which tends
to increase Cronbach's alpha and other statistics is not automatically a good
method unless, after removal of outliers, it produces closer approximations to
the population value. The two outlier scores have different effects on statistics
from psychometrics, they have different relationships with the total score, and
for most real-data sets the,y have a weak relationship with each other. This
suggests that they quantify different concepts and may be used complementary.
Identified outliers may contain valuable information and should be inves-
tigated carefully. If a reasonable theoretical explanation is available for an
observation to be an outlier and if it may be concluded that the observation
is not representative for the population under study, it may be deleted from
the analysis. However, if such an explanation is absent, one should consider
the possibility that the model is wrong. To overcome the influence of outliers
if deleting them is not an option, a proper procedure is to accommodate the
outliers by using robust estimation procedures, or transforming the data.
Future research may concentrate on other outlier scores. One ma,y think
of identification of item-score patterns typical of response styles, such as the
tendency to primarily give neutral, extreme, or affirmative answers to rating-
scale items. Usuall,y, item-score vectors based on one of these mechanisms give
evidence of not responding according to instruction. Their presence calls for
closer inspection of the statistical results.
Another topic for future research is accommodation of cat.egorical influen-
tial data. The results presented here are only a first step in this direction,
but more definitive results may be obt,ained from a systematic investigation
using simulated data. Such data could contain outliers simulated according to
definitions on which outlier indices are based, and the power of such indices
for identifying these cases ma,y be investigated. Also, some more insight could
be gained into the way in which relevant outcome variables are influenced by
outliers. It is a hopeful sign that the analysis of ten real-data sets already gave
some indications of the usefulness of two outlier indices proposed, and also sug-
gested a methodology for identifying influential cases and how to accommodate
them.
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The third topic for future research is the choice of ineaningful outcome
variables. Here, we have chosen some well known and much used statistics in
psychometric data analysis, but modern test and questionna.ire analysis would
be served well by including outcome statistics such as estimated latent person
and item parameters from item response models, their standarcí errors, test in-
formation functions, and diagnostic rnodel tests, both for testing models under
the null hypothesis and for model selection (such as the AIC and the BIC).
Together, we believe that the suggestions made here set up a complete research
program. This study is a modest albeit useful start of this program.
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Chapter 2
Outlier Detection in the
Medical Questionnaire Rising
and Sitting Down (QRBL S) ~`
Abstract
Outlier detection in item scores from questionnaires for the measurement of
medical concepts has to deal with highly discrete data. In this study, two
outlier scores are used which both indicate the degree of inconsistency of a
subject's item-score vector with the remainder of the data. In two studies,
simulated data are used to investigate the error rates and the sensitivity of four
statistical tests that are used to decide whether an outlier score is discordant.
In the third study, the outlier scores and the discordancy tests are applied to
real data obtained by means of the medical Questionnaire Rising and Sitting
Down (QRÓLS)~`~.
'This chapter has been published as: Zijlstra, Vl'. P., Van der Ark, L. A., 8e Sijtsma, K.
(2008). Outlier detection in the medical Questionnaire Rising and Sitting Down (QRBtS). In
K. Shigemasu, A. Okada, T. Imaizumi, 8t T. Hoshino (Eds.), New treads in psychometrics
(pp. 595-604). Tokyo: Universal Academy Press.
"Acknowledgement: The authors are grateful to Leo D. Roorda for making available the




Identification of outliers is an important step in data analysis. Outliers can
be thought of as observations that are inconsistent with the remainder of the
data (Barnett ~ Lewis, 1994, p. 7). Note that this description is rather vague;
therefore, we use more precise terms that replace the term outlier. It is assumed
that observations in the sample stem either from the population of interest
- then they are called reg~lar observations - or from another population -
in which case they are called contaminant observations. Observations that
are unusual, extreme, or surprising are called s~spect observations. A formal
discordancy test is used to decide whether the suspect observations should
be considered contaminant observations or regular observations. Observations
that are tested positively are called discordant observations.
Many questionnaires in medical and health research contain variables (called
items) are dichotomously or polytomously scored. Let X~ denote the random
variable for the ordered integer score on item j(j - 1, ..., J), and let x~ be
a realization of X~. Items are scored x~ - 0, ..., m; for dichotomous items
m- 1 and for polytomous items m 1 2. Usually, m does not exceed 4.
Based on so few answer categories, suspect observations cannot be identified
by investigating one single item. A viable alternative is to investigate the item-
score vectors based on all J items.
Recently Zijlstra, Van der Ark, and Sijtsma (2007) proposed two simple
stat.istics, called o~tlier scores, which are assigned to each individual's item
score vector, and which can be used to identify suspect observations. These
outlier scores reflect the degree of inconsistenc,y with the remainder of the item-
score vectors. The first was the item-based outlier score, Ot, which is defined
as the frequency of unpopular item scores in an individual's vector of J item
scores. The second was the i.tem-pair based outlier score, Gf, which is defined
as the number of weighted Guttman errors (Molenaar, 1991). The outlier-score
distributions were inspected for discordant observations by means of two dis-
cordancy tests. Tukey's (1977) fences (also known as the boxplot) and Rosner~s
(1983) generalized extreme studentized deviate (ESD) procedure after normal-
ity transformation of the outlier-score distribution (denoted ESD-T). Also, the
influence of the discordant observations on several statistics was investigated.
Tukey's fences identified between 0`Ic and 8.7~7o discordant observations, but
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Discordancy test result
Discordant Not discord~int
Contaminant valid positive false negative NC
True situation
Regular false positive valid negative NR
Figure 2.1: Possible outcomes of a discordancy test with the number of con-
taminants (NC~ and the number of regular observations (N~).
the ESD-T hardly identified any discordant observations at all. Because it was
suspected that the ESD procedure has lower Type I error rate than Tukey's
fences and the transformation to normality lowers the Type I error rate, and
because both factors cause fewer discordant outlier scores to be detected, the
present study considers the Type I error rate and the sensitivity of discordancy
tests.
In this study, four discordancy tests were applied to the outlier-score dis-
tributions of O~ and G}. The four discordancy tests were: (1) Tukey's fences;
(2) the adjusted bo~plot, which is the Tukey's fences with an adjustment for
skewness; (3) the ESD; and (4) the ESD-T. A discordancy test classifies an
observation as being discordant (positive) or not discordant (negative); this
classification is correct (valid) or incorrect (false). Figure 2.1 shows the four
possibilities. A valid positive is a contaminant that is identified as discordant
and a valid negative is a regular observation that is not identified as discordant.
A misclassification is either a false positive or a false negative.
The performance of a discordancy test can be evaluated by means of two
quantities. The sensitivity is the probability of identifying valid positives, and
the specificity is the probability of identifying valid negatives. The sensitivity is
computed by dividing the number of valid positives by the number of contami-
nants (NC) (Figure 2.1). It is the power of a discordancy test. The specificity is
computed by dividing the number of valid negatives by the number of regulars
(NR). In this study, the error rate is reported, which is (1 - specificity), and
which is computed by dividing the number of false positives by the number of
regulars (NR).
Two null hypotheses are relevant for discordancy testing. The first null
hypothesis (i.e., H1~) is that an observation belongs to the population of regular
observations. The Type I error associated with H1o is the error rate and is
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denoted by aN. Thus, aN - error rate -(1 - specificity). The second null
hypothesis (H2p) is that all 1V observations in the sample are regular. The
Type I error associated with H2o is the some-outside rate (Hoaglin, Iglewicz,
áz, Tukey, 1986) and is denoted by a. The some-outside rate is the probability
of finding at least one false positives in the sample. Under H2o, the probability
that the discordancy test identifies a sample without false positives is 1- a.
For a sample of size N drawn from a normal distribution, a and aN are related
by aN - 1-(1 - a)1~1`' (Davies 8L Gather, 1993).
The performance of the four discordanc,y tests applied to O~ and G} was
investigated in t.wo simulation studies and one real-data study. The first sirn-
ulation study investigated the tests' error rates (aN) and some-outside rates
(a) in samples of only regular subjects. The second simulation study also in-
vestigated the tests' sensitivity in contaminated samples. In the third study,
the discordancy tests were applied to real data.
2.2 Definitions of outlier scores and discordancy tests
2.2.1 Outlier scores
Because this study used dichotomous item scores, the O~ and G} outlier scores
are explained only for dichotomous items.
Item-based outlier score. Outlier score O} rests on the idea that responses in
the modal (most popular) score categories of items are not suspected, responses
in the next, less popular score category are a little suspected, and so on; and
that responses in the least popular score category are the most suspected. The
score distribution of item j is denoted by [P(X~ - 0), P(X~ - 1)]. Outlier
item-score, O~, equals 0 for the modal category, and 1 for the least popular
category. For P(X~ - 0) - P(X~ - 1)], we define O~ -.5. For respondent v,
item-based outlier score O„~. is defined as
0~~,~ - ~ Oz,~, (2.1)
~-1
with 0 c O2. ~ C J. Table 2.1 shows the frequency distributions for five dichoto-
mous items. Let X~, - (X~,1, ..., Xv~) and let x2, contain the 5 item scores of
respondent v. For items 1. 2, and 3, X~ - 1 is modal and for items 4 and 5,
X~ - 0 is modal. Respondent z~, with xZ. -(1, 1, 0, 1, 0), has scores in the most
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Table 2.1: Examples of Item Category Proportions [P(Xj - x)~ of Five Di-
chotomous Items, the Item-Based Outlier Score (Oj) for Each Answer Cate-
gory, and the O2,j Scores for Item-Score Vector xz, -(1, 1, 0, 1, 0). The Last
Coluinn Shows Ov}.
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Itein 4 Item 5 Oti.~
:z 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
P(Xj - ~) .1 .9 .25 .75 .4 .6 .7 .3 .9 .1
O~ 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
O~; 0 0 1 1 0 2
popular category for items l, 2, and 5 and in the least popular category for
items 3 and 4. Thus, for this respondent Oz~ - 2(Table 2.1).
Item-pair based outlier score. The item-pair based outlier score, G~, uses
weighted Guttman errors (Molenaar, 1991). Assume that the J items in a. test
are ordered according to decreasing popularity and then numbered accordingly.
This is the common item ordering (e.g., Table 2.1). For two items, j and k,
with j C k, this implies P(Xj - 1) ] P(X~ - 1). Based on the common it.em
ordering, item-pair scores can represent either Guttman errors or conformal
patterns. Given that P(Xj - 1) 1 P(X~ - 1), a Guttman error occurs when
X2,j - 0 and X„~ - 1, denoted (xz,j, xv~) - (0, 1), and a conformal pattern
when (xvj, x„k) equals either (1, 0), (1, 1), or (0, 0). A Guttman error results in
a score Gzj~ - 1 and a conformal pattern in G~,jk - 0. For respondent v, the
item-pair based outlier score Gv~ is defined as
~-i ~
GT'f - L~ ~ Gvj~,
j-1 k-j-{-1
with 0 C G~ c(J2 - 1)~4 if J is odd, and 0 G Gv~ C J2~4 if J is even. For
responde~nt v(Table 2.1), only item pair (3, 4) is a Guttman error and, as a
result, Gv} - 1. See Molenaar ( 1991) for the case of polytomous items.
2.2.2 Discordancy tests
Tukey's fences. Tukey's fences (1977, pp. 43-44), also known as the boxplot
method, identifies suspect observations as follows. Let Q1 denote the 25th per-
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centile, Q3 the 75th percentile. and IQR (the interquartile range) the difference
between Q3 and Q1; then, the upper fence is located at Q3 ~- 1.5 x IQR. The
upper fence is used as critical value; that is, outlier scores larger than the upper
fence are regarded as suspected. When Tukey's fences is used as a discordancy
test, all suspect observations are discordant. Tukey's fences is concerned with
Hlo and uses a fixed error rate anr. For a standard normal distribution, the
(one-sided) error rate for Tukey's upper fence corresponds with cr~~ -.0035
(Hoaglin, Iglewicz, 8L Tukey, 1986).
Adjusted bo~plot. Vandervieren and Hubert (2004) proposed an adjusted box-
plot that takes the possible right skewness of the outlier-score distribution
(Zijlstra et al., 2007) into account to control the error rate. The robust skew-
ness measure medcouple (MC) is used for this purpose. Medcouple is defined
as follows. Let the generic notation U denote an outlier score with sample
median med(U). For all outlier-score pairs (U2„ Uu,) from the sample, with
U~, C med(U) and Uu, 1 med(U), MC is the median of a kernel function and is
defined as
[Uu, - med(U)] - [med(U) - U2,]
MC - med ~, for Uv G med(U) c U,~~.
Uu, - UU
(2.3)
Vandervieren and Hubert (2004) defined the upper fence of the adjusted boxplot
as Q3 ~- (1.5 x IQR) x A, with A - e~3.s7xnrc) For example, for a right-
skewed distribution with 1lIC -.2, the upper fence of the adjusted boxplot is
A- e~`i.s7x.2) - 2.17 times further above Q,3 than Tukey's fences. For MC - 0,
the adjusted boxplot equals Tukey's fences.
ESD. The ESD procedure (e.g., Barnett 8i Lewis, 1994, pp. 221-222; Rosner,
1983) tests the null hypothesis that regular scores have a normal distribution
N(te, Q2) against the alternative that the distribution is contaminated by scores
from a normal distribution N(p f 0, Q2), with slippage parameter 0 1 0. For
sample mean U and sample standard deviation SL~, ESD is defined as
ESD -
tnax ~U2, - U~
(2.4)
Sv
Testing multiple suspect observations was done by means of outward consecutive
testing (Barnett SL Lewis, 1994, p. 131; Simonoff, 1984). In this study, we chose
the highest (N -1)~2 U values as the suspect observations (based on Simonoff.
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1984). The least deviating suspect observation is tested first. The critical
value is determined as if there was only one observation tested for discordancy
(see, Simonoff, 1984). If it is tested discordant, all other suspect observations
are also labelled discordant, and testing is stopped. If this observation is not
tested discordant, the next suspect observation is tested, and so on. When
several suspect observations have the same outlier-score value, only one test
is perforrned. During testing, U, S~r, and ESD are computed anew in each
step, using the unsuspect observations, the suspect observations that appeared
not discordant, and the observation to be tested for discordancy. The ESD is
concerned with H2~, that is, a nominal some-outside rate is assumed, which in
this study equals a - .05.
ESD-T. To fix the possible right skewness of the outlier-score distribution (Zijl-
stra et al., 2007), this distribution may be transformed to a normal distribution
using the Box-Co~ power transfor7nation (Box 8L Cox, 1964). This transfor-
mation yields the ESD-T. Let ~ be a parameter defining a particular transfor-
ma.tion, and Yv(~) the transformed outlier score, then for Ui, 1 0 the Box-Cox
power transformation is defined as
a-
Yz,(,~) - Uv 1 if .~ ~ 0, and Y~,(.~) - ln(U2,) if ~- 0. (2.5)
~
The estimation of ~ is based on the observations smaller than the upper fence
of Tukey's fences (Zijlstra et al., 2007). Like the ESD, the ESD-T assumes a
nominal sorne-outside rate of a-.05.
2.3 Method
The medical survey Questionnaire Rising and Sitting Down (QRBr,S; Roorda,
1~lolenaar, Lankhorst, ~ Bouter, 2005) was used in all three studies. It. uses 39
dichotomous items to measure activity limitations in rising and sitting down.
Each item consists of three parts: (1) an activity limitation with respect to
rising or sitting down concerning (2) a particular aspect of this limitation (ve-
locity, difficulty, use of arm[rest~s or other adaptations), which happens with
(3) a specific object (high or low chair, toilet, bed, or car seat). Patients indi-
cated whether (score 1) or not (score 0) an item applied to the them. Sitting
down was easier than rising, the order for rising from easiest to most difficult
was from high chair, toilet, bed, low chair, to car seat, and the order for sitting
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Table 2.2: Descriptives of the Two Patient Groups (Amputation and Os-
teoarthritis); Sample Size (N), Percentage Female (elofem), Mean Age, and
AZean Total Score (X~). Standard Deviations Are Given in Parentheses.
N olofem Age X }
AI~1 230 29.6 58.0 (16.5) 16.9 (11.3)
OA 295 69.2 69.3 (10.1) 22.8 (10.9)
down from easiest to most difficult was from high chair, bed, toilet, low chair,
to car seat (Roorda et. al., 2005).
The data used in this study are based on two patient groups. The descrip-
tives are given in Table 2.2. The total score, X~, is defined as the sum of
the J item scores. The first group were patients with an amputation (A1~7)
to the legs (N - 230) and consisted of 68 women (29.6~0) and 162 men.
The average age was 58.0 years; women and men had the same mean age
[Welch's t(127.6) - 1.12,p 1.25]. The second group were patients with os-
teoarthritis (OA) to the hip or the knees (N - 295) and consisted of 204
women (69.2~0) and 91 men. The average age was 69.3 years, and women were
on average almost 5 years older than men [Welch's t(138.8) - 3.56,p G.001].
The average total score for the AM group (X~ - 16.9) was much lower than for
the OA group (X} - 22.8) [Welch's t(483.6) - 6.98, p G .001], which means
that the OA group had more limita~tions in rising and siting down than the AM
group.
2.3.1 Study 1
Study 1 investigated the error rates (aN ) and the some-outside rates (a) of the
four discordancy tests applied to O~ and Gt in simulated samples of regular
observations only. Regular observations were generated as follows. Let B denote
the latent trait with B~ N(0, 1), and b~ and a~ the location and discrimination
parameters of item j, respectivel,y. The two-parameter logistic model (2PL1~~1)




( )P(X~ - 1 B - 1 f exp[a~ ( B - b~ )] .
2.6
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The Rasch model is a special case in which a~ - 1 for all items. The software
packa,ge MULTILOG (Thissen, Chen, 8L Bock, 2003) was used to compute a
deviance test, which showed that the 2PLM fitted significantly better to the
QRBzS data than the Rasch model: for AM, X2(38) - 132.2, p C.0001; and
for OA, X2(38) - 172.2, p C.0001. Next, for both patient groups, MULTI-
LOG was used to estimate the items' b and a parameters (mean and standard
deviation in Table 2.2). Regular item-score vectors were generated by means
of Equation 2.6, in which the estimated parameters had been inserted. Outlier
scores O~ and G~ were computed for the resulting regular item-score vectors.
For the AM group, the simulations were based on N- 230 and for the OA
group the simulations were based on N- 295 (same sample size as in the real
data). For each group, 10,000 samples were drawn, and the error rates and the
some-outside rates of the four discordancy tests were computed.
2.3.2 Study 2
Study 2 investigated the sensitivity of the four discordancy tests applied to O~
and Gf in contaminated samples. Contaminant observations were generated
as follows. Let F be the empirical distribution of the regular outlier scores,
generated as in Study 1, with standard deviation SF. Furthermore, let u be the
realization of outlier score U and let H be the distribution of the contaminant
outlier scores. The contaminant outlier scores were generated from H(u) -
F(u~ 0), with 0- 4 x SF. The distribution F and H have an identical shape
but differ by a location slippage equal to 4 x SF, which was large enough for
contaminants to show up as extreme outlier scores.
A sample consisted of NR regular outlier scores from distribution F and
NC contaminant outlier scores from distribution H(N - NR f Nc). Values
NC - 5, 10, and 25 were considered. Given sample sizes N - 230 (AM group)
and N- 295 (OA group), contamination was 2.17010, 4.34010, and 10.87~10 (AM
group), and 1.69010, 3.39010, and 8.47010 ( OA group). For each of the six cells,
10,000 samples were drawn. The four discordancy tests were applied to the




The four discordancy tests applied to the two outlier scores were used to analyze
the real QRBLS data of the two patient groups. The distribution of the outlier
scores, the number of discordant subjects identified by the discordancy tests,
and the item-score patterns of the discordant subjects were investigated.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Study 1
For Tukey's fences and the adjusted boxplot, the nominal error rate was aN -
.0035, and for the ESD and the ESD-T the nominal some-outside rate was
a-.05. Tukey's fences identified too many regular observations as discordant
(Table 2.3; anr -.0146 for O~ in the OA group), whereas the adjusted boxplot
controlled the error rate to a great extent (i.e., the observed error rates were
close to the nominal rate). For G~, on average the adjusted boxplot produced
larger error rates than Tukey's fences. This indicates that for some distributions
the medcouple was negative when positive values were expected. Furthermore,
for G} both Tukey's fences and the adjusted boxplot identified at least one false
positive in approximately 50~ of the samples (see a in Table 2.3). The ESD
and the ESD-T controlled the some-outside rate by adjusting the error rate. For
O~, this adjustment resulted in no or almost no false positives (Table 2.3; aN C
.0001 and a C.0010), rendering the ESD and the ESD-T too conservative. For
G}, the ESD and the ESD-T had some-outside rates much lower than Tukey's
fences and the adjusted boxplot, with the ESD-T closer to the nominal a-.05.
2.4.2 Study 2
The error rate and the some-outside rate were lower for contaminated data, and
decreased with increasing contamination (not tabulated). Tukey's fences had
the highest sensitivity and the ESD-T the lowest sensitivity; and the adjusted
boxplot and the ESD had a sensitivity in between (Table 2.4). Furthermore,
the sensitivity decreased as the number of contaminants (NC) increased. This
decrease was smaller for Tukey's fences than for the other three discordancy
tests. Thus, 1~ikey's fences may be more robust to contamination with respect
to the sensitivity. The ESD and the ESD-T had low sensitivity when Nc - 25.
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Table 2.3: Observed Error Rates (aN) and Observed Some-Outside Rates (a)
of the Four Discordancy Tests for the Two Outlier Scores (O~ and G~) for the
Two Patient Groups (AM and OA).
Ot Gf
a,.~ - .0035 a - .05 aN - .0035 a - .05
AI~I Tukey .0019 .1110 .0035 .5210
AdjBox .0015 .1124 .0047 .4218
ESD .0000 .0002 .0005 .1036
ESD-T .0000 .0005 .0002 .0464
OA Tukey .0146 .6322 .0029 .5405
AdjBox .0019 .1159 .0045 .4907
ESD .0000 .0000 .0003 .0775
ESD-T .0000 .0000 .0001 .0395
Table 2.4: Sensitivity of the Four Discordancy Tests for the Two Outlier Scores
(Of and G}) for the Two Patient Groups (AM and OA) When the Number of
Contaminants is Nc - 5, 10, and 25.
O} G}
5 10 25 5 10 25
AM Tukey .82 .79 .61 .80 .77 .62
AdjBox .73 .65 .32 .66 .55 .17
ESD .61 .54 .09 .59 .51 .07
ESD-T .51 .42 .06 .40 .26 .O1
OA Tukey .93 .89 .66 .82 .79 .69
AdjBox .27 .19 .06 .73 .65 .35
ESD .53 .44 .17 .59 .53 .16
ESD-T .06 .04 .Ol .45 .34 .03
Except for the adjusted boxplot and the ESD-T for O~ in the OA group,
only minor differences in sensitivity of the discordancy tests were found between
Of and G~ and between the A1~7 and OA groups (Table 2.4). The adjusted
boxplot and the ESD-T had much lower sensitivity for Ot in the OA group,
perhaps because the distribution of O} was more skewed in the OA group than
the ANl group (Figure 2.2). As a result, the adjustment for skewness was larger
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for the OA group causing the critical value to increase and the sensitivity to
decrease.
2.4.3 Study 3
For J- 39, 0 c O} C 39 and 0 c G} C 380. The distribution of O} appeared
more skewed to the right for OA patients than for A1~T patients (Figure 2.2).
For both groups, almost no outlier scores O} G 5 were found. The distribution
of Gf appeared skewed to the right. It had relatively many observations with
G} - 0 of which many corresponded with Xf - 0 or X} - 39 (A1~1 group:
24 subjects; and OA group: 18 subjects). For these item-score vectors, no














Figure 2.2: Frequency distributions of the two outlier scores for the two patient
groups with Tukey's fences.
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Table 2.5: The Number of Subjects Identified as Discordant by the Four Dis-
cordancy Tests When Applied to Real QRBLS Data.
Amputation Osteoarthritis
O~ Gf O} Gf
~tkey 1 6 11 3
AdjBox 1 0 0 2
ESD 0 0 0 0
ESD-T 0 0 0 0
Guttman errors can be observed. It may be noted that the observed shapes of
the distributions of Of and G~. only pertain to this particular case; for other
groups, or when other questionnaires are used, the shapes may be different.
For both the AM group and the OA group, the ESD and the ESD-T applied
to Of and G} identified no discordant observations (Table 2.5). For the AM
group, for Of 1~key's fences and the adjusted boxplot obtained the same upper
fence because the medcouple was zero. Both tests identified one (by definition
the same) discordant observation by means of Of. For the AM-group data,
only Tukey's fences applied to G} identified discordant observations (six in
total including the one also identified by means of O~). The subject identified
discordant by means of both O~ and G~ scores had many activity limitations
(Xf - 28) but none with low chairs (eight items). Since for most people low
chairs were most problematic, this subject can be considered a contaminant.
For the OA group, ~key's fences identified eleven discordant observations
based on Of and three based on G}, and the adjusted boxplot identified two
discordant observations based on G~. (Table 2.5). None of the discordant obser-
va.tions were identified by both Of and Gf, thus in total 11 ~ 3- 14 different
discordant observations were identified. In the OA group, nine of the eleven dis-
cordant subjects identified using O} reported practically no limitations (seven
subjects had total scores of X} - 0 and two subjects had X~ - 1).
In general, for both patient groups the discordant subjects identified using
outlier score G~ had item-score vectors that were not consistent with the com-
mon item ordering. For some discordant observations, rising was less problem-
atic than sitting down, which is unusual, and others had few activity limitations
with car seats and low seats and more activity limitations with high chairs and
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toilets.
A reviewer suggested to compare our outlier scores with leverage scores
(Hoaglin 8c Welsch, 1978). Following the rule of thumb given by Hoaglin and
Welsch (1978), we found for A1~1 three observations to be discordant and for
OA four observations. For both groups, one observation was also found to be
discordant using G~ .
2.5 Conclusion and discussion
Based on this study, it can be concluded that (1) Tukey's fences identified most
discordant observations and had the highest probability of identifying contami-
nant observations as discordant (i.e., the highest sensitivity); (2) The ESD and
the ESD-T gave the highest certainty that a discordant observation is indeed
a conta.minant, (i.e., few regular observations are identified as discordant); (3)
The sensitivity of Tukey's fences is fairly robust to the number of contaminants,
whereas the ESD and the ESD-T showed a dramatic decrease in the sensitivity
when the number of contaminants was large; (4) Adjusting the distributions
of O} and G~ for skewness b,y either using the adjusted boxplot or the ESD-
T, may lead to more appropriate error rates or some-outside rates. However.
the adjusted procedures may also have much lower sensitivity; and (5) The ad-
justed boxplot did not always function as expected because negative medcouple
values were obtained where positive values were expected. This suggests that
the medcouple may not be appropriate for distributions with limited numbers
of integer values.
Outlier scores Ot and G} quantify different concepts and, as a result, they
may identify different observations as discordant. Thus, O} and Gf may be
used complementary. The authors recommend to use Tukey's fences, which was
found to be a liberal discordancy test. Although the probability of identifying
more false positives is higher for Tukey's fences than for the other discordancy
tests, the probability of identifying inconsistent observations is also higher.
Identifying suspect observations is the first step in outlier detection. The sec-
ond step would be scrutinizing t.he suspect observation before continuing the
analysis. 1~1ost importantly, discordant subjects ma,y help to better understand
the population under study. For example, the discordant subjects may have
originated from a rare or unknown (sub)population. which should be investi-
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gated explicitly in the future. Therefore, it may be desirable to identify at least.
some discordant observations. One may even argue to investigate the 5~c or
10010 largest outlier scores without the use of a discordancy test. However, the








The sensitivity and the specificity of four outlier scores were studied for four dif-
ferent discordancy tests, that were applied to multi-item discrete questionnaire
data typical of surveys, having either a unidimensional or a multidimensional
structure. The outlier scores were the Mahalanobis distance, a robust version
of the Mahalanobis distance, and two recently proposed measures especially
tailored to discrete data, denoted O} and G}. The discordancy tests were
~key's fences (a.k.a. boxplot), Tukey's fences with adjustment for skewness
(adjusted boxplot), the generalized extreme studentized deviate (ESD), and the
ESD after normality transformation of the outlier-score distribution (ESD-T).
The tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity was most favorable for Of and
Gf. The Mahalanobis distance had lower sensitivity and lower specificity. The
robust l~lahalanobis distance had very low specificity. Using the outlier scores
in combination with the ESD increased sensitivity but decreased specificit,y,
whereas the combination with the adjusted boxplot and the ESD-T increased
specificity but decreased sensitivity.




Outliers are observations that appear to be inconsistent with the remainder of
the data (Barnett 8r, Lewis, 1994, p. 7). Inconsistent observations in surveys
may stem from respondents from another population that have been included
accidently in the sample, sloppy answers from respondents who did not take the
questions serious, or clerical errors resulting in wrong answer coding. Because
such observations may have a large influence on the results of the statistical
data analysis, possibly leading to biased results and distorted conclusions, the
researcher may want to identify the outliers and then decide what to do with
t.hem (e.g., Fox, 1997, chap. 3; Tabachnick SL Fidell, 2007, pp. 72-77). In social
and behavioral science research, two popular statistica.l methods for identifying
outliers in continuous data are the 1~lahalanobis (1936) distance, which identi-
fies the degree to which a multivariate observation is an outlier, and Tukey's
fences (Tukey, 1977), also known as the boxplot (e.g., Hubert óc Vandervieren,
2008), which is used to decide whether a single observation is an outlier.
In inany research areas, multi-item surveys are prominent for collecting
data on important research questions. The data often are discrete ordinal rat-
ing scale scores with values ranging from 1 to 5, but because most available
outlier detection methods are suited for continuous data the analysis of the
discrete scores may be problematic. The following solution seems to be fruit-
ful. First, we consider outlier scores, which can attain many different numerical
values and which follow a much smoother distribution than a single rating scale
item. An outlier score is assigned to each observation comprising of a set of
related multivariate discrete scores, and expresses the degree to which these
multivariate discrete scores constitute an outlier (cf., the Mahalanobis distance
for multivariate normal data). Second, we consider statistical discordancy tests
for deciding whether an outlier score is significant and the corresponding mul-
tivariate observation is an outlier (cf., Tukey's fences for continuous data).
The aim of this study was to investigate which combination of four discor-
dancy tests used in combination with each of four outlier scores is the most
effective for deciding whether a discrete multivariate observation is an outlier,
and a possible candidate for removal from the data. This study considers both
unidimensional and multidimensional data structures, thus covering a broad
range of interesting data sets.
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We concentrate on outlier detection in survey data that pertain to the
measurement of attributes such as depression (psychology), attitude toward
school (education), religiosity (sociology), political efficacy (political science),
satisfaction (marketing), and health-related quality of life (medicine). A survey,
which measures an attribute, is called a q~estionnaire. Typically, multiple
items of the rating-scale type are used for measuring attributes (Nunnally 8c
Bernstein, 1994, pp. 66-67), thus producing a data matrix of N respondents by
J items, filled with discrete rating scale scores. For example, for a rating scale
item such as "The school carries the primary responsibility for the behavior
of its students during school hours" scores may consist of Os (disagree) and ls
(agree) or ordered discrete scores, such as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, indicating the degree to
which a respondent agreed.
Attributes may be simple and narrow, resulting in multi-item data which
are unidimensional, or theoretically more involved and multi-facetted, resulting
in multidimensional data, often with one common dimension and one or more
smaller dimensions on which subsets of items group together. Examples of uni-
dimensional attributes may be the big five personality traits (De Raad 8L Perug-
ini, 2002): extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability,
and intellect. An example of a multidimensional attribute is the attitude to-
ward euthanasia, which involves cognitions (opinions and impressions), affects
(feelings and emotions), and behaviors (actions and expectations) (e.g., Breck-
ler, 1984; Eagly 8L Chaiken, 1993, pp. 10-17). Because both unidimensional
and multidimensional attributes are measured frequently, both data structures
are included in this study.
We studied four outlier scores, which are easy-to-use in survey research in
which questionnaires are used: the original Mahalanobis distance (henceforth
to be called "Mahalanobis distance" ), a version of the Mahalanobis distance,
which is robust against the presence of outliers in the data (henceforth, to
be called "robust Mahalanobis distance" ), and two outlier scores particularly
suited for discrete data as those collected by means of rating scales (denoted
O} en G~; Zijlstra, Van der Ark, 8L Sijtsma, 2007). Observations were tested
using the discordancy tests known as Tukey's fences (Tukey, 1977), Tukey's
fences with adjustment for skewness (Hubert 8L Vandervieren, 2008), which is
called the adjnsted bo~plot, the generalized extreme studentized deviate (de-
noted ESD; e.g., Rosner, 1983), and the ESD after normality transformation
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of the outlier-score distribution (denoted ESD-T; e.g., Box 8L Cox, 1964).
The relative effectiveness of the four discordancy tests for identifying dis-
cordant observations in multi-item questionnaire data was investigated using
three studies. First, for the 1~.lahalanobis distance, the robust hiahalanobis dis-
tance, and the O} and Gf outlier scores the specificity and the sensitivity of
the four discordancy tests were investigated. Second, for the outlier scores de-
signed for multivariate normal data, the Mahalanobis distance and the robust
1~lahalanobis distance, it was investigated whether discordancy testing was dis-
torted when their X2 or Beta distributions were used on discrete item scores.
Third, real data were analyzed to illustrate the use of the discordancy tests in
coml~,iuation with the outlier scores.
3.2 Definitions, Existing Methods, Outlier Scores,
Discordancy Tests
3.2.1 Definitions
We use the following terminology. Observations in the sample stemming from
the population of interest are requlars, and observations from another popula-
tion contaminants. Observations considered unusual, extreme, or surprising are
suspected. Suspect observations may or may not be contaminant. A forinal sta-
tistical test used to decide whether a suspect observation should be considered
contaminant or regular is a discordancy test. Observations tested positive are
discordant, and the observations tested negative not discordant. The specificity
is defined as the probability that a regular observation is correctly classified
as not discordant (i.e., P(not discordant~regular)), and the sensitivity as the
probability that a contaminant observation is correctl,y classified as discordant
(i.e., P(discordant~contaminant)).
3.2.2 Existing Methods
Most outlier research has concentrated on continuous variables and discrete
variables with many categories (e.g., Barnett 8c Lewis, 1994; Rousseeuw ~
Leroy, 2003). In data mining, nonparametric methods are used to identify ob-
servations in large multivariate data sets (e.g., Breunig, Kriegel, Ng, ~ Sander,
2000), and in matching specialized methods identify similarities between obser-
vations in the treatment and control groups so as to estimate a treatment effect
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without confounding (e.g., Ho, Imai, King, 8L Stuart, 2007). In their current
form, these methods are not suited for application to outlier detection in ques-
tionnaire data. Bacon (1995) compared three methods for identifying outliers
based on aberrant correlation structures, and found that methods proposed by
Comrey (1985) and Bacon (1995) were less successful than the Mahalanobis
distance (also, see Rasmussen, 1988). Atkinson, Riani, and Cerioli (2004, p. 3),
Hadi (1992, 1994), and Rousseeuw and Van Zomeren (1990) noticed that the
Mahalanobis distance breaks down in the presence of contamination, meaning
that contaminant observations may not be identified ("masking" ) and regular
observations may be tested discordant ("swamping" )(Barnett 8L Lewis, 1994,
pp. 97). Alternatively, the robust Mahalanobis distance Hadi (1992, 1994; cf.
Atkinson, 1994) is insensitive to the presence of contamination.
Outlier detection for discrete variables with only a few different score cate-
gories, such as rating-scale items, is rare. Kotze and Hawkins (1984) proposed
outlier detection in 2-way contingency tables. However, analysis of J-way con-
tingency tables typical of questionnaire data is problematic because for J items
and m f 1 different item scores, the number of (m -~ 1)~ cells in the table eas-
ily exceeds the sample size N, resulting in many empty cells. Atkinson's and
Riani's (2000) forward search can be applied to generalized linear models for
categorical variables, but in its present form it is not applicable to J item scores
because a dependent variable is absent.
In psychometrics, person-fit methods (Meijer 8L Sijtsma, 2001) have been
proposed for assessing the fit of item response theory (IRT) models (e.g., Van
der Linden 8L Hambleton, 1997) to an individual's item-score vector, but for
outlier analysis a confounding of misfit either due to the person being a contam-
inant or to the IRT model being misspecified renders the person-fit approach
problematic. Zijlstra et al. (2007) proposed outlier scores O} and G.~, which
quantify in different ways the degree of inconsistency of the scores on the J
questionnaire items. These outlier scores are based on mínimal assumptions,
and not on statistical models such as generalized linear models or item response
models. This renders them generally applicable. The Mahalanobis distance,
the robust Mahalanobis distance, and the outlier scores O} and G~. are dis-




Let X~ denote the random variable for the score on item j(j- 1, ..., J), and
let x~ be a realization of X~. Items are scored x~ - 0, ..., m; for dichotomous
items m- 1, and for polytomous items rra ~ 2. The J random variables
are collected in X, with realization x. As an index for respondents we use v
(v - 1, ..., N). Henceforth, unless stated otherwise, an observation refers to a
respondent's vector of J item scores, denoted x2,.
Mahalanobis Distance
Let ~ be the vector of J sample item means, and E the sample covariance
matrix for the J items. The item means identify the center of the data, and
the sample covariance matrix the association structure. The Mahalanobis dis-
tance quantifies the distance between an observation xv and the center of the
data when the association structure of the data is taken into account. The
Mahalanobis distance is denoted by MDv, and defined as
NID~ - ( xv - ~)TË-i(xv - ~). (3.1)
If the J variables have a multivariate normal distribution and ~, and E are
known, MDv(p,, E) follows a x~ distribution with J degrees of freedom (e.g.,
Atkinson et al., 2004, p. 45). If tC and E are estimated from the sample,
MDv (~C, E) follows a~N~,ii~ Beta( 2, N-2-i ) distribution (e.g., Atkinson et al.,
2004, p. 45). Researchers use these distributions for testing whether an obser-
vation is discordant. Beta, is an approximation of X2, and Beta G x2. The
difference becomes smaller as the sample size increases (e.g., Penny, 1996).
Robust Mahalanobis Distance
Hadi (1992, 1994; cf. Atkinson, 1994) defined the robust Mahalanobis distance
using outlier-free estimates of the mean, ~cR, and the covariance matrix, ER, as
i~MDv(wR, e~P~R) - (xv - l~R)T ( Cnp~R)-~(xv - ~R), (3.2)
where C~P - (1 ~ N-1-3J ~ N}J)2 1S a COrrectlOn faCtOr SO as t0 Obtaln COriS1S-
tency when the data come from a multivariate normal distribution. Rousseeuw
and Van Zomeren ( 1990), Rousseeuw and Van Driessen ( 1999), and Rousseeuw
and Leroy ( 2003, pp. 258-262) proposed methods for estimating outlier-free
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means and covariance matrices; also see Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw, and
Stahel (1986). Hadi's (1992, 1994) method, which is used here, starts with a
subsample of r- 2J observations, which are not discordant according to a pre-
liminary `robust' MD2. In each next step, estimates of ineans and covariances
based on the r-sized subsample obtained thus far are used for estimating the
111D2 for all N observations, and the observations having the r~- 1 smallest
MD2 values are defined as the new subsample. Thus, r grows by 1 count in each
step. The procedure stops when (1) the next observation not in the subsample
is tested discordant, and (2) the subsample has at least size h-(1~'-}- J-~ 1)~2.
Hadi's procedure remedies the vulnerability of 11~7D2 to contaminants in the
sample but R1V1 D2 has an unknown sampling distribution. In practice, obser-
vations are classified as discordant when RIL'1 D,2 ~ xj a but the assumption of a
chi-squared distribution rnay be wrong. Thus, using different discordancy test
procedures on RMD2 may be useful to find out which is best. In addition, we
separately studied the specificity and the sensitivity of the commonly used test
procedures for 11~7D2 and RMD2 using the XZ and Beta distributions, so as to
obtain information on how these procedures function when applied to discrete
item scores. The Mahalanobis distance has no assumptions about the dimen-
sionality of multivariate data, and thus may be applied to both unidimensional
and mttltidimensional data.
Item-Based Outlier Score
Proportions of answers in score categories are denoted by P(Xj - x), and the
score distribution of item j is denoted by [P(Xj - 0), ..., P(Xj - m)]. Let
Oj denote the outlier score on item j; Oj - 0 for the modal or most popular
category, Oj - 1 for the next less popular category, and so on; and Oj - m for
the least popular category. For item score xvj, corresponding outlier score Ovj is
determined using the rank number of P(Xj - xvj), denoted rank[P(Xj - x„j)],
such that
O„j -(m f 1) - rank[P(Xj - xvj)]. (3.3)
For respondent v, the outlier item-scores are added across items to obtain the
item-based outlier score O„}:
J
Ov~ - ~ Ovj. (3.4)
j-1
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Outlier score Of expresses the degree to which a respondent provided an-
swers to items in answer categories rarely chosen by other respondents. Like
the Mahalanobis distance, item-based outlier score Of may be applied to both
unidimensional and multidimensional questionnaire data. Zijlstra et al. (2007)
provide a computational example for Of.
Item-Pair Based Outlier Score
The item-pair based outlier score, G}, uses the information contained in pairs of
items. Zijlstra et al. (2007) give an example of how this is done for polytomous
items, based on theory provided by 1~lolenaar (1991). The general idea is
most easily understood for dichotomous items. An old and accepted idea in
psychometrics is that in a set of J items that form a scale, respondents have a
higher probability of producing 1-scores on the popular items and 0-scores on
the unpopular items. Thus, for each pair of items (j and k) a 1-score on the
least popular of the two and 0-score on the most popular item is considered
suspected. A count of such suspect item-pair patterns across all ZJ(J - 1)
item pairs provides the item-pair based outlier score, G~, in psychometrics also
known as the count of Guttman errors ( e.g., Mokken 8L Lewis, 1982; Sijtsma
8L Molenaar, 2002, p. 53). The generalization to polytomous items is rather
complicated involving the weighting of Guttman errors to the degree in which
they are suspected. Therefore we refrain from discussing details; see Molenaar
(1991), Sijtsma and Molenaar (2002), and Zijlstra et al. (2007).
For polytomous items, a score pattern on item pair (j, k) corresponds either
to an integer-weighted Guttman score G21jk - wjk (expressing the degree to
which a pattern is suspected) or G~,jk - 0 (pattern is not suspected). Addition
across all 2J(J - 1) item pairs yields for respondent v the item-pair based
outlier score ~-1 ~
Gv} - ~ ~ Gvjk. (3.5)
j-1 k-j ~1
The interpretation of G~ as the degree to which a respondent is more favorable
toward less popular items, makes the most sense when the items form one
scale; that is, when the data are unidimensional. Outlier score G} is different
in this sense from the item-based outlier score O~. A pilot study, not reported
here, showed that the mean correlation between G~ and MD2 in samples of
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Tukey's fences (Tukey, 1977, pp. 43-44) classifies observations as discordant
or not discordant. Let the generic notation Uv denote the outlier score of
respondent v. Outlier scores in the upper tail of the distribution are suspected;
hence, we use the upper fence. The interquartile range (IQR) is the difference
between the 75th percentile (Q3) and the 25th percentile (Q1). For a particular
choice of constant c, if Uv ~ Q3 f c x IQR the observation is discordant, and
if Uv C Q3 -I- c x IQR the observation is not discordant.
For a given distribution of U, the choice of c determines which observations
are suspected. Tukey (1977, pp. 43-44) recommended c- 1.5, and this value
was also adopted in the present study. Hoaglin, Iglewicz, and Tukey (1986)
showed that if U is normal for the regular observations (i.e., no contamination),
the one-sided Type I error for c- 1.5 is asymptotically equal to .0035 and,
consequently, because the specificity equals (1- Type I error), the nominal
value of the specificity equals .9965. Hubert and Vandervieren (2008) found too
many false positives if the regular observations have a skewed U distribution,
such as a XZ distribution or a Beta distribution.
Adjusted boxplot
The outlier-score distributions of MDv, RMDv, Ov}, and Gv~. are expected to
be skewed to the right (e.g., Zijlstra et al., 2007). Therefore, the upper fence
may be adjusted to obtain the nominal specificity. Hubert and Vandervieren
(2008) proposed an adjusted boxplot that takes the skewness of the distribution
into account so as to control the specificity. Consequently, like Tukey's fences
the adjusted boxplot assumes a nominal specificity of .9965. For the adjust-
ment, the authors used a robust measure of the skewness of the distribution of
U, called medcouPle (MC). MC is defined as follows. Let the sample median
be denoted by med(U). For all outlier-score pairs (U,,, U,,,) from the sample,
for which Uz C med(U) C Uw, and a kernel function h, MC is defined as
MC - med h(Uv, Uw)
Uv G med(U) G U,,,
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with h given by
h(U,;, Uw) -
[Uu, - med(U)] - [med(U) - U„]
- Uw - U2,
Hubert and Vandervieren (2008) suggested multiplying the upper fence by
A- e~3.a7xlvtC) so as to approximate the nominal specificity, and their simula-
tion study showed that this adjustment was successfuL The adjusted boxplot
classifies an observation v as discordant if Uv ~ Q3 ~(1.5 x IQR) x A, and not
discordant if Uz, C Q3 f(1.5 x IQR) x A. MC - 0 results in Tukey's fences.
Generalized Extreme Studentized Deviate (ESD)
The ESD procedure (e.g., Barnett 8c Lewis, 1994, pp. 221-222; Iglewicz óL
Hoaglin, 1993, pp. 32-33; Rosner, 1983) tests the null hypothesis that U has a
normal distribution with mean ~ and variance o-2 against the alternative that
the scores are contaminated by other scores frorn a normal distribution with
mean ~-}- 0(~ ) 0; ~ is known as the slippage parameter) and variance QZ.
Let the sample mean of U be denoted by U, and the sample standard deviation




We adapted the ESD procedure such that the masking effect was reduced.
First, observations are classified as either suspected or not suspected. Based on
Simonoff (1984) we chose the highest (N - 1)~2 values of U as the suspect ob-
servations. Such a large number guarantees that all contaminant observations
are tested, but keeps the number of suspect observations a minority, albeit a
large one. We also required that for the group of unsuspect observations the
distribution of U had at least four different values so that S~ could be estimated
reasonably well.
Second, the outward consecut.ive testing procedure was used for testing mul-
tiple outliers (Barnett 8c Lewis, 1994, p. 131; Simonoff, 1984). This procedure
entails that the least deviating suspect observation is the first to be tested for
discordancy. When tested discordant, a11 other suspect observations are also
labelled discordant, and the procedure stops. When tested not discordant, the
observation is not suspected anymore, and the next larger suspect observation
is tested. The procedure is repeated while proceeding further into the tail of the
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U distribution until a suspect observation is tested discordant or the suspect
observation that deviates the most is tested not discordant. When a partic-
ular U score is observed multiple times, only one of these scores is tested for
discordancy (Zijlstra et al., 2007).
We computed U and S~r (Equation 3.6) anew in each step, using the sam-
ple consisting of the not suspect observations, the suspect observations that
appeared not discordant, and the observation to be tested for discordancy. Be-
cause U and S~~ are computed from a subsample having at most one discordant
observation, U and SU are robust estimat.ors.
The critical value for the ESD is usually determined under the strong restric-
tion that in 95~0 of the regular samples none of the observations are classified
as discordant (Rosner, 1983). For example, this is relevant in a medical context
in which one desires to avoid classifying a healthy individual as a candidate for
chemotherapy. Zijlstra et aL (2007) demonstrated in ten real-data sets frorn
questionnaires that the ESD hardly identified discordant observations. Thus,
in questionnaire data a critical value based on the 9501o criterion is likely too
restrictive for outlier detection. In this study, for fair comparison with Tukey's
fences and the adjusted boxplot, the ESD's critical value was determined under
a nominal specificity of .9965, which corresponds with a critical value of 2.6980
under the standard normal distribution. For each step in the outward consecu-
tive testing procedure, the ESD classified an observation with outlier score U2,
as either discordant if ESDv 1 2.6980, and not discordant if ESD2, C 2.6980.
ESD After Normality Transformation (ESD-T)
The Box-Cox power transformation (Box 8L Cox, 1964; Iglewicz ái Hoaglin,
1993, pp. 50-53) transforms a positively skewed outlier-score distribution to a
normal distribution, thus yielding the ESD-T. Let .~ be a parameter defining
a particular transformation, and Yv (.~) the transformed outlier score, then for




In(Uv) if ~ - 0.
If an outlier score Uv - 0, we could not use the Box-Cox power transformation,
and added a constant equal to 1 to all outlier scores before estimating ~ and
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transforming the data. Furthermore, the estimation of ~ was based on the
observations smaller than the upper fence of Tukey's fences. As the right tail
of the distribution is thicker, the Box-Cox power transformation requires a
lower value of ~ for obtaining a normal distribution. The testing procedure for
the ESD-T equaled the testing procedure for the ESD, but was used with a
transformed distribution of U, which is Y(~).
3.3 Study 1: Sensitivity and Specificity of Four Out-
lier Scores and Four Discordancy Tests
Study 1 is the main study, and investigates the sensitivity and specificity of all
16 combinations the four outlier scores and the four discordancy tests under
various conditions relevant for test and questionnaire data. Investigation of dis-
cordancy testing using the X2 and Beta distribution, which is only meaningful
for MD2 and R1VID2, is the topic of Study 2.
3.3.1 Method
Data Generation
For regular observations, the four outlier scores were computed from item-score
vectors that were generated using the multidimensional partial credit model
(MPCM; Kelderman 8L Rijkes, 1994). The MPCM has latent variables that
can be used to simulate data structures of different dimensionality, and item
parameters that can be used to manipulate the popularity of the items and
the strength of the relationship of the iteins with the latent variables. Latent
variables are denoted by Bq (q - 1, ..., Q), and respondent scores on latent
variables are denoted by 9z,9. For each combination of item j, latent variable
q, and item score x, a separation parameter zL~~9~ and a scoring weight BJ9~
are defined. For x- 0, parameters y~~qo and B~qo must be set to 0 to ensure
uniqueness of the parameters. The 1~~1PCA~1 model is defined as
Qexp~~Q-i(Bva - ~~g~)B~a~~ (3.8)P(Xti,~ - x~Bz,i, . . . , B„Q) - ~ Q~y-0 exp~~q-1 (~u9 - ~74y)B74y~
For given respondent and item parameters, response probabilities were obtained
from Equation 3.8. For each combination of a respondent v and an item j, an
item score was obtained by randomly drawing a score x- 0, ..., m from a
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multinomial distribution with score probabilities P(X„~ - x~B„1i ..., BvQ), thus
producing a complete data matrix. The item-score vector of respondent v was
used to compute each of the four outlier scores MDv (Equation 3.1), R1LID?
(Equation 3.2), O~, f(Equation 3.4), and Gv~ (Equation 3.5). For regular
observations, the distribution of any of the outlier scores is denoted F.
Contaminated observations are expected to have higher outlier scores than
regular observations. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that the outlier-score
distribution of the contaminated observations, denoted H, can be obtained from
F by a positive location shift, which is also the rationale of discordancy test
ESD. Let 0 be the positive slippage parameter (Barnett óL Lewis, 1994, p.
49), then H(u) - F(u f 0). The exact form of both F and H is unknown.
This posed a problem for generating item-score vectors for contaminant obser-
vations because the outlier scores that correspond to these item-score vectors
must follow the unknown distribution H. The problem was solved in two steps:
Step 1: H was approximated by shifting the sample distribution of the regular
outlier scores, F, by 0; that is, H(u) - F(~ ~- 0). Step 2: Item-score vectors
were generated for which the corresponding values of U had distribution H.
This was done as follows. First, S- 24, 000 item-score vectors were generated
for which the corresponding outlier scores ui, ..., us covered the entire range
of possible outlier scores. Second, each unique outlier score us was assigned a
nonnegative weight ws; which was proportional to the ordinate of the the ap-
proximated population distribution H(us). The weights satisfy the constraint
that ~b wb - 1; hence, they can be treated as probabilities. Third, outlier
scores of contaminated observations were randomly sampled from ui, ..., us,
with probability wi ,..., ws, and their corresponding item-score vectors were
saved. For a given choice of proportion of contaminant observations, denoted
by ~r, the contaminated sample of size N consisted of (1- ~r) x N regular item-
score vectors and ~r x N contaminant item-score vectors. Note that for each
outlier score, different item-score vectors are considered contaminant. As an
example, Figure 3.1 shows the sample distribution of G} for 500 regular obser-
vations (F, gray histogram) and the approximated contaminated population
distribution of G~ (H, 0- 3, shaded histogram).
When the scale length is small (e.g., J x m- 12), the contaminant outlier-
score distribution may exceed the maximum possible outlier score, thus re-















Figure 3.1: Sample distribution of Gt for regular observations (gray) and
approximated population distribution of G~ for contaminant observations
(shaded) with slippage of 0- 3 for J- 12 and m~ 1- 2.
shaded part of distribution H exceeds the maximum possible value of G~ (i.e.,
G} - 36; dashed line). Choosing a longer scale length remedies this problem
as the greatest sample values of MD~, (and, identically, of RMD~), Ov~, and
GZ,~ in distribution F no longer reach the maximum outlier-score possible, and
a shift along 0 is feasible without exceeding this maximum.
Dependent Variables: Specificity and Sensitivity
Consistent with common practice, we reported the mean specificity and the
mean sensitivity of the four discordancy tests (e.g., Selvin, 2004, pp. 69-74).
The specificity is computed as the ratio of the number of regulars in the sample
tested not discordant and the total number of regulars. The sensitivity is
computed as the ratio of the number of contaminants in the sample tested
discordant and the total number of contaminants, and can be interpreted as the
test's power. The mean specificity and mean sensitivity values were computed
across samples.
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Independent variables
The eight independent variables of the design for Study 1 were the following.
1. Outlier scores. The MD2, RMD2, O~, and G~ scores were used for
identifying suspect observations.
2. Discordancy tests. Tukey's fences, the adjusted boxplot, the ESD, and
the ESD-T were used for testing for discordancy.
3. Dimensionality. The number of latent variables in Equation 3.8 was
Q- 1(i.e., unidimensionality) or Q- 3(i.e., multidimensionality). The
unidimensional latent variable was assumed to be standard normal. A
study by Breckler (1984) on the attitude toward snakes suggested the 3-
dimensional structure. This author found that an evaluative or cognition
trait influenced responses to all items, and that in addition an affect trait
influenced responses to several but not all items, and a behavior trait
influenced responses to several other items. Responses to some items were
only influenced by the cognition trait. Thus, a model with three latent
variables seemed reasonable. We assumed a standard normal distribution
for each of the three latent variables, and correlations r(Bl, 92) -.4,
r(91i 93) -.6, and ~r(B2i B3) -.5 expressing modest positive associations
(based on Breckler, 1984).
4. Number of answer categories (m ~ 1). For all J items in the same ques-
tionnaire, the number of answer categories was 2(dichotomous items) or
5 (polytomous items).
5. Test length (J). For dichotomous-item tests, J- 24 or J- 72, and
for polytomous-item test, J- 12 or J- 36. Emerson and Stoto (1983)
argued that transforming a variable to a normal distribution only has the
expected effect when the score range is large, as with outlier scores based
on long tests. Thus, the adjusted boxplot and the ESD-T are expected
to have a specificity closer to the nominal value for long tests but further
away for short tests.
6. Range of se~aration parameters. Reise and Due (1991) found a positive
effect of range of separation parameters on sensitivity. Hence, the range
of the separation parameters pertaining to 91 (i.e., ~~1, Equation 3.8),
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was either narrow or wide. The other aspects of the item-parameter
configuration were kept constant to keep the design manageable.
For Bl, Table 3.1 shows the separation parameters ~~1~ for the twelve
items that served as the basic set. For the narrow range, the mean sep-
aration parameters ~~1 were in the interval [-.75, .75], and for the wide
range in [-2.25, 2.25]. For the items that also measured B2 or 93, the
separation parameters ~~9~ were drawn from U(-1.5, 1.5). Rather than
explaining the choices of parameter values in great detail, we think it
suffices to say choices were made such that extreme response probabili-
ties (i.e., almost 0 or 1) were avoided. Larger questionnaires consisted of
multiples of the basic item set.
Table 3.2 shows the scoring weights (i.e., B~q~; Equation 3.8) of the three
latent variables for 12 items that served as the basic set for the question-
naires. The scoring weights were equivalent for all answer categories of an
item; hence, B~9~-B~9. Consistent with Breckler (1984), all items loaded
on 91 (first row). Items 1-4 only measured Bl (weight ratio 1:0:0), items
5-8 measured Hl and B2 (weight ratio 3:1:0), and items 9-12 measured
91 and B3 (weight ratio 1:0:1). Thissen and Wainer (1982) argued that
a sum of scoring weights per itein of 1.5 (column sums of Table 3.2) is
average.
7. Proportion of contamination (~). Three proportions were investigated:
~r -.01; .05, and .10. The outlier scores of contaminant observations
are expected in the upper tail of the distribution. When they appear
in the tail, the tail becomes thicker, and this effect is stronger as ~r in-
creases. This has three consequences. First, the IQR and the upper
fence are larger, and observations are less likely to be tested discordant.
Second, the next regular observation after a contaminant observation has
a smaller ESD value than had it been observed without the contami-
nant observation. Third, the required ~ parameter of the Box-Cox power
transformation (Equation 3.7) is lower and the transformed outlier scores
become smaller. All three consequences are expected to result in higher
specificity and lower sensitivity, and effects are stronger as ~r increases.
8. Location slippage (0~. Two values were investigated: 0- 1 and ~-
3. One 0 unit corresponds with one sample standard deviation of the
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Table 3.2: Scoring Weights (B~q) of the Three Latent Traits (Bq) of Twelve
Items.
Items
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Bl 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.125 1.125 1.125 1.125 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
BZ 0 0 0 0 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0 0 0 0
93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
outlier-score distribution of regular observations. Contaminant observa-
tions from a distribution that has shifted further to the right have larger
outlier scores. Consequently, contaminant observations are more likely to
be identified as discordant, and the sensitivity was expected to increase.
For Tukey's fences and the adjusted boxplot, a larger 0 causes a thicker
tail in the outlier-score distribution and, hence, we expected the speci-
ficity to increase. For the ESD, for a larger 0 the outlier scores of regular
observations are less likely to exceed the outlier scores of contaminant
observations, and the ESD values of fewer regular observations are influ-
enced; hence, we expected the specificity to decrease. For the ESD-T, the
two influences have opposite effects on the specificity.
Design and statistical analysis
The eight independent variables were completely crossed, resulting in 4(outlier
scores) x 4(discordancy tests) x 2(dimensionality) x 2(number of answer
categories) x 2(test length) x 2(range of separation parameters) x 3(pro-
portion of contamination) x 2(location slippage) - 1536 design cells. In each
cell, 1,000 replications of size N- 500 were generated. The mean specificity
and the mean sensitivity were computed across the 1,000 replications.
We analyzed the data as follows. ANOVAs with main effects, 2-way, 3-way,
and 4-way interactions were used to analyze the effects of the independent vari-
ables on the specificity and the sensitivity. For the specificity, the independent
variables pertaining to contamination were excluded. Due to the large number
of replications, all effects are likely to be significant; thus, we report effect sizes
(~2): ~2 ~.O1 was interpreted as a small effect, ~2 1.06 as a medium effect,
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and rl2 ).14 as a large effect (Cohen, 1988, pp. 284-288). First, we discuss
absolute values of the mean specificity and the mean sensitivity, and the in-




The eight independent variables together explained 89Io of the variance in the
specificity. The specificity in the presence of contamination was a little higher
than the specificity without contamination. There were no important inter-
action effects between the contamination variables and the other independent
variables. Only the results for the conditions without contaminated observa-
tions are reported in more detail because they are a lower benchmark for the
specificity in the presence of contaminated observations.
Aggregated results for outlier score and discordancy test. Table 3.3 shows the
specificity for each combination of outlier score (large main effect, ~~ -.377)
and discordancy test (medium main effect, ~2 -.050; medium interaction
effect, rl2 -.118). Outlier scores O~ and G~ in combination with discordancy
tests adjusted boxplot and ESD-T had the highest specificity, which almost
equalled the nominal value of .9965. The specificity was remarkably low for
R1VID~, especially in combination with discordancy test ESD (i.e., .6787). In
fact, the specificity of R117D2 in combination with the ESD and the ESD-T
often equalled the lowest possible specificity for RIVID2, which is h~N, where
h-(N f J~ 1)~2 is the minimum size of the subset of observations used for
robust estimation (Hadi, 1992).
Additional results. Dimensionality had a negligible effect on specificity
(rl2 c.O1). Number of answer categories had a small positive main effect
on specificity ( ri2 -.015) and a medium intera.ction effect with outlier scores
(rl2 -.070). Table 3.4 (first and second columns) shows that 111D2, O~, and
G~ had lower specificity for m- 1 than for m- 4, whereas R117D2 had lower
specificity for m- 4. The expected interaction effect of test length and dis-
cordancy test could not be demonstrated ( rl2 G .O1). However, we found a
small negative interaction effect (rl2 -.018) of test length and outlier score
on specificity, which was due entirely to R11ID2 ( Table 3.4, fifth and sixth col-
umn). We found a small negative main effect of range of separation parameters
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Table 3.~3: Mean Specificity of Four Outlier Scores for Four Discordancy Tests.
Discordancy test
Outlier score Tukey AdjBox ESD ESD-T Total
MD2 .9853 .9911 .9788 .9935 .9872
RMD2 .8947 .9214 .6787 .8109 .8264
O~ .9916 .9960 .9883 .9958 .9929
G} .9906 .9948 .9865 .9957 .9919
Total .9656 .9758 .9081 .9490
Table 3.4: Mean Specificity of Four Outlier Scores for Number of Answer Cat-
egori-es (m f 1), Range of Separation Parameters, and Test Length.
m ~ 1 Separation Test length
Outlier score 2 5 [-.75, .75] [-2.25. 2.25] short long
liiD2 . 9945 . 9798 . 9934 . 9809 . 9845 . 9899
Rll,lD2 .7589 .8940 .8973 .7556 .8616 .7912
O} .9936 .9923 .9974 .9885 .9947 .9912
G} .9938 .9900 .9948 .9890 .9902 .9936
Total . 935 2 .9640 .9707 .9285
on specificity (~~ -.033) and a medium interaction effect with outlier score
(rl2 - .062), showing that the negative main effect was much larger for RMDZ
than for other outlier scores (Table 3.4, third and fourth column).
Sensitivity
The eight independent variables together explained 73~0 of the varia.nce in the
sensitivity. In general, sensitivity was rather low. The mean sensitivity over all
conditions equalled .2307. The lowest sensitivity (.0004) was found for outlier
score MD2 used in combination with discordancy test ESD for test charac-
teristics narrow range of separation parameters, long test, and dichotomous
items, and for contamination characteristics ~r -.10 and 0- L The high-
est sensitivity (.9904) was found for RMD2 in combination with ESD for test
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Table 3.5: Mean Sensitivity of Four Outlier Scores for Four Discordancy Tests
and Range of Separation Parameters.
Discordancy test
O~ctlier score Tukey AdjBox ESD E5D-T Total
MD2 .1198 .0697 .1587 .0529 .1003
R1VlD2 .3420 . 2348 .6077 .3412 .3814
O~ .2462 .1463 .3008 .1761 .2173
G~ .2622 .1491 .3117 .1712 .2236
'lbtal .2426 .1500 .3447 .1854
characteristics narrow range of separation parameters, long test, and polyto-
mous items, and for contamination characteristics ~r -.O1 and ~- 3. The
large variation in sensitivity necessitated the investigation of the effects of the
independent variables.
Aggreyated results for o-atlier score and discordancy test. We found a medium
main effect of outlier score (rl2 - .125). The sensitivit,y was highest for R11dDZ
and lowest for MD2. A medium main effect was found for discordancy test
(rl2 -.068). The sensitivity was highest for the ESD and lowest for the ad-
justed boxplot. A small interaction effect (rl2 -.022) was found, which was
due especially to RMD2 in combination with the ESD (Table 3.5).
Effects of contamination. Location slippage had the largest positive effect
(rl2 -.215) in the entire study. The mean sensitivity for 0- 3(.3616) was
four times the mean sensitivity for 0- 1(.0997). As expected, proportion
of contamination had a small negative effect on sensitivity (~2 -.037). Inter-
estingly, only small interaction effects of location slippage with outlier score
(~2 -.019) and discordancy test (~72 -.019) were found (Table 3.6, last two
columns), and no interaction effects of proportion of contamination with outlier
scores and discordancy tests were found. This means that for the choice of an
outlier score and a discordancy test the characteristics of contamination do not
play an important role.
E,fj"ects of test characteristics. We found several small interaction effects,
which involved test characteristics. The mean values of the sensitivity that
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Table 3.6: Mean Sensitivity of Four Outlier Scores (Upper Panel) and Four
Discordancy Tests (Lower Panel) for Number of Answer Categories (m ~- 1),
Range of Separation Parameters, and Location Slippage (0).
m t 1 Separati,on
Outlier score 2 5 [-.75, .75] [-2.25, 2.25] 1 3
n7D2 .0608 .1397 .0802 .1203 .0320 .1686
R1Lf DZ .4537 .3092 .2998 .4630 .2521 .5107
O~ .2211 .2136 .2044 .2303 .0560 .3787
Gt .2248 .2223 .2414 .2057 .0587 .3884
Discordancy test
Tukey .2302 .2549 .1955 .2896 .0826 .4025
AdjBox .1892 .1107 .1918 .1081 .0626 .2373
ESD .2995 .3899 .2651 .4243 .1659 .5235
ESD-T .2414 .1293 .1734 .1973 .0876 .2831
pertain to these effects are given in Table 3.6 (columns 1 through 4). We found
small interaction effects of outlier score and number of answer categories (rl2 -
.020; Table 3.6, upper panel, first and second column) and outlier score and
range of separation parameters (rl2 -.016; Table 3.6, upper panel, third and
fourth column). These interaction effects yield two important results: First, the
relatively high sensitivity of RMD2 dropped considerably for polytomous items
and a narrow range of separation parameters. Second, outlier scores O} and
G} were unaffected by test characteristics. We found small interaction effects of
discordancy test and number of answer categories (rl2 -.020; Table 3.6, lower
panel, first and second column) and discordancy test and range of separation
parameters (rl~ -.025; Table 3.6, lower panel, third and fourth column). The
most important result is that the relatively high sensitivity of ESD dropped for
dichotomous items and a narrow range of separation parameters. Furthermore,
test length and dimensionality had negligible effects.
3.3.3 Discussion
This study provided the following guidelines for choosing an outlier score and
a discordancy test. for outlier analysis in multiple-item questionnaire data.
1. The choice of an outlier score and a discordancy test does not depend
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on the contamination in the sample. This may be considered a fortunate
circumstance as in practical data analysis little or no information on
contamination is available.
2. The choice of an outlier score and a discordancy test depends on whether
the researcher's is interested in sensitivity or specificity. R111D2 used in
cornbination with ESD was the most sensitive method but its specificity
was so low that it would be unacceptable in most research. However, the
specificity of O~ and G~ used in combination with the adjusted boxplot
and the ESD-T was satisfactory but the sensitivity was relatively low.
The trade-off between specificity and sensitivity forces the researcher to
use different outlier scores and discordancy tests if (s)he is interested in
both quality measures.
3. Despite its popularity, the Mahalanobis distance has disadvantages when
used as an outlier score for questionnaire data. Outlier scores Of and
Gt have a higher sensitivity and specificity under all conditions. It is
well known that the Mahalanobis distance is prone to masking, which
may explain the low sensitivity. A pilot study, not reported here, showed
that the outlier scores O~ and G~ were hardly affected by the presence or
absence of contaminant observations, which renders them rather robust to
masking. Outlier scores Gf and MDZ were highly correlated. Thus, they
provide similar information on suspect behavior and tend to identify the
same type of observations as discordant. Given the better sensitivity and
specificity, G~ seems to be more suited than MDZ for outlier detection
in questionnaire data.
4. The robust Mahalanobis distance had high sensitivity but its specificity
was far too low to be of practical use. The explanation is the following.
The delinitial subsainple of observations that is used for robust estima-
tion of the means and covariances is chosen because of the similarities
in response patterns. As a result, the MD2 values within the subsam-
ple are small and any observatíon outside the subsample most likely has
a relatively large MD2 value, identifying it as discordant. We advise
against discordancy testing for RMD2, and suggest visual inspection of
the R1VID2 distribution. Atkinson et al. (2004, pp. 94-97) found similar
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results using a forward search algorithm for outlier detection in continu-
ous data.
5. Discordancy t,est ESD is advocated when a high sensitivity is more im-
portant than a high specificity. This is relevant in an exploratory data
analysis preceding a more detailed study of the discordant observations.
Zijlstra et al. (2008) provide an example of the initial screening of patients
suffering from activity limitations using a multi-item self-report inventory,
in which a small group was different from the other patients, and could
be considered contaminant. Because it was essential that patients receive
the right treatment, it was more important to include all contaminated
patients for an intensive medical check than it was to exclude regular
patients from this check.
The discordancy tests adjusted boxplot and ESD-T had the highest speci-
ficity, which was close to the nominal specificity. Because the ESD-T had
better sensitivity than the adjusted boxplot, the ESD-T is advocated
when a high specificity is more important than a high sensitivity. An
example is the detection of answer copiers in a formal examination us-
ing the students' item scores, when it is deemed important not to falsely
accuse non-copiers of copying.
6. The dimensionality of the questionnaire data had no effect on the speci-
ficity and the sensitivity. This suggests that the same outlier scores and
discordancy tests can be used irrespective of the dimensionality of the
data. This result may be due to the specific way of simulating multidi-
mensionality as one dominant latent variable and two secondary latent
variables, which all correlate fairly high. A pilot study showed that zero
correlations between the latent variables affected the shape of the G~ dis-
tribution, which may affect the specificity and the sensitivity. However,
such extreme correlations are unrealistic in questionnaire data.
Given these guidelines, the recommended outlier scores are O} and Gf in
combination with the ESD-T or the adjusted boxplot (for high specificity), or
the ESD (for high sensitivity). Outlier scores O~ and Gf are robust to masking,
and their specificity and sensitivity are not greatly affected by test character-
istics, yet the low sensitivity of these outlíer scores may not be sufficient. for
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all types of applications. The choice of O.~ or Gf depends on the researcher's
idea of outliers. Outlier score O~ quantifies suspect behavior differently than
G}. Discordant observations identified by O.~ are likely to be found in the
tails of the total-score distribution. Discordant observations identified by G}
are found in the middle of the total-score distribution. For a more detailed
comparison, we refer the interested reader to Zijlstra et al. (2007).
3.4 Study 2: Sensitivity and Specificity of the Two
Mahalanobis Distances Using Discordancy Tests
x2 and Beta
The chi-square approximation to the distributions of MD2 and RMD2 is more
popular (Tabachnick 8c Fidel, 2007, pp. 73-76), whereas the Beta distribution
is more accurate (Penny, 1996). Study 2 investigated the specificity and the
sensitivity of MD2 and RMD2 in combination with discordancy tests x2 and
Beta under the same conditions as in Study L In each condition, MD2 and
RMD2 were computed from discrete item scores, violating the assumption of
multivariate normality. We were interested to find out (a) whether, compared
to Study 1, the sensitivity of MD2, and the specificity of RMDZ improved
when the x2 and Beta distributions are used for discordancy testing; (b) to
which degree MD2 and RMD2 are robust against violation of multivariate
normality; and (c) whether the more popular x2 or the more accurate Beta
should be used. The distributions of Of and G~ cannot be approximated by
the XZ or beta distributions; hence, these outlier scores were not considered.
The method of Study 2 was almost the same as the method of Study 1,
except that outlier scores O~ and G~ were excluded from the study, and two
different discordancy tests were considered: x2 and Beta. The critical value
equalled the .9965th quantile of the x2 distribution or the Beta distribution.
The eight independent variables were completely crossed, resulting in 2(outlier
scores) x 2(discordancy tests) x 2(dimensionality) x 2(number of answer
categories) x 2(test length) x 2(range of separation parameters) x 3(pro-
portion of contamination) x 2(location slippage) - 384 design cells. In each
cell, 1,000 replications of size N- 500 were generated, and specificity and
sensitivity were averaged across replications.
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Table 3.7: Mean Specificity of MDZ and R1VID2 for Discordancy tests X2 and
Beta, and Range of the Separation Parameters.
Discorda~zcy test Separation
Outlier score Beta [-.75, .75] [-2.25, 2.25]X2
Total
MD2 .9886 .9858 .9973 .9771 .9872
R11I D2 .8041 .7941 .9858 .6124 .7992
Tot al . 8964 . 8900 . 9915 . 7948
3.4.1 Results
Specificity
As in Study 1, for the specificit,y only the regular observations were considered.
Aggregated results for outlier score and discordancy test. As in Study 1,
the mean specificity was low for RMD2 (.7992) and higher for MD2 (.9872).
The effect of outlier score was large (rl2 - .291). There was no discernable
effect of discordancy test (rl2 G.O1), which means that for specificity it does
not matter whether X2 or Beta is used as a discordancy test (Table 3.7, first
and second column). Using the discordancy tests x2 and Beta did not improve
the mean values of the specificity of MDZ and R~7D2 (Table 3.7, first and
second column) relative to those for discordancy tests Tukey's fences, adjusted
boxplot, ESD, and ESD-T (Table 3.3, first and second row).
Effect of test characteristics. A noticeable interaction effect of outlier score
and range of separation parameters (rl2 - .256) was found. Outlier score
RMD2 broke down when the range was wide (specificity equal to .6124, Ta-
ble 3.7, third and fourth column). For a narrow range, the specificity was .9858.
For outlier score MD2, the effect was much smaller.
Sensitivity
As in Study l, for the sensitivity all eight independent variables were consid-
ered.
Aggregated results for outlier score and discordancy test. Table 3.8 (first
a.nd second column) shows the mean sensitivity for the two outlier scores and
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Table 3.8: Mean Sensitivity of MD2 and RMD2 for Discordancy t,ests XZ and
Beta, and Range of t,he Separation Parameters.
Discordancy test Separation
Outlier score X2 Beta [-.75, .75] [-2.25, 2.25]
Tot al
117D2 .0995 .1 ll7 .0680 .1433 .1056
RMD2 .3938 .4093 .0897 . 7135 .4016
Tot.al .2467 .2605 .0788 .4284
the two discordancy tests. Sixnilar to Study 1, the sensitivity was low for outlier
score MD2 (i.e., .1056). The main effect of outlier score was large (~2 -.202),
and the main effect of discordancy test and the interaction effect were negligible.
Using discordancy tests ~2 and Beta did not improve the mean values of the
sensitivity of MD2 and R11~7D2 (Table 3.8, first and second column) relative
to those obtained with the discordancy tests in Study 1(Table 3.5, first and
second row). Mean sensitivity was highest for discordancy test ESD.
Other effects. We found a large positive main effect of the range of separa-
tion parameters (rl2 - .281), and a large interaction effect of range of separation
parameters and outlier scores (rl2 - .173). Table 3.8 (third and fourth column)
shows that these effects result in a high mean sensitivity for the RMD2 for a
wide range of separation parameters, and a much lower mean sensitivity in the
other conditions. We also found a medium positive effect of slippage (rl2 - .084;
not tabulated).
3.4.2 Discussion
Discordancy testing using the distributions that are appropriate for the Ma-
halanobis distances computed from multivariate normally distributed data did
not improve the specificity and the sensitivity. The conclusions from Study 1
also hold here: For multi-item questionnaire data, for the Mahalanobis distance
the sensitivity is too low, and for the robust Mahalanobis distance the speci-
ficity is too low. We could not demonstrate a preference for X2 or Beta, which
suggests that a sa.mple size of N- 500 is sufficient to eliminate the difference
between XZ and Beta.
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3.5 Study 3: Real-Data Example
Study 3 is an application of outlier identification to a. real-data set. First, it
was investigated whether the results from the studies 1 and 2 could be verified
using real data. Second, we investigated whether discordant observations can be
characterized by auxiliary biographic information. We realize that the research
questions and statistical analyses may affect the choice of outlier score and
discordancy test, but these topics were ignored to keep this study simple.
3.5.1 Method
We used the 17-item subscale "sensitivity to others" from the short form of the
Autonomy-Connectedness scale (ACS; Bekker 8L Van Assen, 2006). Examples
of items are "I often wonder what other people think of ine", "I can hardly bear
it when other people are angry with me" , and "I am seldom inclined to ask
other people's advise" . Each item had 5 ordered scores. The sample consisted
of 588 students from Tilburg University, who responded to all items.
First, each combination of outlier score and discordancy test investigated
in Study 1 were used to identify discordant observations. For combinations of
outlier score and discordancy test that had a low specificity and high sensi-
tivity in the simulation studies, the number of observations tested discordant
was expected to be high. Second, for the combinations of outlier scores and
discordancy tests recommended in Study 1(Of and Gf in combination with
ESD, ESD-T, and adjusted boxplot), discordant observations were studied us-
ing auxiliary information on gender, age, level of education, marital status,
number of children, and labor participation.
3.5.2 Results
The mean of the total scores was 43.8 and the standard deviation was 8.8.
As expected, outlier score RMD2 identified more discordant observations than
MD2 and G} (Table 3.9). Outlier score O~, which defines suspect behavior
differently from the other outlier scores, identified the fewest discordant obser-
vations. Also, as expected, discordancy test ESD identified the most discordant
observations and the adjusted boxplot and ESD-T the fewest.
In studies 1 and 2, we advocated using either O} or G~ in combination with
the ESD if a high sensitivity was required and in combination with the adjusted
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Table ~3.9: Number of Discordant Observations in Data from ACS.
Discordancy test
Outlier score Tukey AdjBox ESD ESD-T X2 Beta
MD2 15 1 21 4 18 19
RMD2 21 2 46 4 24 27
O~ 9 3 14 3
G~ 18 1 25 3
boxplot or the ESD-T if a high specificity was required. The 14 observations
having the highest score on O} were tested discordant using the ESD, and the
three highest scores were tested discordant using the ESD-T and the adjusted
boxplot (Table 3.9). These observations are discordant because the respondents
more frequently chose unpopular answer categories than the other respondents.
We found that Of correlated -.59 with the total score, and that discordant
observations not only had high O} scores but low total scores. Males had lower
total scores than females. Due to the negative correlation between total score
and O~, the typical discordant observation was male: 71010 of the discordant
observations were males whereas 35~0 of the nondiscordant observations were
males.
The 25 observations having the highest G~ score were tested discordant
using the ESD, the three highest scores were tested discordant using the ESD-
T, and only the highest G~. score was tested discordant using the adjusted
boxplot (Table 3.9). These observations contained many Guttman errors. The
correlation between G} and MD2 was .92; thus, MD2 would have identified
approximately the same discordants, which we actually checked and found to
be true. The correlation between G~ and the total score was only -.31, but
all discordant observations had a medium total score. In this respect, it may
be noted that respondents having very low total scores have many zero item
scores; for example, for dichotomous items ordered from popular to unpopular
consider item-score vector 00000010000000000 with total score 1. This and
similar vectors contain only few Guttman errors, thus producing low G~. scores;
here, Gf- 6. The same line of reasoning holds for very high total scores.
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Interestingly, the ESD identified 3 of the 7 students who had an academic
degree as discordant but other biographic information was not informative.
Further, t.he ESD identified two observations as discordant for both Of and
G} but the conservative a.djusted boxplot and the ESD-T did not identify
discordants by both outlier scores.
3.5.3 Discussion
The numbers of observations tested discordant agree with our expectations from
St.udy 1 and Study 2. Outlier scores O~ and G} identified different observations
as discordant, which confirms that they define suspect behavior differently.
Students who had obtained a.n academic degree earlier may be contaminants
in the population of students but the small frequencies do not justify definitive
conclusions without further investigation. The further handling of discordant
observations depends on the research question and the statistical analysis, and
is beyond the scope of this paper; see Barnett and Lewis (1994, chap. 2) and
Iglewicz and Hoaglin (1993, pp. 7-8).
3.6 Discussion and conclusions
Outlier scores O~ and G} performed better than the 111D2 and R1LTD2 out-
lier scores. Discordancy tests ESD-T and adjusted boxplot were advocated if
a high specificity is required and discordancy test ESD if a high sensitivity is
required. The IVlahalanobis distance, which is extremely popular in data anal-
ysis and is used no matter whether variables are normal or discrete, had both
low specificity and sensitivity. Hence, it should not be used for questionnaire
data, not even in combination with its natural discordancy tests, XZ and Beta.
The robust l~7ahalanobis dista.nce had even lower specificity, sometimes as low
as the theoretical minimum. The numbers of discordant observations found by
the different outlier scores in the real data corresponded with the sensitivity
rates found in studies 1 and 2.
Suggestions for future research are the following. First, outlier scores may
be fine-tuned to the suspect performance that is hypothesized to threaten the
validity of the statistical analysis. Outlier scores O} and G~ are counts of sus-
pect item scores: O} counts the number of infrequently used answer categories
and G~ counts the number of item pairs that have a response pattern violating
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the expected item ordering. Nunnally and Bernstein ( 1994, pp. 380-386) discuss
response styles, such as extreme responding and randomness, and Baumeister
and Tice ( 1988) discuss traitedness. Each of these examples produces typical
patterns of item scores.
Second, contaminated item-score vectors may be studied other t.han those
resulting from slippage. The slippage model was chosen here because for nor-
mally distributed outlier scores it corresponds to the null hypothesis (0 - 0)
and the alternative hypothesis (0 ~ 0) of discordancy tests ESD and ESD-T.
Other cont.aminated item-score vectors may result from psychometric models
such as the 1~1PC~'I for mimicking social desirability and response styles like
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Abstract
Outliers in questionnaire data are unusual observations, which may bias sta-
tistical results, and outlier scores may be used to detect such outliers. We
investigated the effect outliers have on the specificity and the sensitivity of
each of six different outlier scores. The Mahalanobis distance and the item-
pair based outlier scores were found to have the best combination of specificity
and sensitivity. Next, it was investigated how outliers influenced the bias in
the percentile rank scores, Cronbach's alpha, and a validity coeíficient. Outliers
due to random responding and faking produced considerable bias, and outliers
due to extreme responding produced little bias. Finally, the influence of remov-
ing discordant observations on bias was studied. Removing observations due to
random responding identified by means of the Mahalanobis distance, the local
outlier factor, and the item-pair based outlier score reduced bias.




The purposes of this study were to investigate the specificity and the sensitivity
of six different methods for the detection of outliers in multi-item questionnaire
data of the rating-scale type, how contaminated observations affected important
questionnaire statistics, which are the percentile rank score, Cronbach's alpha,
and the validity coefficient, and how removal of observations identified by a
particular outlier detection method from the data affected these questionnaire
statistics.
Hawkins (1980, p. 1) defines an outlier as "an observation which deviates so
much from other observations as to arouse suspicions that it was generated by a
different mechanism" . Outliers may bias results from statistical analysis. This
may lead to wrong conclusions. Thus, it is important that outliers are detected
before the data are analyzed. Barnett and Lewis (1994, pp. 34-43) recommend
two ways of dealing with outliers. First, the outliers are identified and the data
are analyzed without the outliers. The outliers may be analyzed separately
as interesting cases. Second, robust statistics may be used to accommodate
the outliers by minimizing their effect on the analysis (Hampel, Ronchetti,
Rousseeuw, ót Stahel, 1986). In this study, we focused on outlier detection.
The present study focusses on outlier detection in data collected by means
of multi-item questionnaires, typical of the measurement of attributes such as
neuroticism (psychology), alienation (sociology), and hea.lth-related quality of
life (medicine). Items used typically consist of a statement, such as "I feel
uncomfortable among other people" , which may be used for measuring the
personality trait of introversion, and a response format, which often has the
form of an ordered scale with two or more answer categories. Item scores
are discrete and ordered, and reflect the degree to which someone endorsed
the statement. Attributes are measured using multiple items, and there is no
distinction between independent and dependent variables.
Outliers may arise when not. only the intended attribute (e.g., introver-
sion) drives responses to items but responses are also influenced by unintended
attributes (e.g., vocabulary), causes related to group chara.cteristics (e.g., gen-
der), or response tendencies (e.g., extreme responding). These unwanted influ-
ences may contaminate the adequate measurement of the attribute of interest.
Respondents' item scores that were also affected by unwanted influences consti-
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tute the group of contaminant observations. The other respondents' itern-score
vectors constitute the group of regular observations. The purpose of outlier
detection typically is the identification of contaminant item-score vectors.
Many outlier statistics have been proposed for contimious data (e.g., Bar-
nett óc Lewis, 1994) and for linear regression models in which a distinction is
inade between independent and dependent variables (e.g., Atkinson ~: Riani,
2000; Chatterjee ~; Hadi, 1986; Rousseeuw 8i Leroy, 2003). Such methods can-
not be used in multi-item questionnaire data, which are discrete and do not
distinguish independent and dependent variables. Identifying outliers by means
of contingency table analysis has been done for reasonably filled two-way tables
(Yick 8c Lee, 1998), but a 12-item, 5-answer-category questionnaire requires a
12-way contingency table with 512 - 2.44E -~ 8 cells, most of which are empt,y.
Hence, this approach will fail, and this procedure was also ignored here.
Hence, we investigated six outlier detection methods that seerned better
suited here: the Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936), the local outlier
factor (Breunig, Kriegel, Ng, óL Sander, 2000), the item-based outlier score
(Zijlstra, van der Ark, 8c Sijtsma, 2007), the item-pair based outlier score
(Zijlstra et al., 2007), the intra-individual variance (e.g., Baumeister 8c Tice,
1988), and the extreme response style score (Bachman 8c O'1~lalley, 1984).
An outlieT detection method is the combina.tion of an outlier statistic and a
discordancy test. Each outlier detection method is based on a unique definition
of an outlier.
Four simulation studies were done to investigate the performance of the six
outlier detection methods. Three different types of contamination were sim-
ulated. Study 1 investigated the specificity of the outlier detection methods
in questionnaire data that were not contaminated. Study 2 investigated the
specificit,y and the sensitivity in questionnaire data sets that contained a mix-
ture of regular and contaminant observations. Study 3 investigated the effect
of contaminated observations on the bias in the percentile rank scores of the
questionnaire's norm distribution, Cronbach's alpha, and the questionnaire's
validity coefficient. Study 4 investigated the effect removal of discordant ob-
servations has on the bias in t.hese dependent variables.
The article is organized as follows. First, we introduce the percentile rank
scores, Cronbach's alpha, the validity coefficient, three types of contamination,
and the six outlier detection methods. Second, for each of the four studies
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we separately discuss the method and the results. Finally, we discuss the
consequences of the results of this study.
4.2 Theory
4.2.1 Terminology
Because the literature does not unambiguously define the term "outlier", we
use the following terminology. Sarnple observations stemming from the popu-
lation of interest are regular observations, and sample observations stemming
from anot.her population, analyzed together with the regular observations, are
contaminant observations. Each observation is assigned a score on an outlier
statistic, ~~hich we call outlier score. Observations with high outlier scores are
called suspect observations. A cutoff value is determined to test whether a
suspect observation should be considered contaminant or regular. Such a test
is a discordancy test. Observations that are tested positive are discordant, and
observations that are tested negative are not discordant.
4.2.2 Notation
Let the questionnaire contain J items for measuring a particular attribute. Let
X~ denote the random variable for the score on item j(j E{1, . .., J}), and let
x~ (x~ E{0, . .., m}) be the realization of X~. Let N be the sample size, and
let X be an N x J data matrix that consists of N item-score vectors of length
J. Respondents are indexed v(v E{1, ..., N}). Henceforth, unless stated
otherwise the t.erm observation refers to a respondent's item-score vector, x~.
4.2.3 Quality Indices for Questionnaires
In practical questionnaire use, the J item scores, which measure different as-
pects of the same attribute, are added to obtain the total score, defined as
X~ -~~1 X~ . Interesting quality indicators for a questionnaire often quan-
tify an aspect of total score, X~. Examples are the questionnaire's norm dis-
tribution and aspects of this distribution such as the percentile rank scores,
the total-score reliability estimated by means of Cronbach's alpha, and the
questionnaire's validity.
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The norm distribution is the distribution of total scores, which serves as
benchmark for total-score interpretation (e.g., the Neuroticism-Extraversion-
Openness Five-Factor-Inventory NEO-FFI; Costa 8e McCrae, 1992), but score
transformations are also used regularly. For example, percentile rank scores
provide information about the percentage of the norm sample, which falls at or
below the respondent's total score. A contaminated norm sample may bias a
respondent's percentile rank score. Consequently, the respondent may not be
well diagnosed.
Cronbach's (1951) alpha coefficient is a much used lower bormd to the re-
liability of the total score. Nunnally and Bernstein (1994, p. 265) suggested
that for making decisions about individuals, total-score reliability should be at
least .90, whereas for comparing groups, a reliability of at least .80 is adequate.
A contaminated sample may bias Cronbach's alpha. For example, Barnette
(1999) showed that Cronbach's alpha was estimated too low due to extreme
responding and random responding.
In general, the validity coefFicient is expressed by the correlation between
the total score and a criterion score. Validity coefficients express many dif-
ferent types of validity, for example, convergent validity, discriminant validity,
predictive validity, and concurrent validity (e.g., Nunnally ~ Bernstein, 1994,
pp. 94-101). Contaminated samples ma,y bias the validit;y coef~icient (e.g.,
Mischel, 1968, pp. 83-87).
4.2.4 Contaminated Questionnaire Data
We investigated three influences known to have a contaminating effect on ques-
tionnaire data beyond the researcher's intentions (Nunnally 8L Bernstein, 1994,
pp. 380-386). They are extreme response style (e.g., Bachman k O'Malley,
1984), rando~n response style (e.g., Emons, 2008), and faking (e.g., McFarland
8L Ryan, 2000; Zickar ~ Drasgow, 1996). These influences have also been inves-
tigated in the context of person-fit analysis (Meijer 8c Sijtsma, 2001). Person-fit
methods are ignored here due to their focus on measurement by means of item
response models (Van der Linden ~ Hambleton, 1997), which would limit the
scope of our study on general outlier detection methods.
Respondents characterized by extreme responding have a tendency to choose
the extreme answer categories scored 0 and m. Extreme responding is a stable
trait (Bachman 8L O'Malley, 1984) and known to occur independent of item
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content and the respondent's trait level (Emons, 2008). Therefore, extreme
responding is expected to affect many and sometimes all item scores. The
researcher may confuse observations due to extreme responding with those
characterized by many Os or many scores equal to m driven by the attribute of
interest.
Respondents characterized by random responding have a tendency to ran-
domly pick an answer category. The resulting item-score vector is meaningless.
Causes of random responding may be lack of motivation, careless responding..
confusion, lack of comprehension (e.g., Nunnally, 8L Bernstein, 1994, pp. 380-
382), or lack of traitedness (e.g., Baumeister, 8i Tice, 1988).
Respondents are faking when they try to present themselves more or less
favorable than they really are. Faking is closely related to social desirability,
which is the tendency to choose answer categories that reflect socially approved
behaviors (Nunnall,y 8z Bernstein, 1994, p. 382). McFarland and Ryan (2000)
asked respondents to fake all item scores as much as possible in a desired direc-
tion, and found that total scores increased by almost two standard deviations.
These authors suggested that respondents with lower trait values are more in-
clined to fake item scores. Zickar and Drasgow (1996) argued that high-scoring
honest respondents are difficult to differentiate from respondents faking on
many items. Faking is difficult to detect when few items are involved.
4.2.5 Outlier Detection Methods
Each of the six outlier scores studied uniquely defines suspect behavior. Prob-
ably the best-known outlier score is the 1~lahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis,
1936). The other five outlier scores are the local outlier factor (Breunig et al.,
2000), the item-based outlier score (Zijlstra et al., 2007), the item-pair based
outlier score (Zijlstra et al., 2007), the intra-individual variance (e.g., Baumeis-
ter 8i Tice, 1988), and the extreme response style score (Bachman óL O'Malley,
1984). High values identify suspect observations. Probably the best known
discordancy test is the boxplot or Tukey's fences (Tukey, 1977, pp. 43-44), but
Zijlstra et aL (2009) found that the extreme studentized deviate (ESD; Ros-
ner, 1983) identified more contaminant observations than Tukey's fences and
two other discordancy tests. Thus, we use the ESD in this study. In the next
section, we briefly discuss the six outlier scores and the ESD discordancy test.
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Mahalanobis distance
Let ~C be the vector of J sample item means, and E the sample covariance matrix
for the J items. The l~lahalanobis distance quantifies the distance between an
observation xv and the center of the data when the correlational structure of
the data is taken into account. It is denoted by MD~, and defined as
11~7Dv - ( x21 - F~)~E-i(xv - l~).
If the J variables have a multivariate normal distribution, MD2 follows a chi-
squared distribution with J degrees of freedom. An observation x„ is classified
as discordant when MD2 1 x ja. Because item scores are discrete this approach
may not be appropriate here. Zijlstra et al. (2009) showed that for discrete
item scores, the ESD discordancy test (Rosner, 1983), to be discussed shortly,
produces specificity and sensitivity results similar to results obtained using the
chi-squared distribution. Contrary to the chi-squared distribution, the ESD
can be used for all outlier scores investigated. To facilitate comparisons across
outlier scores, the ESD was used for discordancy testing.
Local outlier factor
According to the local outlier factor (LOF; Breunig et al., 2000), suspect ob-
servations xv lie in a region with a relatively sparse density compared to the
densities of the regions of the neighboring observations. Because it is unknown
in the social and behavioral sciences, we explain the computation of the LOF
in six steps; see Breunig et al. (2000) for more details.
First, for discrete item scores the Manhattan distance (e.g., Kaufman 8L
Rousseeuw, 2005, p. 12) between observations x~, and x,,, is determined so as
to leave the distance between, for example, item-score vectors (0, 0) and (0, 4)
the same as between (0, 0) and (2, 2). It is defined as
d(v, w) - ~ ~xv - xw~. (4.1)
The Manhattan distance is symmetric, implying d(v, w) - d(w, v). Without
loss of generality, we choose v- N, and index the other N- 1 distances
w- 1, 2, ..., N- 1 in such a way that the ordering of distances d(v, w) is
defined as
d(v,l) C d(v,2) c... C d(v, N- 1). (4.2)
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Second, the k-nearest neighborhood of x11 denoted as N~(v), is defined. The
kth nearest neighbor of x71 is the observation with the kth smallest distance
to xv; that is, d(v, k) (see Equation 4.2). For given k(k - 1, ..., N- 1),
observation xw belongs to neighborhood Nk(v) if d(v, w) C d(v, k). Hence,
N~(v) is the set of ~Nk(v) observations that are closest to x,;: If two or more
observations have a distance to xv equal to d(v, l~), then ~Nk(v) 1 k; and
~N~(v) - k otherwise.
Third, the Manhattan distance d(v, w) is replaced by the reachability dis-
tance, rd~(v, w). For continuous variables and using the Euclidean distance for
d(v, w), Breunig et al. (2000) argued that this step reduces statistical fluctua-
tions of d(v, w) and, hence, of the mean a.nd the standard deviation of LOF~(v);
see the fifth step. We followed this line of reasoning for discrete item scores
and using the Manhattan distance, even though we expect the statistical fluc-
tuation of d(v, w) to be smaller. The reachability distance between xv and x~„
is
rd~(v, w) - max[d(w, k), d(v, w)]. (4.3)
This is an asymmetric distance measure. If x2, is in a dense region and xw in
a sparse region, then rdk(v, w) ~ rdk(w, v).
Fourth, the local reachability distance, which is the mean of the reachability
distances between observation xv and its k nearest neighbors, is defined as
~wEn,~(v) rdk(v, w)lydk(v) -
~Nk(v)
A large value of lyd~(v) indicates that the observation xv is located in a sparse
region.




k ~Nk (v) ~
LOFk(v) compares the local reachability distance of observation xv to the local
reachability distances of its k nearest neighbors. If LOF~(v) is close to 1, then
lydk(v) is approximately equal to the local reachability distances of its k nearest
neighbors and, as a result, x~, is not suspected. If LOFk(v) ~ 1, then lyd~(v)
is larger than the local reachability distances of its l~ nearest neighbors, and
x~, may be suspected. The higher the LOFk(v) value, the more suspected
observation xti,.
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Sixth, LOFk(v) is computed for a range of k. Breunig et al. (2000) proposed
at least k- 10. Also, the minimum of k for which LOFk(v) is computed
should exceed the number of identical observations; else, lyd~(v) - 0, which
causes LOFk(v) to be uncomputable. We chose k maximally equal to 100,
which is the maximum number of contaminant observations in this study. The
maximum value of LOF~(v) for these values of k was the reported outlier score
LOF(v); that is,
LOF(v) - max[LOFlo(v), LOFll(v), . . . , LOFloo(v)].
Item-based outlier score
Item-based outlier score O} (Zijlstra et al., 2007) counts the frequency of re-
sponses in unpopular answer categories. The modal answer category has outlier
score 0, the next less popular answer category outlier score 1, and so on; and
the least popular answer category outlier score m. Let P(Xj - x) be the
proportion of responses in answer category x of item j, and let x2,j be the
score of respondent v on item j. The outlier item score of respondent v; de-
noted by Ovj, is determined using the rank number of P(Xj - xvj), denoted
rank[P(Xj - xvj)], such that
Ovj - (rrz ~- 1) - rank[P(Xj - ~vj)]. (4.4)
Respondent v's score on the item-based outlier score, OZ,~, is defined as
~
Ov~ - ~ D„j. (4.5)
j-1
The distribution of O~ is unknown, but Zijlstra et al. (2007) found it to be
positively skewed in several real-data sets. The association between outlier
score O~ and total score X~ has a U-shape; that is, respondents with high
O} values tend to have a low or a high total score (Zijlstra et al., 2007). As a
result, suspect observations are likely to be found in the tails of the total-score
distribution.
Item-pair based outlier score
For two dichotomous items, a Guttman (1950) error occurs when a respondent
responds positively to the most unpopular of the two items and negatively to the
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most popular item. For polytomous items, each item is assumed to be composed
of m item steps ( Molenaar, 1991, 1997), and Guttman errors are defined at the
level of item step scores. Item-pair based outlier score G~ ( Zijlstra et al., 2007)
counts the frequency of Guttman errors that occur in an item-score vector.
Because it is relatively unknown, we explain the determination of G~ for J- 3
and m - 2.
Item step popularities are defined as cumulative proportions P(Xj ) g);
g- 1, ... m. because P(Xj 1 0) - 1 by definition; thus, it is uninformative
(l~Tolenaar, 1991, 1997). Item steps of the same item have a fixed order. For
three items, the 3rn item step popularities are arranged by decreasing magni-
tude. A possible order is
P(X3 1 1) ~ P(Xi ] 1) ~ P(Xi 1 2) 1 P(Xz ~ 1) 1 P(X3 1 2) 1 P(Xz ~ 2).
(4.6)
Molenaar ( 1997) assumes that respondents take item steps in the order from
most popular to most unpopular. Thus, a limited number of score patterns is
allowed whereas the others represent violations of the ordering. These viola-
tions are the Guttman errors, and the exact number of these errors depends
on the degree to which the item step ordering was violated. For example, in
xv -(1, 2, 0) score Xr - 1 was obtained by passing item step Xr 1 1 and
failing the less popular step X~ 2; score X2 - 2 by passing both steps of item
2; and score X3 - 0 by failing both steps of item 3. Following the ordering
in Equation 4.6, xv thus represents the following pattern of passed and failed
item steps:
failed, passed, failed, passed, failed, passed. (4.7)
Outlier score Gt can be computed as follows. Equation 4.7 is written as
vector Zv with Z~,i - 1 if an item step was passed, a.nd Z,;i - 0 if an item step
was failed. Thus, we obtain Zv -(0, l, 0, 1, 0,1). Next, for all pairs of item
steps, it is evaluated whether the less popular item step has been passed and
the more popular item step has been missed. G} counts these errors (Meijer,
1994; Meijer 8L Sijtsma, 2001); that is
Jxm i-1
G~,~ - ~ Z2,~ x ~(1 - Zvj) . (4.8)
j-1i-2
For observation x,. -(1, 2, 0), we thus find that G1,f - 6. The properties of the
distribution of G~ are unknown. Zijlstra et al. (2007) found the distribution
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to be positively skewed in several real-data sets. Respondents with either a
small or a large total score X~ cannot have large G~ values. As a result, such
respondents are not likely to be identified as suspected.
Intra-individual variance
Austin, Deary, Gibson, McGregor, and Dent (1998) and Baumeister and Tice
(1988) consider an item-score vector with many different scores to be suspected,
and propose to identify such item-score vectors by means of the variance of the
J item scores. For respondent v, let the mean item score be denoted by X11
then the variance of the item scores is
1 ~
Sv - J ~(X„~ - Xv)~.
j-1
Baumeister and Tice (1988) argued that respondents with low or high total
scores X~ cannot have a large intra-individual variance S2. As a result, they
are likely not identified as suspected. One may argue that item-score vectors
for which SZ - 0 also are suspected. Because it is readily checked whether
this kind of response behavior has occurred, we focus on the case of positive
variance.
Extreme-response style score
Bachman and O'1Vlalley (1984) suggest assigning an extremity score E~ - 1
if item scores are in one of the two extreme answer categories, 0 and m, and
else E~ - 0. For respondent v, the extreme-response style score on J items is
defined as
~
Ev~ - ~ Ev~ .
j-1
Respondents having a low or high total score by definition have many extreme
scores, but without additional information it cannot be decided whether this is
due to an extreme-response style or to little or much endorsement of the items.
4.2.6 ESD discordancy test
The ESD (Rosner, 1983) tests whether suspect values of an outlier score are
discordant. Let the generic notation U2, denote the value of an outlier score,
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U the sample mean, and S~; the sample standard deviation; then, the ESD is
defined as
ESD -
max ~Uv - U~
(4.9)
SLr
and is assumed to have a standard normal distribution. Barnett and Lewis
(1994, p. 131) recommend the outward consecutive testing procedure. Follow-
ing Zijlstra et aL (2007), we implemented this procedure as follows. So as not
to miss discordant observations, we selected the highest (N - 1)~2 values of
U-just under half the sample size-as the suspect observations to be tested
for discordancy. Testing started with the least deviating suspect observation.
If this observation was tested discordant, all other, more extreme suspect ob-
servat.ions were also labelled discordant, and the procedure stopped. If the first
observation was tested not discordant, it was not considered suspected anymore,
and the next larger suspect observation was tested for discordancy. Testing was
continued while proceeding further into the tail of the U distribution until a
suspect observation was tested discordant or the suspect observation that de-
viates the most was tested not discordant. When a particular value of U was
observed multiple times, only one of these scores was tested for discordancy.
Statistics U and SU were computed anew in each step, using the sample con-
sisting of the unsuspect observations, the suspect observations that appeared
not discordant, and the observation to be tested for discordancy. Because U
and S~- were computed in a subsample having at most one discordant obser-
vation, these statistics may be regarded as robust estimators. For each step in
the outward consecutive testing procedure, the ESD classified a respondent v
as either discordant if ESD77 1 ESD', or not discordant if ESDt, c ESD~`.
The critical value of the ESD was set at ESD' - 2.5758. Provided that U
has a normal distribution and the sample consists of regular observations only,
ESD~` - 2.5758 results in a nominal specificity of .99. This nominal specificity
seems to be reasonable for most applications of questionnaires. hleasurement
using questionnaire data may not be accurate enough to justify a larger nominal
specificity; for example, for a larger specificity, ESD~` may exceed the largest
possible value of an outlier score. A smaller nominal specificity may be chosen
depending on the researcher's intentions.
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4.3 Study 1: Specificity in Regular Data
Data without contaminants were used as worst-case for investigating the speci-
ficity of the outlier detection methods by means of a~lonte Carlo study. By
definition, each observation that was tested discordant is a misclassification.
4.3.1 Method
In each design cell, the graded response model (Samejima, 1997) was used to
generate 1, 000 data sets, each containing the J item scores of N- 500 regular
respondents. Latent variable values B were sampled from N(0,1). For item j,
aj is the discrimination parameter and b~~ the location parameter of answer
category x; then, the graded response model is
exp[aj (B„ - bj~)]
for x- 1. . m. 4.10
P(X~ ~ x~~") - 1 f exp[aj(Bv - bj~)]'
, . , ( )
For latent variable value B~, and item parameters aj and bj~, we obtained m f 1
probabilities, P(Xj - x~9„), for x- 0, ..., m. Item scores were randomly
sainpled from a multinomial distribution with probabilities P(Xj - x~Bv). This
was repeated for all sampled Bs and all J items, and resulted in a complete data
matrix.
Based on the NEO-FFI (Costa 8L McCrae, 1992), we chose J- 12 items
with m~ 1- 5 answer categories. The item parameters were based on esti-
mates reported by Embretson and Reise (2000, p. 101). The discrimination
parameter was fixed for all items: aj - a- 1.3. The location parameters were
split into two parts; that is, bj -(bjl, bj2i bj3, bj4) -~j f ej, with .~j --1
for j - 1, . . . , 4; aj - 0 for j - 5, . . . , 8; and ~j - 1 for j - 9, . . . ,12.
The values of Ej~ were: Ej -(-L25, -0.25, 0.25, 1.25) for j- 1, 5, 9; Ej -
(-1.875, -0.375, 0.375,1.875) for j- 2, 6,10; Ej -(-2.5, -0.5, 0.5, 2.5) for
j - 3, 7, 11; and E~ -(-3.125, -0.625, 0.625, 3.125) for j - 4, 8, 12. To avoid
confounding effects of asymmetry, the mean location parameters and the dis-
tances between two adjacent answer categories were chosen to be symmetric.
The independent variable was oatlier detection method with the six methods
as levels. The dependent variable was the specificity, which equalled the ratio
the number of regular observations that were tested not discordant and the total
number of regular observations (Selvin, 2004, pp. 69-74). Given the nominal
specificity of .99, we used the following ad hoc rules of thumb for interpretation:
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1 .999 is `very large'' . .995 - .999 is "large" , .980-.995 is "expected" , .925 - .980
is "small", and C.925 is "very small'~. ANOVA and Tukey's HSD procedure
were used to test whether the mean specificity was equal for all outlier det.ection
methods. Effect sizes were classified as follows (Cohen, 1988, pp. 284-288):
rl2 ~ .O1 is a small effect, rl2 1 .06 a medium effect, and rl2 ].14 a la.rge effect.
4.3.2 Results and Discussion
The mean specificity of the outlier scores LOF (.M9), E~ (.960), MD~ (.9682),
and Gf(.973) was small, and the mean specificity of O~ (.982), and S~ (.9M)
was as expected. ANOVA showed that the mea.n specificity was not the same for
the six methods (F(5, 5999) - 2455, p G.001). The effect of outlier detection
method was large (~rh -.672). All pairwise comparisons (Tukey's HSD) were
significant (p G.001). We conclude that S~ had the best specificity.
4.4 Study 2: Specificity and Sensitivity in Contam-
inated Data
We investigated the specificity and the sensitivity of the outlier detection meth-
ods for contaminated data by means of a Monte Carlo study.
4.4.1 Method
We used samples of regular observations and samples consisting of (1- ~r) x N
item-score vectors of regular respondents and ~r x N item-score vectors of con-
taminant respondents (~r is a proportion). Regular item scores were generated
as in Study 1. Contaminant item scores were the results of either extreme re-
sponding, random responding, or faking, which were three different conditions
in the design.
E~treme response style. Contaminated item scores were generated using
the graded response model (Equation 4.10). The distances between loca-
tion parameters e~~. and E~„~}1 were reduced by 60070 (also, see Emons, 2008);
thus, respondents are more likely to score 0 when B G .~~ and rrz when e 1
.~~. The values of E~x were: E~ -(-0.5, -0.1, 0.1, 0.5) for j- l, 5, 9; E~ -
(-0.75, -0.15, 0.15, 0.75) for j- 2, G,10; E~ -(-1.0, -0.2, 0.2, 1.0) for j-
3, 7, 11; and E~ -(-1.25, -0.25. 0.25,1.25) for j- 4. 8. 12.
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Random response style. Contaminated item scores were drawn from a multi-
nomial distribution with score probabilities P(X~ - x) -.2 for x- 0, ..., 4.
Faking. Contaminated item scores were generated using the graded response
model (Equation 4.10). We only simulated faking that makes one look more fa-
vorable. A constant value of 2 was subtracted from ~~ (for j- 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11);
thus, faking respondents are likely to score higher on these items than regular
respondents with the same Bs. Faking respondents had B c 0.
The three independent variables were: outli,er detection method (6 levels),
type of contamination (3 levels: extreme responding, random responding, and
faking) and proportion of contamination (3 levels: ~-.05, .10, .20). In each
design cell, 1,000 data sets with sample size N- 500 were generated.
For the definition of specificity, see Study 1. The sensitivity equalled the
ratio of the number of contaminant observations that were tested discordant
and the total number of contaminant observations (Selvin, 2004, pp. 69-74).
Sensitivity was interpreted as follows: ].8 is very large, .6 -.8 large, .4 -.6
moderate, .2 -.4 small, and C.2 very small. Full factorial ANOVAs were done
to investigate the effects of the outlier detection methods, and the type and
proportion of contamination on the specificity and the sensitivity.
Type and proportion of contamination did not have a`no contamination'
level, consisting of regular observations only, because this would result in a
confounded experimental design. Instead, planned comparisons were made on
the specificity between regular observations and each level of type of contam-
ination. Three levels of type of contamination combined with one dependent
variable resulted in three planned comparisons. Without contamination, sensi-
tivity cannot be determined; in this condition, planned comparisons were not
performed. The total sum of squares used for the computation of the effect
sizes (rl2) in the planned comparisons was computed from the cells involved
in the planned comparison. As a result, the total sums of squares may differ
among planned comparisons.
4.4.2 Results
For both the specificity and the sensitivity, all full factorial ANOVA effects
were significant (p C.001). Therefore, we only discuss the effects with an effect
size of rl2 ] .01.
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Specificity
The results for the ANOVA were as follows. The main effect of outlier detection
methods (~2 -.503) was similar to the effect found in Study 1. This large
effect dominated all interaction effects in which outlier detection methods were
included. For all types of contamination and all proportions of contamination,
S2 had the largest specificity ("moderate" for ~r -.05 and "large" for ~r -.10
and ~r -.20). Statistic LOF had the lowest specificity, which was small in all
cases.
The interaction effect of proportion of contamination and type of contam-
ination was small (r~2 -.026). For extreme responding and random respond-
ing, specificity increased as proportion of contamination increased. For faking,
this effect was absent. The main effect of type of contamination was small
(r~2 - .054). When aggregated over outlier detection methods and proportions
of contamination, specificity for extreme responding and random responding
was as expected, but for faking it was small. The main effect of the proportion
of contamination was also small (r~2 -.044). In general, specificity increased
as proportion of contamination grew.
The planned comparisons showed that the inclusion of extreme responding
(~2 -.070) and random responding (~2 -.062) resulted in a higher specificity
compared to fully regular samples. Including faking had no discernible effect
on specificity (r~2 - .001).
Sensitivity
The results for the ANOVA were as follows. Table 4.1 shows the mean sen-
sitivity for each cell in the design. For extreme responding, outlier score E}
had the largest sensitivity, which was either small or large. Statistics [ll D2,
LOF, G~., and S2 had small to moderate sensitivity, and outlier score O} very
small sensitivity. For random responding, sensitivity for outlier score LOF was
large to very large, for outlier scores R~ID2 and G} large, for outlier score O~
small to very small, and for outlier scores S2 and E~ very small. For faking,
all outlier detection methods had very small sensitivity.
A large 2-way interaction effect (r~2 - .277) was found between type of con-
tamination and outlier detection method. Sensitivity for outlier scores S2 and
E} was largest for extreme responding, and much lower for random respond-
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Table 4.1: Mean Sensitivity of Six Ontlier Detection Methods for Type and
Proportion of Contamination (~r).
Type ~r MDZ LOF O} G~ S2 E~
Extreme .05 .519 .527 .158 .386 .439 .684
.10 . 468 .454 .112 . 333 .407 . 633
.20 .340 .304 .055 .230 .290 . 365
Random .05 .775 .864 .336 .788 .188 .122
.10 .744 .837 .269 . 764 .157 .095
. 20 .618 . 619 .109 . 651 . 094 . 056
Faking .05 .085 .122 .007 .117 .038 .023
.10 .051 .079 .005 .079 .032 .022
. 20 .032 .057 .006 .042 .025 .020
ing and faking (Table 4.1). Sensitivity for outlier scores MD2, LOF, G}, and
O} was largest for random responding and smallest for faking. Of all outlier
scores, outlier score E~ identified extreme responding best and outlier score
LOF identified raridom responding and faking best.
Random responding had the largest sensitivity, followed by extreme re-
sponding and faking (r~2 - .395). Sensitivity was largest for outlier score LOF,
followed by outlier scores MD2, G~., E~, S2, and O~, respectively (ri2 - .182).
Sensitivity decreased as proportion of contamination grew (~2 -.036). This
effect is due to masking (e.g., Barnett éL Lewis, 1994, p. 97); that is, due to the
presence of a large number of contaminant observations, the suspect observa-
tion under investigation often is incorrectly tested not discordant.
4.4.3 Discussion
Not surprisingly, the specificity in contaminated samples was larger than in reg-
ular samples. The outlier detection methods had a larger effect on specificity
than proportion of contamination. This effect was similar to that for regular
observations only (Study 1). Hence, also in the presence of contaminated ob-
servations did S2 have the largest and LOF the smallest specificity. Sensitivity
varied greatly among the design cells. No method was best for all contami-
nation types. For extreme responding, outlier score E} may be used, and for
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random responding G}, and not LOF due to its small specificity. None of the
methods detected faking well. Statistic Of in general failed detecting contam-
ination. In real-data analvsis, when the researcher does no know whether data
are contaminated, Gf and ~1~1 D~ have the best specificity and sensitivity.
4.5 Study 3: Effect of Contamination on Statistics
The effect of type and proportion of contamination on percentile rank scores,
Cronbach's alpha, and the validity coefficient was investigated using a hlonte
Carlo study.
4.5.1 Method
The samples contained both regular and contarninant item scores; see the pre-
vious studies for details. Planned comparisons were made between regular
observations and each type of contamination on bias in percentile rank scores,
bias in Cronbach's alpha, and bias in the validity coefficient. These dependent
variables were defined as follows.
Percentile rank scores. Let PR(X~ - x~) be the percentage of scores in
the norm sample that fall at or below score xf; PRR(X~ - x}) the percentile
rank score in a sample of regular observations; and PRC(Xf - x~) the per-
centile rank score in a contaminated sample. The sum of absolute differences
of PRR(X ~- x~) and PRC(X~ - x~) across all values of x~ - 0, ..., J x m,
and denoted SAD, expresses the total absoli.ite effe~ct of the contamination on
the percentile rank scores.
Jxm
SAD -~ ~PRR(X} - x~) - PRc(X~ - x})~. (4.11)
:~}-o
The bias is obtained by comparing the SAD in Equation 4.11 with the SAD in a
completely regular sample, which equals 0 by definition. Hence, the mean value
of the SAD across replicated samples, denoted 1lISAD, may be interpreted as
the estimated bias in SAD. We reported AISAD across 1,000 replications.
Cronbach's alpha. Let Cov(X~, X~) denote the sample covariance between
items j and k, and S~} the sample variance of X~; then Cronbach's alpha is
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defined as
alpha -
~ ~ Cov(X~, Xk)
J .i~~
J - 1 SY 't
The mean alpha in the regula.r sample was .836. We reported the estimated
bias in alpha, which equals the mean diflerence across 1,000 replications of
alpha in the contaminated sample and alpha in the regular sarnple.
T~alidity coef~j"icient. The validity coefficient was the correlation between
total score X~ and criterion measure Y. Criterion measure Y was generated
from a standard normal distribution. VWe assumed that Y was imaffected bv
contamination. The population correlation between Y and latent variable B
was 0.5, which is a value conunonly fotmcl in psychological research ( Cohen,
1988, p. 80). The mean validity coefFicient in the regular sample was .459.
We reported the estimated bias, which equalled the mean difference across
1,000 replications of the validity coefFicient in the contaminated sample and
the validity coeíficient in the regular sample.
The total number of paired comparisons was 3 ( levels of type of contami-
nation) x 3 ( dependent variables) - 9. If an effect was found, we did post-hoc
comparisons using Tukey's HSD procedure among the three proportions of con-
tamination (~ -.05, .10, . 20). In each design cell, 1,000 data sets with sample
size N - 500 were generated.
4.5.2 Results and Discussion
The first column containing restdts in Table 4.2 (No removal) shows 1l7SAD,
the bias in Cronbach's alpha, and the bias in the validity coefficient. The
remainder of Table 4.2 contains results for Study 4, to be discussed later.
Percentile rank scores
In all three planned comparisons, type of contamination had a large effect on
1lISAD. For the extreme-response sample, the overall result was MSAD -
27.2 (this is the mean of 13.3, 24.0, 44.4; Table 4.2, first column, lst to
3rd row; r~2 -.47). For the random-response sample, the overall result was
MSAD - 36.1 (this is the mean of 17.0, 31.9, 59.5; Table 4.2, first column,
4th to 6th row; r~2 -.46). Finally, for the faking sample, the overall result was
1l1SAD - 90.0 (this is the mean of 38.5, 77.2, 154.2; Table 4.2. first column,
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Table 4.2: 1l7SAD. Bias in Cronbach's Alpha, and Bias in Validity Coe,f~icient
for "No Removal" and Six Removal Procedures for Type and Proportion of
Contamination (~r).
T~~pe n No removal ~IID2 LOF O} G} SZ Ef
?IISAD
None 0 0 8.5 14.0 21.5 9.2 3.4 41.8
Extreme .05 13.3 19.3 23.2 19.0 21.7 18.9 40.0
.10 24.0 30.3 34.1 21.6 34.0 33.8 37.1
.20 44.4 53.9 55.9 36.3 56.9 62.4 30.9
Random .05 17.0 12.6 16.4 26.9 12.8 14.2 49.8
.10 31.9 16.6 18.8 33.5 16.3 25.9 56.7
.20 59.5 28.9 34.8 5 ï.7 27.0 5-1.2 76.6
Faking .05 38.5 39.6 39.0 58.2 39.0 38.6 67.4
.10 77.2 79.0 76. 7 100.5 77.4 ï7.3 98.9
.20 1:,-1.2 159.2 153.2 180.3 155.8 1:~~.6 167.8
Cronbach's alpha
None 0 .836` .008 .012 -.011 .009 .003 -.026
Extreme .05 -.001 .011 .014 -.012 .011 .007 -.026
.10 -.002 .013 .017 -.011 .013 .010 -.02fi
.20 -.005 .015 .015 -.012 .013 .013 -.~)2a
R.andom .05 -.017 .005 .010 -.019 .006 -.011 -.040
.10 -.036 .000 .006 -.031 .002 -.027 -.054
.20 -.077 -.017 -.020 -.068 -.013 -.066 -.091
Faking .05 -.008 .000 .004 -.020 .001 -.006 -.035
.10 -.018 -.009 -.005 -.032 -.009 -.016 -.045
.20 -.040 -.033 -.026 -.058 -.031 -.038 -.068
Validity coefficient
None 0 .459~` .001 .001 -.018 .002 .000 -.034
Extreme .05 -.002 .001 .002 -.015 .001 .001 -.033
.10 -.003 .004 .005 -.013 .004 .002 -.034
.20 -.006 .001 .003 -.012 .002 .001 -.02ï
Random .05 -.016 -.005 .000 -.025 -.004 -.013 -.044
.10 -.034 -.009 -.007 -.035 -.010 -.028 -.056
.20 -.066 -.028 -.029 -.063 -.030 -.062 -.082
Faking .05 -.015 -.011 -.010 -.028 -.010 -.012 -.048
.10 -.024 -.023 -.022 -.044 -.021 -.026 -.059
.20 -.046 -.045 -A42 -.059 -.041 -.045 -.074
~ The mean value over the 1,000 replications
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7th to 9th row; r~2 -.46). All post-hoc tests were significant (p G .001), and
the corresponding effect sizes were large, showing that 1lISAD increased as
proportion of contamination grew.
The 1lISAD is a summary statistic, which obscures information that is
relevant for individual diagnosis. A closer look at the effect of contamination
on percentile rank score revealed the following. For ~r -.20, Figure 4.1 shows
the effect of type of contamination on percentile rank score. The horizontal
axis shows the percentile rank score in the regular sample, and the vertical axis
shows the bias in the contaminated samples. In the extreme-response sample
(solid line), the median (Me) 111SAD was almost unbiased, but for respondents
with X.~ G Me percentile rank score was positively biased, and for respondents
with X~ ]~7e it wa~ negatively biased. For example, a respondent who had
a percentile rank score of 25 in the regular sample (Figure 4.1, vertical dashed
line), got an expected percentile rank score in the extreme response sample of
25-~1.2-26.2.
Compared to the extreme-response sample, the effect in the random-response
sample (dashed line) was the opposite and larger. For example, a respondent
who had a percentile rank score of 25 in the regular sample, received an ex-
pected percentile rank score in the random response sample of 25 - 2.7 - 22.3.
In the faking sample (dotted line), respondents obtained smaller percentile
rank scores, especially when X~ was close to the median. For example, for a
respondent who received a percentile rank score of 25 in the regular sample,
the expected percentile rank score in the faking sample was 25 - 7.9 - 17.1.
For ~-.05 and ~r -.10, the effects of type of contamination were smaller.
The three response styles had large effects on the distribution of Xf, and
effects increased as proportion of contamination was larger. In research in which
X~ is compared to a norm distribution, the respondent may have a different
percentile rank score when the norm distribution is contaminated.
Cronbach's alpha
Table 4.2 (middle panel, first column) shows that Cronbach's alpha decreased
as proportion of contamination increased. The mean bias in Cronbach's alpha
was -.003 in the extreme-response sample (r~2 -.013); -.043 in the random-
response sample (r~2 -.358); and -.022 in the faking sample (r~2 -.248). For
random responding and faking, all post-hoc tests were significant (p G.001),
1
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Figure 4.L Influence of the three different response styles on the percentile
rank score for ~r -.20 (see text for further explanation).
and corresponding effect sizes were large. For extreme responding, the post-hoc
tests were significant (p C .05 for ~r -.05 vs. ~r -.10; and p c .001 for the two
remaining post-hoc tests). Corresponding effect sizes were small.
The presence of respondents exhibiting random responding or faking pro-
ducing a negative bias in Cronbach's alpha may lead the researcher to conclude
incorrectly that the questionnaire is too unreliable for comparing groups. The
results for random responding were similar to those found by Barnette (1999).
Extreme responding hardly affected Cronbach~s alpha.
Validity coefficient
Extreme responding did not have a discernible effect on the validity coefficient
(r~2 - .002). Random responding had a large effect (bias --.039; i~2 -
.144), and faking a medium effect (bias --.028; r~2 -.093). The post-hoc
tests for random responding and faking were significant (p G.001), and the
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corresponding effect sizes ranged from small (~r -.05 vs. ~r -.10) to large
(~r -.05 vs. ~r -.20). The validity coefficient decreased as proportion of
contamination increased.
4.6 Study 4: Efiect of Removing Discordant Obser-
vations
The effect of removing discordant observations on the percentile rank scores,
Cronbach's alpha, and the validity coefficient was investigated using a Monte
Carlo study.
4.6.1 Method
First, for the regular observations (studies 1, 2 and 3), planned comparisons
were made between the 'no removal' condition and the removal conditions
for each of the six outlier detection methods. The dependent variables were
MSAD, bias in Cronbach's alpha, and bias in the validity coefficient (see Study
3). This resulted in 6(independent variables) x 3(dependent variables) - 18
planned comparisons. Second, for each level of proportion of contamination and
type of contamination, we compared the `no removal' condition to the removal
conditions for each of the six outlier detection methods. Again, the depen-
dent variables were MSAD, bias in Cronbach's alpha, and bias the validity
coefficient. This resulted in 3 x 3 x 6(independent variables) x 3(dependent
variables) - 162 planned comparisons. In each design cell, 1,000 data sets with
sample size N- 500 were generated. We only discuss the planned comparisons
showing interesting results.
4.6.2 Results and Discussion
Percentile rank score
No contamination ( Table 4.2, lst row, upper panel). All effects were large
(~2 ).6). Removing observations identified by outlier score E} resulted in the
largest bias (MSAD - 41.8), followed by outlier scores O} (1LISAD - 21.5),
LOF (NISAD - 14.0), Gf (MSAD - 9.2), MD~ (MSAD - 8.5), and S~
(MSAD - 3.4). Obviously, removing discordant observations from a regular
sample may have a damaging effect and should be avoided.
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Extreme response style (Table 4.2, 2nd to 4th row, upper panel). Removal
procedures 117D2, LOF, G~, and S2 had large effects resulting in larger bias
than under condition "no removal" . Statistic E~ explicitly identifies observa-
tions due to extreme responding, and produced the largest bias for ~r -.05 and
~r -.10 but the smallest bias for ~r -.20. Removal procedure O} resulted in
smaller bias for ~r -.10 and ~r -.20 than "no removal" . In general, removal of
discordant observations likely results in larger bias. We advocate not to remove
discordant observations in this case.
Random response style (Table 4.2, 5th to 7th row, upper panel). For all lev-
els of ~r, removing observations identified by 111D2 and G~ produced a smaller
bias, which represented a large effect size. Removal procedure Et produced
a larger bias for all levels of ~(i.e., a large effect size). For the remaining
removal procedures, the effects were much smaller. Hence, both removal pro-
cedures MD2 and G~ can be used to reduce bias due to random responding.
Faking (Table 4.2, 8th to lOth row, upper panel). All removal procedures
resulted in a larger bias than no removal. The effect of removal conditions
O~- and E~ was large, the effect of the other removal conditions was small or
negligible.
Cronbach's alpha
No contamination (Table 4.2, lst row, middle panel). Removal procedures
111D2, LOF, G~, and SZ produced positive bias, and O~ and E~ produced
negative bias. The effect of S2 was small, the effect of MD2 medium, and the
remaining effects were large. Removal procedure E~ resulted in a bias (-.026)
that may be too large to be acceptable to researchers. For the remaining
removal procedures, the resulting bias was negligible. Zijlstra et al. (2007)
found similar effects for O~ and G~.
Extreme response style (Table 4.2, 2nd to 4th row, middle panel). Removal
of discordant observations always resulted in a larger absolute bias than "no
removal" . Three of the effects were medium, and the remaining 15 effects were
large.
Random response style (Table 4.2, 5th to 7th row, middle panel). Only
removal procedure E} resulted in a larger bias than "no removal''' , and all its
effects were large. The largest bias in Cronbach's alpha (-.091) was due to
procedure E~ for 20c1c contamination. For removal procedures MD2, LOF,
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and G~, all effects were also large but these procedures resulted in the smallest
bias.
Faking (Table 4.2, 8th to lOth row, middle panel). Removal procedures
E~. and Ot resulted in a larger bias than "no removal", MD2, LOF, and Gf
resulted in a smaller bias, and S2 had no effect. For E~, O~ , and LOF, the
effects were large, for G} the effects were medium, and for MD2, the effects
were either small or mediuin.
Validity coefficient
No contamination (Table 4.2, lst row, lower panel). ti~'ithout contamination,
removal procedures MD2, LOF, G}, and S2 did not influence the validity
coefficient. Removing observations identified by O} and E} caused the va-
lidity coefficient to decrease by .018 (medium effect) and .034 (large effect),
respectively.
Extreme response style (Table 4.2, 2nd to 4th row, lower panel). Removal
procedures 11~ID2, LOF, O~, G}, and S2 had no or small effects on the validity
coefficient compared to "no removal". For removal procedure E}, the effects
were medium and large, which resulted in a larger bias than "no removal" .
Random response style (Table 4.2, 5th to 7th row, lower panel). As with
Cronbach's alpha, only removal procedure E~ resulted in a larger bias than
"no removal" . The effects ranged from small to medium. Removal procedures
MDZ, LOF, and G~. resulted in a smaller bias than "no removal" . The effects
were small for ~r -.05, medium for ~r -.10, and large for ~r -.20. We
recommend removal procedures MD2, LOF, and G} for bias reduction in
samples contaminated by random responding. Removal procedures O~ and S2
had no discernible effects.
Faking. For removal procedures O} and E}, the effects ranged from small
to large, and resulted in a larger bias. None of the other removal procedures
had discernible ei~ects.
4.6.3 Conclusion
In general, removal procedures MD2, LOF, and G} produced the smallest
bias, followed by "no removal" and S2. Removal procedures MD2, LOF, and
G~ can have a large bias-reducing effect. Removal procedures Of and E~
usually do more harm than good. Removal of data due to faking or extreme
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Table 4.3: Summary of Performance of Si~ Outlier Detection Methods With
Respect to Specificity, Sensitivity, and Bi,as Reduction.
MD2 LOF O} G~. S2 E~
Specificity -
Sensitivity ~ f - ~
Bia~s reduction ~ -~ - ~
Note: `~' - method advocated, `-' - method not advocated, a blank indicates
a neutral advise.
responding usually does not contribute to bias reduction, but removal of data
due to random responding produces data for which procedures MD2, LOF, and
G~ produce a large bias reduction. Proportion of contamination did not ha.ve
a substantial effect. Only removal of discordant observations due to random
responding increasingly reduces bias as proportion of contaminants increases.
4.7 Discussion and conclusions
The results of the studies 1 and 2, in which the specificity and the sensitivity
of six outlier detection methods were investigated, are summarized in Table 4.3
(first and second row). Statistics MD2 and G~ had the best combination of
specificity and sensitivity. In Study 3, we investigated the effect of three types
of contamination on important. statistics used in assessing the psychometric
quality of questionnaires. The results of Study 3, in which the effect of three
types of contamination on important psychometric statistics was investigated,
are summarized in Table 4.4. In general, random responding and faking re-
sulted in more bias than extreme responding. Bias increased as proportion of
contamination grew.
Only in simulated data does one know for certain whether or not an ob-
servation is a contaminant. In real data, one can only determine the number
of discordant observations and the influence of removing these observations on
several statistics (cf. Zijlstra et al., 2007), but one does not know what caused
the discordant observations. Thus, the results obtained from this simulation
study should be interpreted with care. Some of our results may be compared
to results obtained with real-data sets by Zijlstra et al. (2007), who found, for
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Table 4.4: Summary of Bias of Three Types of Unnsual Response Behavior on
the Percentile Rank Scores, Cronbach's alpha, and Validity Coe,fficient.
Extreme Random Faking
Percentile rank scores -
Cronbach's alpha 0
Validity coefficient 0
Note: `0' - small to no bias, `-' - medium bias, `--' large bias.
example, that removal of item-score vectors based on O~ and Gf had the same
effect on Cronbach's alpha.
The results of Study 4, in which influence of removal of discordant obser-
vations on interesting statistics was investigated, are summarized in Table 4.3
(last row). Statistics 1L'ID2, LOF, and G~ performed best; that is, sometimes
removal of observations resulted in a small but negligible increase in bias and
sometimes in a large reduction of bias. Removing discordant observations based
on O~ and E~ increased the bias.
The outlier scores are based on useful definitions of suspect observations,
and their prime objective is to identify such observations but not to reduce bias
in a particular statistic. The researcher must decide whether or not discordant
observations should be removed. It may be noted that, only if both specificity
and sensitivity equal 1 does removal of discordant observations reduce bias
for sure. In all other cases, misclassification (i.e., regular observations that
were erroneously removed and contaminant observations that were erroneously
maintained) may affect bias of statistics in different ways.
An alternative to removing discordant observations is the use of robust
statistics (e.g., Hampel et al., 1986; R.ousseeuw óL Leroy, 2003) to accommo-
date statistics for the presence of outliers. Assuming a multivariate continuous
distribution of the data, robust versions of Cronbach's alpha (e.g., Christmann
óz van Aelst, 2006) and the correlation coefficient (e.g., Devlin, Gnanadesikan,
X~ Kettenring, 1975) are available. The development of robust statistics and





Analysis By Means of the
Forward Search Algorithm for
Outlier Detection~`
Abstract
Exploratory Mokken scale analysis is a popular method for identifying scales
from larger sets of items. As with any statistical method, also in Mokken scale
analysis the presence of outliers in the data may result in biased results and
wrong conclusions. The forward search algorithm is a robust diagnostic met.hod
for outlier detection, which we adapt here to identify outliers in Mokken scale
analysis. This adaptation involves choices with respect to the algorithm's objec-
tive function, selection of items from samples without outliers, and scalability
criteria to be used in the forward search algorithm. The application of the
adapted forward search algorithm for Mokken scale analysis is demonstrated
using real data with and without outliers. The adapted forward search was
successful at identifying outliers. Recommendations are given for its use in
practical scale analysis.




Exploratory 1~~lokken scale analysis (MSA; Mokken, 1971; Sijtsma ~ l~Zolenaar,
2002) is a popular method for identifying scales from a larger sets of items.
Recent examples of 1~Iokken scale analysis are found in criminology (e.g., Sant-
tila et al., 2008), health sciences and medicine (e.g., Watson, Deary, 8z Shipley,
2008), marketing (e.g., Paas ~ Sijt.sma, 2008), political science (e.g., Jacoby,
2008), psychiatry (e.g., Bech, Wilson, Wessel, Lunde, 8L Fava, 2009; Korner et
al., 2007), psychology (e.g., Watson, Roberts, Gow, Deary, 2008), and sociology
(e.g., Loner, 2008).
The presence of outliers may result in biased statistical results and wrong
conclusions (e.g., Barnett 8e Lewis, 1994, p. 317; Rousseeuw 8L Leroy, 2003,
pp. 5-6) but MSA does not incorporate the identification or accommodation
of outliers. Zijlstra, Van der Ark, and Sijtsma (2007) showed that the scaling
coefficients used in 1~TSA may be biased by the presence of outliers, and this
likely also results in biased l~7SA results. In this study, we used the forward
search algorzthm (Atkinson, 1994; Atkinson 8~ Riani, 2000; Atkinson, Riani,
8L Cerioli, 2004) to identify outliers in 1~ISA. The forward search algorithm
identifies observations that are inconsistent with the reinainder of the data
or have a disproportionate influence on a set of a priori specified qualitative
results of interest such as parameter estimates, goodness-of-fit statistics, and
significance tests. The forward search algorithm has been applied to regression
models and generalized linear models (Atkinson 8L Riani, 2000), cluster analysis
and discriminant analysis (Atkinson et al., 2004), factor analysis (Atkinson et
al., 2004; Mavridis ~ Moustaki, 2008), ANOVA (Bertaccini 8L Varriale, 2007),
and models for a mixture of categorical and coutinuous data (Cheng 8e Biswas,
2008).
NISA does not facilitate without further adjustment a straightforward ap-
plication of the forward search algorithm. In this study, we adapted the forward
search algorithm for use in MSA. This adaptation involves choices with respect
to the algorithm's objective function, selection of items from samples without
outliers, and scalability criteria to be used in the forward search algorithm. The
application of the adapted forward search algorithm for 1~1SA was demonstrated
using real data with and without outliers.
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5.2 Mokken Scale Analysis
~~ISA aims at selecting subsets of items from a larger set, each of which forms a
different scale. For extensive overviews of l~1SA, we refer to l~7okken (1971) and
Sijtsma aud 1~~Tolenaar ( 2002). 1~~ISA is done such that the selected items are
in agreement with the monotone homogeneity model ( ~1Hh1; b~Iokken, 1971,
p. 118). The 1~1H1~1 is an item response model ( Van der Linden d~ Hambleton,
1997), which implies an ordinal scale for respondents using their total scores on
the set of items constituting t.he scale (Sijtsma 8r ~Iolenaar, 2002, p. 22). The
1~1H1~.I is defined by three assumptions. The first assumption is unidimensional-
ity, which means that one latent variable denoted B underlies the scores on the~
set of items. The second assumption is local independence; that is, item scores
are independent given B. The third assumption is monotonicity, which means
that the relationships between expected itern scores and the latent variable are
monotone nondecreasing. These relationships are defined by the item response
ftmctions ( IRFs). Let the score on item j be represented by random variable
X~, then the IRF is defined as the expected conditional item score E(X~ ~9).
Some notation needed in this study is the following. A scale consists of J
items, each of which is integer-scored as X~ - x, with x E {0, . .., m}. The total
score on the scale is defined as the si.im of the J item scores, X.~ -~~ 1 X~.
For respondent v, the total score is denoted Xv~ and an item score is denoted
X~,~. Restscore R~-~~ is the total score on the J- 1 items without item j; that
is, R~-~~ - X~ - X~.
The selection of items from a larger set into a scale is done by means of the
automated item selection procedure (AISP: Sijtsma 8L 1~lolenaar, 2002, chap.
5). The AISP uses the scalabilit,y coefFicient H(Sijtsma Bc ~Zolenaar, 2002,
chap. 4) as selection criterion. First, we define coefficient H, then a scale, and
finally the AISP.
Let Cov(.) denote the covariance, and Caumax(~) the maximum covariance
given the marginal distributions of the item scores. For two items, indexed j
and k, the scalability coefficient is defined as
COV(X~, Xk)
H~k - Covinax(Xj~Xk)
For item j, the scalability with respect to the other items in the scale is defined
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as
H - Cov(X~, R~-~~ )
~ - Covmax(X~, R~-~~)
.
The scalability of a set. of J items is defined as
~~ Cov(X~, R~-~i)
H~ -
~~ Covmax (X~, R~-~1)
.
Items form a scale (Mokken, 1971; p. 184; Sijtsma 8L Molenaar, 2002, pp.
67-69) if, for inter-item correlation p~~, and for a positive lower bound value c
of item scalability coefficient H~, (1) p~k ) 0, for all item pairs (j, k), and (2)
H~ ) c, for all items j. The first condition is implied by the MHM (Sijtsma
8L l~Zolenaar, 2002, p. 51), and constitutes a necessary condition for all J items
measuring the same attribute represented by the latent variable 6. The second
condition ascertains the selection of items that each contribute to the accurate
ordering of respondents by means of their total scores on the J items. It can be
shown that the second condition implies that the overall scalability coefficient
H exceeds c(i.e., H 1 c; Sijtsma 8L Molenaar, 2002, p. 58).
The AISP consists of the following steps. First, the item pair having the
greatest, positive H~~ value that is significantly greater than 0 and also exceeds
c, constitutes the starting pair (provided such a pair exists; else, item selection
stops right away, or a lower c value may be tried). From the remaining J- 2
items, a third item u is selected, which (1) correlates positively with items j
and k(condition 1), (2) has H,~ 1 c with the items j and k(condition 2), and
(3), of all candidate items for selection satisfying conditions 1 and 2, produces
the highest overall scalability H value together with the items j and k. When
such an item can be selected, the AISP proceeds finding a fourth item u', a
fifth item u", and so on, until a next item satisfying the conditions (1) and
(2) is not available anymore. Then the items constituting the scale have been
selected. When different latent variables underlie different subsets of items, the
AISP may find a second scale from the remaining items, a third, and so on.
For more details see Sijtsma and h~lolenaar (2002, chap. 5).
An important asset used in this study is the estimate of the IRF for item
j, denoted by E(X~ ~8). Latent variable B is estimated from the data by its
ordinal estimator R~-~~, and the IRF is estimated using the mean conditional
item score, denoted X~ ~R~-~~. (Junker 8L Sijtsma, 2000, showed that estimating
the IRF by means of X~~X~, thus including item score X~ in the conditioning
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variable, produces biased results.) By letting the restscore take values r-
0, ..., m(J - 1), and computing item means X~ ~r for each of these values, a
discrete estimate of the item's IRF is obtained (Sijtsma 8i Molenaar, 2002, pp.
40-41). The IRF estimate is known as the item-restscore regression. Sparse
restscore groups are often observed in the tails of the distribution, especially
in small samples, and then adjacent restscore groups may be joined until the
resulting group contains at least m.insize cases. Itern mean scores are estimated
in the joined groups (Molenaar 8L Sijtsma, 2000, pp. 67-70).
Forward search is more general than person-fit analysis (Meijer 8L Sijtsma,
2001), which was developed in psychometrics. Person-fit analysis identifies
vectors of item scores that are aberrant relative to a particular item response
model (e.g., Van der Linden óz Hambleton, 1997) whereas forward search can
be adapted to highly different models, depending on ones research purposes
(Atkinson 8L Riani, 2000; Atkinson et al., 2004; Bertaccini 8~ Varriale, 2007;
Cheng 8L Biswas, 2008; Mavridis 8c Moustaki, 2008). In addition, person-fit
methods use the complete sample once for assessing each of the individual item-
score vectors whereas forward search monitors in several iterations a growing
subsample from the complete data as item-score vectors enter the subsample.
This facilitates a precise evaluation of changes that occur in this process. Thus,
forward search is more general and more data intensive than person-fit ana.lysis
but a comparison of both approaches may be an interesting topic for future
research.
5.3 Forward Search Adapted to MSA
Barnett and Lewis ( 1994, p. 7) defined outliers as observations that appear
to be inconsistent with the remainder of the data. In MSA, an observation
v is the vector of J item scores produced by respondent v(v - 1, ..., N).
To prevent ambiguity about the definition of an outlier, we used the follow-
ing terminology. Observations considered unusual, extreme, or surprising are
suspect observations. Observations that have a disproportionate effect on the
results of the statistical analysis are influential observations (e.g., Beckinan 8z
Cook, 1983). Figure 5.1 shows the four combinations of an observation be-
ing suspected or not and influential or not. We distinguish observations that





Yes Suspected and Influential Influential
l~o Suspected Nonnal
Figure 5.1: Observation types identified by forward search.
suspected nor influential, that is, normal.
Samples used in 1~1SA often contain at least a few htmdred observations, so
that single observations with only a few discrete values (unlike, e.g., "Income" )
can have only limited influence in contrast to clusters of similar observations.
Each observation has an objective function value in each iteration step of the
forward search, but such values tend to stick out only for suspect observations
when they are isola,ted but not when they belong to a cluster of observations
that are similar. Hence, if the data contain only one or a few suspect obser-
vations these observations are expected to exercise little influence, unless of
course the sample is small (say, N C 100). This implies that the combina-
tion of suspected and influential is rare in the larger samples typically used in
~ZSA. The other three possibilities are expected to be found regularly: Suspect
observations have unique item-score vectors and are found in relative isola-
tion, influential observations have similar item-score vectors and are found in
clusters, and normal observations constitute the majority.
Forward search (Atkinson 8z Riani, 2000) identifies the suspect observations
and the influential observations, and produces a robust statistical analysis, here,
a robust 1~~ISA. Forward search consists of three parts: First, the statistical anal-
ysis is done on a small subsample of observations, called the initial subsample.
Second, an iterative procedure starts. In each iteration, the size of the subsam-
ple is increased by one observation (usually by including one observation but
occasionally by including some observations and excluding other observations)
and the statistical analysis is repeated on the new subsample. The iterative
procedure stops when the entire sample has been included. The second part
is known as progressing the forward search. Third, changes in the outcomes
of the statistical analysis between itera~tions are monitore~d because they pro-
vide information about suspect observations and the influence of observations
on different aspects of the model, such as parameter estimates and model fit.
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Based on information provided during monitoring, a researcher may select the
definitive sample of observations, which results in a robust statistical analysis.
(Hadi, 1992, proposed a procedure similar to the forward search but different
in details not to be discussed here. )
5.3.1 Objective Function
For including and excluding observations while progressing the forward search
an objective function is used, which expresses an observation's distance to the
statistical model. Also, the objective function can be monitored in the third
part of the forward search, where sharp changes in its values provide infor-
mation on suspect observations and influential observations. For regression
analysis, Atkinson and Riani (2000) used ordinary least squares residuals and
for generalized linear models they used squared deviance residuals. For multi-
variate continuous data, Atkinson et al. (2004) used the Mahalanobis distance.
For factor analysis, Mavridis and Moustaki (2008) used the Mahalanobis dis-
tance, residuals, and the likelihood contribution.
Given the dominant role of the IRF in MSA, an appropriate theoretical
objective function for squared residuals is
[Xv~ - E(Xv~ ~Bv)~~ . (5.1)
j-1
The squared residual expresses the distance between the observed and expected
score on item j for a particular observation. The sum of the squared residuals
over all items expresses the distance between all observed item scores and all
expected item scores of an observation. Two considerations a.re relevant for
estimating E(XZ,~ ~B„) in Equation 5.1.
First, in the context of MSA the conditional item mean X~ ~R~-~~ seems to
be the most natural estimator for estimating E(Xz,~~6z,) in Equation 5.1 but a
pilot study showed that this estimator caused the forward search to be instable.
The reason was that the use of R~-~~ in X~ ~R~-~~ may lead to the identification
of observations as influential because they have different restscores for different
items. However, this is a methodological artifact and one should take measures
to rule it out. Thus, to remedy this problem we used the biased estimated IRF,
X~ ~X}. Despite its bias, the major advantage of using X} rather than R~-~~ is
that each observation has the same value on the conditioning variable (X~) for
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all items and, indeed, using X~~X~ was found to yield a stable forward search.
One may object that the bias caused by X} in estimating the IRF in 1~1SA
also emerges in the objective function, but at least the resulting forward search
is stable and the emergence of artifactual influential observations that result if
R~-~~ were used to estimate B is ruled out.
For estimating the IRF in MSA, consistent with previous considerations the
unbiased estimator X~~R~-~~ was used. To prevent confusion, we use the term
estimated IRF exclusively for X~ ~R~-~~. In the forward search, as with restscore
groups adjacent total score groups were joined unt.il the resulting group contains
at least minsize cases (cf., Molenaar 8~ Sijtsma, 2000, pp. 67-70).
Second, one needs a unidimensional set of items to produce a total score
X} that estimates the unidimensional latent variable B in Equation 5.1 but
many real item sets are multidimensional. Exploratory MSA may be used first
to partition the multidimensional item set into unidimensional scales, after
which the IRFs are estimated separately for each scale (Sijtsma 8L Molenaar,
2002, chap. 3) and the forward search is applied next to each scale separately.
However, 1~1SA preferably should be done using the definitive sample without
suspect observations and influential observations but to obtain this sample one
should first run the forward search. However, this in turn presupposes the use
of 1~-ZSA, and we seem to be caught in a problem of circularity. This problem is
solved using the following approach to computing X~ and estimating the IRFs.
First, the AISP is done using the entire sample. The items of the largest
scale are used to compute a preliminary IRF, X~ ~X~. Second, a preliminary
forward search is done using the squared residual of the preliminary estimated
IRF, X~ ~X f, as the objective function. In each iteration, the AISP is done using
all items. Hence, each iteration produces a partitioning of all items. Third, only
the partitionings obtained in the last third of the iterations of the forward search
are considered because this part is the most reliable (Atkinson et al., 2004, p.
26). From each partitioning the longest Mokken scale is identified, yielding
a set of longest Mokken scales across partitionings (longer scales allow more
reliable conclusions with respect to outliers). The definitive forward search is
done on the items from the most frequently occurring ILlokken scale in the set.
This set of items is denoted A, and the total score of these items is denoted
XA. The remaining items are not used in the definitive forward search.
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The previous considerations led to the following objective function,
e~ - ~ ~Xv~ - X~~X~,~~. (5.2)
jEA
Objective function e? in Equation 5.2 is well suited in the context of l~1SA, but
alternative objective functions may be possible. They are beyond the scope of
this study.
5.3.2 Choosing the Initial Subsample
Forward search typically uses an initial subsample, which consists of a small
number of observations, just enough to estimate the model. Initially, Atkinson
and Riani (2000; also, Atkinson et al., 2004) advocated that the initial sub-
sainple should be outlier-free but Atkinson and Riani (2007) found that the
composition of the initial subsample did not influence the final results, and
noted that observations can be selected at random to have the same effect.
In regression analysis, Atkinson and Riani (2000, p. 31) advocated taking
the initial subsample size, no, at least as large as the number of model pa-
rameters. Atkinson et aL (2004, p. 65) noted that for multivariate normally
distributed variables without a specified structure in the means, a value of no
equal to twice the number of variables is suitable. In factor analysis, Mavridis
and Moustaki (2008) suggested to take no at least equal to 2p(p f 1) ~ 1, where
p is the number of variables.
For MSA, no was determined as follows. Let G~ be the number of restscore
groups used to estimate the IRF of item j based on the entire sample. If
none of the restscore groups have to be joined, then G~ - m(J - 1), otherwise
G~ G m(J - 1). Then, no is set equal to J x min(G1, . .., G~). This size is
large enough to obtain an estimate, X~~R~-~~, albeit an inaccurate one, of the
IRF. Following Atkinson and Riani (2007), the no observations in the initial
subsainple were drawn randomly from the entire sample.
5.3.3 Progressing the Forward Search
In each next iteration step of the forward search, the subsample increases with
one observation to size n until it includes all observations (i.e., no c n C N).
Let S~n~ be the subsample of size n. Progressing from subsample S~n~ to the
next subsample S~~}li typically is done as follows. First, the statistical model
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is estimated using S~n~. Second, the objective function is computed for all
N observations. Third, the r~. f 1 observations having the lowest objective
function values constitute the new subsample Si~~l~. It may be noted that not
all observations included in S~n~ need to be included in S~n~l~. so that S~'~~ ~
Si'n~il, but usually S~ni C S~n~i~. Suspect observations with large objective
function values are expected to join the subsample in the final iterations. For
MSA, we followed the standard forward search using the only constraint that
each restscore group and each total score group contain at least one observation.
Two variations of progressing the forward search have been proposed. First,
Mavridis and Moustaki ( 2008) used the additional constraint that observations
included in S~ni are automatically included in Si~~i~, so that by definition
S~n~ C 5~~~1~. They argued that this facilitates the monitoring step (to be
discussed shortly). Here, a problem is that if the initial subsample includes an
influential observation, it cannot leave the subsample and affects the statistical
analysis in every iteration of the forward search. This may induce masking and
swamping ( e.g., Hadi, 1992).
Second, Atkinson et aL ( 2004, p. 306) proposed the balanced forward search,
which may be applied if one or more of the variables are grouping variables.
They used the additional constraint that the distribution of the grouping vari-
able in the subsample is proportional to its distribution in the entire sample.
The balanced forward search has been applied to discriminant analysis (Atkin-
son et al., 2004, chap. 6) and ANOVA (Bertucini 8L Variale, 2007). It is unclear
whether this procedure has advantages over the standard forward search as we
used it. A possible disadvantage is that atypical influential observations that
belong to a relatively small group may enter the subsample at an early stage.
Once in the subsample, these observations affect the statistical analyses in the
subsequent iterations, which may hamper interpretation during monitoring.
5.3.4 Monitoring the Forward Search
While progressing the forward search, at each iteration the objective fiznction
and the statistical results of interest are monitored. This means that the values
of the objective function and interesting statistical results are compared across
iterations using a graphical method known as the forward plot. The aim is to
detect suspect observations and influential observations. In regression analysis,
Atkinson and Riani (2000) monitored residuals, residual mean squared esti-
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mate of variance, Cook's deletion statistic, estimated regression coefficients, t
statistics, leverage values, squared multiple correlations R2, and score statis-
tics for transformation. In statistical analyses assuming multivariate normal
data, Atkinson et al. (2004) monitored the IVlahalanobis distance, estimated
covariances and correlations, and statistics used in transformation. In factor
analysis, Mavridis and Moustaki (2008) monitored residuals, goodness-of-fit
statistics, estimated factor loadings, estimated variances, and Cook's deletion
statistic. In ANOVA, Bertaccini and Varriale (2007) monitored residuals, the
residual standard error, estimated model parameters, R~, and the F statistic.
The forward plot is divided in three sections. For the iterations pertaining
to the smallest subsamples (ranging from np to nl ), by definition the forward
plot is unsta.ble and should not be interpreted. These iterations may be com-
pared to the burn-in for MCMC estimation. There are no specific guidelines
how large nl should be. The value of nl may be obtained by performing the
forward search multiple times and comparing the forward plots: then, nl is the
iteration after which all forward plots are highly similar. Iteration n2 is the last
iteration before suspect observations with large objective function values enter
the subsample. Iterations ranging from nl to n2 are the core of the forward
search. Between iterations ~nl and n2 sharp changes or high values (depending
on the fiinction being plotted) may indicate suspect. observations or influential
observations. Observations with large objective function values join the sub-
sample in the last sequence of iterations (ranging from n2 to N). The final
observations that join the subsample are the most suspected.
We distinguish four different types of forward plots. The first forward plot
shows the objective function. The second and third focus on specific properties
of the objective function. The fourth type shows model estimators and other
relevant statistics. For each of the plots we describe how they provide inforina-
tion on normal observations, suspect observations, and influential observations.
Forward Plot of Objective Function
The forward plot of the objective function shows for each observation its objec-
tive function across the iterations. These curves reveal whether an observation
is normal, suspected, or influential with respect to the computation of the ob-
jective function. Figure 5.2 shows typical forward plots for each of the four cells
in Figure 5.1. Based on data to be discussed in the next section, the curves
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Subsample size n
Figure 5.2: Forward plot of objective function (ev) for: normal observation
(solid curve), suspect observation (dashed curve), suspect observation that is
influential (dashed-dotted curve), and influential observation (dotted curve).
start at no - 77 and end at N - 588. The solid curve represents the objective
function ev of a typical normal observation, which runs horizontal and low. The
dashed curve represents a typical suspect observation, which runs high between
nl and n2 and shows a decrease between n2 and N when the observation is
included in the subsample at the end of the forward search. The small de-
crease reveals that the suspect observation is not influential with respect to the
computation of the objective function. A large decrease would indicate that
the suspect observation was also influential; this is represented by the dashed-
dotted curve which, however, is not expected to be found in samples containing
at least few hundred observations as in MSA. The dotted curve represents a
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typical influential observation. The objective function value is moderately high
in the first half of the forward plot but not high enough to be considered a
suspect observation. Between ni and n2 the objective function suddenly de-
creases. This indicates that one or more influential observations (most likely a
cluster) entered the subsample and as of then affected the objective function.
Mine~cl-Plot and Ma~incl-Plot
The minexcl-plot (Atkinson et al., 2004, pp. 68-69) is the forward plot of the
minimum objective function value for the observations not in the subsample,
and the maxincl-plot is the forward plot of the maximum objective function
value for the observations in the subsample. Both the minexcl-plot and max-
incl-plot increase as the subsample grows larger. Neither plot gives important
information on normal observations. Because suspect observations have high
objective function values and enter the subsample in the final iterations, they
cause a sharp increase in the minexcl-plot and the maxincl-plot between n2
and N. When an observation enters the subsample, which is influential with
respect to the computation of the objective function, it may cause observations
not in the subsample to have lower objective function values, which is visible
from a downward peak in the minexcl-plot. Simultaneously, observations in
the subsample may have higher objective function values, which is visible from
an upward peak in the maxincl-plot.
Gap Plot
The gap plot (Atkinson et al., 2004, p. 69) shows the difference between minexcl
and maxincl (i.e., minexcl - maxincl). This difference is the minimum gap
between objective function values of observations in the subsample and obser-
vations not in the subsample. As wit.h the minexcl-plot and the maxincl-plot,
the gap plot does not provide information on normal observations. Suspect
observations cause a sharp increase between n2 and N. An influential observa-
tion causes minexcl to decrease and maxincl to increase and, as a result, the
gap plot shows a downward peak between nl and n2. Typically, the gap plot
is used to identify n2: The researcher identifies n2 at a large upward peak near
the end of the forward search.
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Forward Plot of Statistical Results
The forward plots of interesting sta.tistical results show how the statistical re-
sults develop across iterations, and are used to identify observations influential
with respect to the estimation of the statistical results. The plots do not pro-
vide information about suspect observations. Sharp changes between nl and n2
identify influential observations, and sharp changes between n2 and N identify
suspect observations that are influential.
We monitored the estimated IRF (X~~R~-~~), the scalability coefficients H~
and H, and the partitioning of itenis produced by the AISP. For the forward
plot of the estimated IRF, the composition of the restscore groups of an item
must be constant across iterations. Therefore, the restscore groups of an item
computed for the entire sample were used throughout. As the subsample grows
larger, the observations entering the selected sample have higher objective func-
tion values, resulting in more noise in the data and impaired scalability. This
has the effect of producing more item clusters. Thus, it was expected that
across iterations the value of the scalability coefficients decreases and the num-
ber of partitionings increases.
5.4 Data Example: The Autonomy-Connectedness
Scale
If one knew the truth, it would be possible to distinguish regular observations
from contaminant observations; regulars come from the population of interest
and contaminants come from another population. In real-data analysis, the
truth is unknown and one cannot know for sure whether an observation is a
regular or a contaminant. However, what one can do is distinguish normal
observations from suspect observations and influential observations and hope
that they match the regulars and the contaminants, respectively. In our data
example, we analyzed an empirical data set, to be called Data I, in which by
definition only the former distinction is possible. In a~ddition, we analyzed a
data set called Data II, which consisted of Data I to which artificial contami-
nants were added. This enabled us to study the effectiveness of forward search
for identifying normal observations, suspect observations and influential obser-
vations in Data I. and regulars and contaminants in Data II. For 1~1SA, the
default values from the software packages IIISP (Itlolenaar áz Sijtsma., 2000)
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and mokken (Van der Ark, 2007) were used for minsize and lower bound c.
5.4.1 Data
The subscale "sensitivity to others" from the short form of the Autonomy-
Connectedness Scale (ACS; Bekker 8L Van Assen, 2006) contains 17 Likert
items (x E{0, ..., 4}). It measures the sensitivity to the opinions, wishes and
needs of other people, empathy, and the capacity and need for intirnacy and
separation. Examples of items are "I easily put aside other people's comments" ,
"I often wonder what other people think of ine", and "I can hardly bear it when
other people are angry with me" . The sample consisted of 588 studcnts from
Tilburg University. There were no missing values. 4~'e refer to this real-data
set as Data I.
Data II consisted of Data I plus 31 artificial contaminant observations (N -
619), which included one isolated observation that stood out from the others
and typically might be identified as suspected, and a cluster of 30 contaminant.s
that were similar and typically might be identified as influential. The data
analyses were done using a set of eleven items (i.e., set A, to be discussed
shortly). The isolated contaminant observation had an item-score vector equal
to (4, 0, 1, 1, 4, 4, 1, 4, 4, 1,1), in which high scores were obtained on all positively
worded items and low scores on all negatively worded items. The cluster of 30
contaminant observations had the same low total score (XA - 24; maximum
equals XA - 44) but high scores on items 4, 9, 11, and 17. To compare results,
the forward search Data II used the same set of items A and the same initial
subsample as used for analyzing Data I.
5.4.2 Defining the objective function
For Data I, we used the three steps for selecting item set A. In the first step,
the AISP was used to find the longest ~Zokken scale from the full set of 17
items. Using default c-.3, this resulted in a 7-item scale ( i.e., ~s 2, 5, 6.
10, 12, 14, and 15; H-.38, weak scale ( 1~lokken, 1971, p. 185)). For each
item, a preliminary IRF, X~ ~X~, was computed on the basis of this 7-item
scale. In the second step, these IRFs were used in objective function e~ (Equa-
tion 5.2) for selecting observations in each iteration (i.e., selection was based
on a unidimensional item subset), and the AISP was used in each iteration to
find the item partitioning from the full set of 17 items ( i.e., partitioning was
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based on subsamples without outliers). In the third step, from the last third of
the iterations the most frequently found Mokken scale was selected. This scale
consisted of eleven items: A-{2, 4, 5, 6, 9,10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17}. Now that we
had a longest unidimensional 1~Iokken scale based on a subsample without out-
liers, the definitive forward search could be done on these eleven items using a
total score XA and an objective function (Equation 5.2) based on the eleven
items (the other six items were not used anymore).
The initial subsample size was set at no - J x min(G1i .. ., G~) - 11 x
7- 77. Investigation of inultiple forward searches showed that starting from
iteration nl - 225 onward all forward plots were similar. The forward plots
of the iterations before nl were not interpreted. Investigating the gap plot
(discussed later on) showed that n2 - 580 for Data I, and n2 - 609 for Data
II.
To summarize, we applied the forward search to the set of eleven items and
started with a random initial starting subsample of size np - 77. Then, for
each iteration, we computed the objective function, the minexcl function, the
ma~incl function, the estimated IRF (X~~R~-~i). coefficients H and H~, and
the AISP.
5.4.3 Forward plot of the objective function
For Data I(without the artificial observations), Figure 5.3 shows the forward
plot of the objective fimction ev. Most observations had small objective func-
tion values across iterations and were considered normal but observations 98,
100, and 378 had large objective function values across iterations and thus were
considered the most suspected. Visual inspection of the forward plot suggested
that objective function values exceeding 20 were relatively rare. These obser-
vations were considered potential suspect observations. At the bottom, the
forward plot shows a rising diagonal band (Atkinson et al., 2004, pp. 94-97)
visible from n- no (e2 N 2) to n ti 500 (e2 N 12). Objective function values
for observations in the subsample are below the diagonal band and objective
function values for observations not in the subsample are above the diagonal
band. The diagonal band is not completely blank; decreasing objective function
values of observations joining the subsample intersect the diagonal band.
For Data II (including the artificial observations), Figure 5.4 shows the
forward plot of the objective function e?. The isolated contaminant observation
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is identified by the thick black curve, which is largest for almost all subsample
sizes (Figure 5.2, dashed curve). Except for this observation, until n- 397 the
forward plots of Data I and Data II are similar. The cluster of 30 contaminants
is identified by the white curves (Figure 5.2, dotted curves). These curves
decrease sharply between n- 391 and n- 398, which is where the cluster
entered the subsample and the plots begin to differ markedly.
After having entered the subsample, the objective function values of the
observations in the cluster show a sudden decrease followed by a gradual in-
crease. As they entered the subsample, the observations in the cluster affected
the comput.ation of X~~XA and, as a result. these observations came to resem-
ble the conditional item means more, which in turn resulted in much smaller
objective function values. As more additional observations entered the subsam-
ple, the effect of the observations in the cluster on the computation of X~ ~XA
decreased, and their function values increased again. Also, the objective func-
tion values of some other observations increased after the cluster entered the
subsample and, as a result, these observations deviated more from X~~XA than
previously.
5.4.4 Forward plot of minexcl and maxincl
Figure 5.5 (upper panel) shows that for Data I the forward plot of mi~texcl
(solid curve) ran above that of ma~incl (dotted curve); both curves showed an
upward trend. The space between the curves is the rising diagonal band in
Figure 5.3. For Data I, the plot was uneventful up until subsample size n2.
After n2, suspect observations entered the subsample showing a large increase
in both minexcl and ma~incl.
For Data II (Figure 5.5, lower panel), mine~cl showed a downward peak
at subsample size n - 397 and maxincl showed an upward peak. Both peaks
were caused by the cluster of contaminants entering the subsample. The peak
at the end of the plot was greater for Data II than for Data I. This was due
to the isolated contaminant observation having the largest objective function
value, which entered the subsample in the last iteration.
5.4.5 The gap plot
Figure 5.6 shows the gap plot, which is the difference (i.e., gap) between minexcl
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Figure 5.3: For~~-ard plot of tlie objective function e? for D~ta I.
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Figure 5.4: Forward plot of the objective function e~ for Data II, isolated
contaminant observation (619; thick black curve) and cluster of 30 similar con-
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Figure 5.5: Forward plot of minexcl (solid curve) and maxincl (dotted curve)
for Data I(upper panel) and Data II (lower panel).
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iterations. The gap plot shows a small downward peak at subsample size n-
297, which is caused by the inclusion of eight observations, of which six (~s 262,
316, 329, 334, 483, 556) were similar and had low total scores (X} - 15,16, 17).
These six observations may be classified as a cluster of influential observations,
and the cause of their aberrance should be subjected to further investigation
(not to be pursued here, however). At the end of the forward search (Figure 5.7,
upper panel), the first large upward peak was at subsample size n- 580, which
may be taken as iteration n2 after which eight suspect observations (~s 59, 98,
100, 125, 164, 249, 378, and 585) entered the subsample. At n- 587 the last
observation not in the subsample (i.e., observation ~ 378) caused the largest
gap, and thus was the most suspected. The gap cannot be computed for n- N,
because then all observations are included in the subsample.
For Data II, the gap plot (Figure 5.6, lower panel) shows a large downward
peak at n- 397, suggesting that a cluster of influential observations entered the
subsample. Indeed, this cluster contained the 30 contaminants. The isolated
contaminant observation entered the subsample in the last iteration, and caused
a large gap (Figure 5.7, lower panel). For Data II, n2 - 609 was determined
in the same way as for Data I. The suspect observations were the same as for
Data I plus two additional suspect observations (i.e., the isolated contaminant
and ~ 526). Observation 526 became suspected due to the including of the
cluster of contaminants.
5.4.6 Forward plot of the estimated IRF X~~R~-~~
For reasons of limited space, only the forward search of the estimated IRF of
item 2 is discussed extensively, and only highlights of the forward search of
the estimated IRFs for the other items are mentioned. Figure 5.8 shows the
conventional display of the item-restscore regression for item 2, X2~R~-2~, for
the entire sample from Data I(open circles) and for the subsample at n- 200
(solid circles). There were seven restscore groups (G2 - 7). The seven point
estimates represent the actual estimated IRF, whereas the connecting straight
lines are included to facilitate interpretation.
Figure 5.9 shows the forward plot of the estimated IRF, X2~R~-2~. Each
restscore group is represented by a separate curve. The seven open circles at
the end of the forward search correspond to the seven open circles in Figure 5.8,
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Figure 5.6: Gap plot for Data I(upper panel) aiid Data II (lower panel).



















Figure 5.7: Zoom of the last iterations of the gap plot for Data I(upper panel)
and Data II (lower panel). The dashed ~.ertical curves show n2.
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Figure 5.8: Restscore regression of item 2 for Data I for n- 588 in open circles
and n- 200 in solid circles. Estimates were based on seven combined restscore
groups. Notation g- {x - y} means: combined group g consists of all subjects
having either r- x,...,y. 1- {9 - 19}, 2-{20 - 23}, 3-{24 - 25},
4 - {26 - 27}. 5 - {28 - 29}. 6 - {30 - 31}, and 7 - {32 - 40}.
Figure 5.8. If manifest monotonicit,y (Junker 8L Sijtsma, 2000) holds for an
estimated IRF (cf. Figure 5.8, open circles), it is expected that the curves in
Figure 5.9 are ordered without intersections from the joined restscore groups
R~-2~ E{32 - 40} (highest) to R~-2~ E{9 - 19} (lowest). This was found to
be true for the majority of the subsample sizes for Data I(Figure 5.9, upper
panel). The curves of all restscore groups showed small changes in X2~R~-2~
when moving forward in the plot. The forward plots of the other items showed
similar patterns for the curves of the restscore groups.
For Data II, restscore group 3 showed a sudden decrease in X2~R~-2~ at.
n- 397 (Figure 5.9, lower panel). For item 2, the cluster of contaminants were
in restscore group 3 and rnainly ha.d item scores of zero (X2 - 0). As a result,
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Figure 5.9: Forward plot of the estimated IRF X 2 ~ R~-2~ of item 2 for Data
I(upper panel) and Data II (lower panel). Seven combined restscore groups:
1 - {9 - 19}, 2 - {20 - 23}, 3 - {24 - 25}, 4 - {26 - 27}, 5 - {28 - 29},
6- {30-31}, and 7-{32-40}.
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the estimated IRF decreased from XZ~R~-2i N 2 to X2~R~-2i N 1. Items 4,
9, and 17 showed an increase of restscore group 2, and items 10, 12, and 14
showed a decrease of restscore group 3(no figure provided). The estimated
IRFs of items 5, 6, 11, and 15 showed minor changes (no figure provided).
5.4.7 Forward plot of the scalability coefficients H and H~
Figure 5.10 shows the forward plot of the scalability coefficients H(thick curve)
and H~ (thin curves), and it also shows the default lower bound value c-.3
(horizontal straight line). As was expected; scalability decreased with increas-
ing subsample size. For Data I(Figure 5.10, upper panel), the total and the
item scalabilities increased at n- 297 (cf. Figure 5.6). The small cluster of six
observations that entered the subsample at n- 297 had a positive influence
on the scalability. Figure 5.11 (upper panel) shows a. close-up of the last 200
iterations of scalability coefficients for Data I. At subsample size n- 502, all
items had H~ ~.3 and formed a single scale. Thus, 86 respondents (14.6~0)
were responsible for items 4 and 9 to form a scale together and for items 11
and 17 to be unscalable. For Data II, the effect of the cluster of contaminants
on the scalability coefficients was large (figures 5.10 and 5.11, lower panel). At
subsample size n- 397, the scalability coefflicients showed a large decrease,
especially for items 4, 9, and 17. The AISP found that items 4, 9, and 17
formed a scale from n - 398 until n- 607, but then item 17 was found to be
unscalable (no figure provided).
5.5 Discussion and conclusions
The adaptation of the forward search adapted to MSA showed promising re-
sults. Based on the forward plots, suspect observations and influential observa-
tions could be identified. Without the forward search suspect observations and
influential observations may not be revealed. The forward plots provide the re-
searcher with diagnostic information about observations that are different from
the remainder of the data set or have a large influence on the statistical analy-
sis. This information may easily go unnoticed when outlier detection methods
are applied that only take the full sample into account.
The identification of suspect observations and influential observations is
the first step in outlier analysis. Simply removing these observations without
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Figure 5.10: Forward plot of the item scalability coefficients H~ (thin curves)
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Figure 5.11: Zoom of the forward plot of the item scalability coefficients H~
(thin curves) and the total-scale H(thick curve) for Data I(upper panel) and
Data II (lower panel).
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knowing the cause is not recommended. If a cause cannot be found, it may be
concluded that the suspect observations are merely rare events that ~re rea-
sonable given the model at hand. The identification of a cluster of influential
observations may suggest that the sample contains data frotn multiple popu-
lations. The different populations may be treated separately or an alternative
model may be defined which takes the different populations into account.
Possible follow-up analyses for Data I and Data II are the following. In
Data I, forward search identified eight suspect observations and six influential
observations. The six influential observations may have influenced the forward
search and the classification of suspect observations. Thus, a useful next. step
may be to redo the forward search on the sample without the six influential
observations, and this may be repeated until no influential observations are
found anymore. Then, a robust MSA is done on the sample without the suspect
observations and the influential observations, which is the definitive sample. An
alternative strategy is to focus on items, and then for Data I item 11 would be
a candidate for removal because it has the lowest H~. The forward search is
then redone on the item set without item 11.
In Data I, 86 observations caused four items to be excluded from the longest
scale. These 86 observations should not be removed from the analysis merely
because their removal gives nicer results. We think that it is more likely that
one or more items do not belong to the scale given the relatively large subset
of 86 observations. Thus, we prefer removing one item (i.e., item 11) over
removing 86 observations but realize that only additional research may shed
more light of the correctness of our advise. This research is beyond the scope
of this study.
In Data II, forward search identified ten suspect observations (including the
isolated contaminant), one cluster of six influential observations (same as Data
I), and one cluster of 30 influential observations (which coincided with the 30
contaminants). The cluster of six was removed first because they entered the
subsample first. In the next forward search, the 30 contaminants were found
to be influential and thus need to be treated separately. Finally, the definitive
sample was the same as for Data I.
The adaptation of forward search to 1~~ISA entaíled defining a suitable ob-
jective function and a procedure for selecting the set of items that could serve
as the basis of the forward search. Alternative functions and item selection
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procedures may be considered, and balanced (or proportional) forward search
may lead to different information, also to be subjected to further research.
Interpretation of the forward plot of the objective function may be more
dif~icult as the sample size increases since each observation is represented by a
curve. To have better diagnostic interpretation, Atkinson et al. (2004, pp. 392-
395) displayed forward plots of the objective function for single observations or
clusters of observations.
The interpretation of the forward plots is somewhat speculative. Rules
are absent for identifying peaks and for classifying observations as discordant.
Atkinson and Riani (2007) proposed confidence bounds for forward search re-
sults obtained for cluster analysis. Developing confidence bounds suitable for
use in MSA is a topic for future research.
We used default values for minsize and lower bound c but different values
may result in somewhat different MSA results (Molenaar 8L Sijtsma, 200, p.
67; Paas 8i Sijtsma, 2008). We investigated the scalability of a set of items,
which is a likely choice but different aspects of MSA such as monotonicity may
also be ta.ken into account. Our current proposal may serve as fruitful basis for
future research.
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Summary
The presence of outliers is a problem, with which many researchers are con-
fronted during data aualysis, and which forces them to take action. In general,
an outlier is an observation that is different from the other observations in t.he
sample. Outliers may be interesting in their own right, and may have great
influence on the outcome of the data analysis. Outlier detection usually deals
with continuous variables but when an observation consists of multiple vari-
ables with only few (say, up to seven) possible values, it is difl'icult to identify
outlying observations. A typical example is the item scores from psychologi-
cal questionnaires. The focus of this thesis is outlier analysis of this kind of
multivaria.te discrete data.
In Chapter 1, we proposed two outlier scores suited for outlier detection in
test and questionnaire data. An outlier score expresses the degree to which an
observation is tmusual or suspected. One definition combined information from
the scores on all the items in the test (O~), and the other definition combined
information from all pairs of item scores (G}). For ten real-data sets, the
distribution of each of the two outlier scores was inspected by means of Tukey's
fences (a.k.a. boxplot) and the extreme studentized deviate (ESD) procedure
in order to classify observations as discordant. It was investigated whether the
discordant observations were influeutial with respect to Cronbach's alpha, the
item-rest correlations, and Loevinger's H coefficient. In general, removal of
discordant observations identified by Of resulted in a decrease of Cronbach's
alpha, the item-rest correlations, and Loevinger's H coefficient, and removal of
discordant observations identified by G~ resulted in a increase of the statistics.
In Chapter 2, four discordancy tests were used to decide whether an observa-
tion had a discordant outlier score. The discordancy tests were Tukey's fences,
Tukey's fences with adjustment for skewness of the outlier-score distribution
(adjusted boxplot), the ESD, and the ESD after normality transformation of
1~7
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the outlier-score distribution (ESD-T). The outlier scores were O~ and Gf.
The specificity and the sensitivity of the four discordancy tests were investi-
gated for both outlier scores in simulated data. The simulated data were based
on real data obtained by means of the medical questionnaire Rising and Sitting
Down (QRBzS; Roorda, 1~lolenaar, Lankhorst, 8z Bouter, 2005), and contami-
nants ~vere added according to the slippage model. Furthermore, the discordant
observations were investigated when the outlier scores were applied to the real
QRBLS data. It was concluded that Tukey's fences identified most observations
as discordant, which resulted in lower specificity and higher sensitivity than the
other discordancy tests. In general, outlier scores O} and G} identified differ-
ent observations as discordant, which suggests they quantify different concepts
and rnay be used complementar,y.
In Chapter 3, the sensitivity and the specificity of four outlier scores were
studied for the same four different discordancy tests as in Chapter 2. The out-
lier scores were the Mahalanobis distance, a robust version of the Mahalanobis
distance, O~, and G~. Multi-item questionnaire data were simulated, in which
the dimensionality, the number of answer categories, the test length, and the
range of separation parameters were varied. The tradeoff between sensitivity
and specificity was most favorable for O~ and G~ . The Mahalanobis distance
had both lower sensitivity and lower specificity. The robust Mahalanobis dis-
tance had very low specificity. Using the outlier scores in combination with the
ESD increased sensitivity but decreased specificity, whereas the combination
with the adjusted boxplot and the ESD-T increased specificity but decreased
sensitivity.
In Chapter 4, we investigated the effect outliers have on the specificity
and the sensitivity of each of six different outlier scores. Typical question-
naire data were simulated in which three types of sirnulated atypical item-score
vectors (extreme responding, random responding, and faking) were added to
regular data. The I~lahalanobis distance and Gf were found to have the best
combination of specificity and sensitivity. Next, it was investigated how out-
liers influenced the bias in the percentile rank scores, Cronbach's alpha, and
a validity coefí'icient. Outliers due to random responding and faking produced
considerable bias, and outliers due to extreme responding produced little bias.
Finally, the influence of removing discordant observations on bias was studied.
Removing observations due to random responding identified by means of the
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Mahalanobis distance, the local outlier factor, and G} reduced bias.
In Chapter 5, the forward search algorithm, which is a robust diagnos-
tic method for outlier detection, was adapted to the identification of outliers
in Mokken scale analysis. Choices with respect to this adaptation pertain to
the definition of an objective function and the qualitative results of interest,
such as item response functions and scalability coefficients. The application
of the adapted forward search algorithm to Mokken scale analysis was demon-
strated using real data with and without artificial outliers, prepared especially
for demonstrating the potential of the forward search. The forward search
was successful in identifying outliers. It was concluded that the first attempt
of applying the forward search to 1~lokken scale analysis was successful and
promising.
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dat een opsporingsmethode een uitbijter terecht als discordant classificeert, en
de specificiteit is de kans dat een opsporingsmethode een reguliere observatie
terecht als niet discordant classificeert.
In Hoofdstuk 1 werden twee nieuwe outlier scores geïntroduceerd waarmee
uitbijters in vragenlijstdata kunnen worden opgespoord. Outlier score O} com-
bineert de informatie van de scores op alle vragen van de vragenlijst en outlier
score Gf combineert de informatie van de scores op alle paren van vragen. Voor
tien bestaande vragenlijstdatasets werden O~ en G~ voor alle respondenten
berekend. Vervolgens werd met behulp van twee statistische toetsen, T~key's
fences (beter bekend als de boxplot) en de extreme studentized deviate (ESD),
bepaald welke observaties discordant zijn. Tenslotte werd de invloed van dis-
cordante observaties op Cronbachs alfa, de item-restcorrelatie, en Loevingers
H onderzocht. Bij opsporingsmethoden die O} gebruiken resulteerde het ver-
wijderen van discordante observaties tot lagere waarden van Cronbachs alfa, de
item-restcorrelatie en Loevingers H. Bij opsporingsmethoden die G~ gebruiken
resulteerde het verwijderen van discordante observaties juist tot hogere waar-
den van deze grootheden. Opsporingsmet.hoden O~ en G} leidden tot een
tegenovergesteld effect wat zou kunnen betekenen dat zij verschillende vormen
van afwijkendheid opsporen en dat ze naast elkaar gebruikt kunnen worden.
In Hoofdstuk 2 werden de specificiteit en de sensitiviteit vergeleken van
acht opsporingsmethoden. De opsporingsmethoden waren de combinaties van
vier verschillende statistische toetsen en twee outlier scores. De onderzochte
statistische toetsen waren Tukey's fences, de adjusted boxplot, de ESD en de
ESD nadat de verdeling van outlier scores is getransformeerd naar een nor-
male verdeling (ESD-T), en de onderzochte outlier scores waren Of en G}. De
outlier scores werden berekend op echte data, verkregen door middel van de
medische vragenlijst Rising and Sitting Down (Roorda, Molenaar, Lankhorst,
8c Bouter, 2005), en gesimuleerde data. Aan de datasets werden kunstmatig
uitbijters toegevoegd zodat onderzocht kon worden in welke mate elke op-
sporingsmethode uitbijters als discordant classificeert (sensitiviteit) en reguliere
observaties als niet discordant (specificiteit). Over het algemeen classificeerden
opsporingsmethoden die Of en die G~ gebruiken niet dezelfde observaties als
discordant. Opsporingsmethoden die Tukey's fences gebruiken hadden een lage
specificiteit en een hoge sensitiviteit. Opsporingsmethoden die de adjusted box-
plot, ESD of ESD-T gebruiken hadden een hogere specificiteit, maar een lagere
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sensitiviteit. Het gebruiken van opsporingsmethoden met een hoge sensitiviteit
is wenselijk oindat het de onderzoeker de mogelijkheid biedt om de discordante
observaties nader te onderzoeken en observaties die onterecht als discordant
zijn gevonden niet te verwijderen.
In Hoofdstuk 3 werden de specificiteit en de sensitiviteit van de opsporings-
methoden uit Hoofdstuk 2 in een grote simulatiestudie uitgebreider onderzocht.
Het aantal outlier scores werd uitgebreid. Naast O} en Gf werden de veel-
gebruikte Mahalanobis-afstand en een robuuste versie van de Mahalanobis-
afstand onderzocht. De sensitiviteit en specificiteit werden berekend op grote
aantallen gesimuleerde datasets die varieerden in dimensionaliteit, het aan-
tal geordende antwoordcategorieën, het aantal vragen en de spreiding van de
moeilijkheid van de vragen. De balans tussen de sensitiviteit en de specificiteit
was het gunstigst voor opsporingsmethoden die O~ en G~ gebruiken. Opspo-
ringsmethoden die de Mahalanobis-afstand gebruiken hadden zowel een lage
sensitiviteit als een lage specificiteit. De Mahalanobis-afstand werd beïvloed
door de uitbijters en was daardoor minder goed in het opsporen ervan. Opspo-
ringsmethoden die de robuuste Mahalanobis-afstand gebruiken hadden een zeer
lage specificiteit. Geconcludeerd werd dat de robuuste Mahalanobis-afstand
niet geschikt is om te gebruiken bij discrete vragenlijstdata. Het gebruik van
de statistische ESD toets result.eerde in een hoge sensitiviteit. maar een lage
specificiteit, terwijl het gebruik van de statistische toetsen adjusted boxplot
en ESD-T in een hoge specificiteit maar een lage sensitiviteit resulteerde. Het
gebruik van de ESD toets wordt geadviseerd wanneer een hoge sensitiviteit
wenselijk is en de ESD-T toets wanneer een hoge specificiteit wenselijk is.
In Hoofdstuk 4 werd onderzocht welk effect verschillende typen uitbijters
hebben op de specificiteit en de sensitiviteit van opsporingsmethoden en op veel-
gebruikte grootheden in psychologisch onderzoek,in het bijzonder rangscores
(percentielen), Cronbachs alfa en de validiteitscoëfficiënt. Daarnaast. werd het
effect onderzocht van het verwijderen van discordante observaties op deze veel-
gebruikte grootheden. Vragenlijstdatasets werden gesimuleerd, en aan de ge-
simuleerde data werden drie verschillende typen uitbijters toegevoegd: Obser-
vaties met een extreme-antwoordtendentie, observaties met een willekeurige-
antwoordtendentie en observaties waarin het voorwenden van een andere per-
soonlijkheid (kortheidshalve, voorwenden) gemodelleerd werd. Er werden zes
opsporingsmethoden vergeleken. Iedere opsporingsmethode gebruikte een an-
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dere outlier score maar dezelfde statistische toets, de ESD toets. De volgende
resultaten werden gevonden. De opsporingsmethoden die de Mahalanobis-
afstand en G} gebruikten hadden de meest gunstige balans tussen specificiteit.
en sensitiviteit. De aanwezigheid van respondenten die willekeurig antwoordden
of voorwendden resulteerde in een grote vertekening in de onderzochte groothe-
den, terwijl de aanwezigheid van respondenten die extreem antwoordden resul-
teerde in een kleine vertekening. Tenslotte bleek dat het verwijderen van discor-
dante observaties volgens de opsporingsmethoden die de Mahalanobis-afstand,
de local outlier factor en G} gebruikten leidden tot de kleinste vertekening in
de schatting van de onderzochte grootheden.
In Hoofdstuk 5 werd het for~ward search algoritme aangepast om uitbi-
jters op te sporen in 1~lokken-schaalanalyse. Het forward search algoritme is
een robuuste grafische methode om uitbijters te detecteren. De aanpassing
bestond uit het definiëren van een geschikte doelfunctie, en het bepalen van
interessante criteria om kritisch te kunnen volgen tijdens forward search, zoals
de item-responsfuncties en schaalbaarheidscoëfficiënten. Vervolgens werd de
aangepaste forward search voor Mokken-schaalanalyse toegepast op echte data
met en zonder kunstmatig toegevoegde uitbijters. Door het toevoegen van uit-
bijters kon worden gedemonstreerd dat de aangepaste forward search in staat
is uitbijters succesvol op te sporen.
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